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Date  What do you use Bentleigh shopping strip for?  
Dec 02 16 03:05:51 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Library 

Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Other 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends, Library 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Dec 03 16 01:02:46 pm Weekly shop 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Other 

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Library 

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Retail outlets 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends 

Dec 07 16 01:44:39 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am Retail outlets 

Dec 08 16 11:47:02 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Dec 09 16 04:55:05 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends 

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Library 

Dec 11 16 10:24:28 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes 

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Dec 12 16 08:54:35 pm 

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Library 

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 
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Dec 14 16 02:42:55 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Dec 14 16 04:16:40 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Meeting friends 

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm Cafes, Weekly shop 

Dec 18 16 04:11:49 pm Other 

Dec 19 16 11:32:16 am Cafes, Bars 

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Library 

Dec 20 16 10:00:00 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Other 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Bars, Weekly shop, Library 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm Other 

Dec 22 16 08:52:09 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm Other 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm Retail outlets, Cafes 

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Library 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm Retail outlets, Library, Other 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Other 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Jan 04 17 08:43:40 pm  

Jan 06 17 10:14:02 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Meeting friends 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm Cafes, Meeting friends, Library 

Jan 09 17 06:56:55 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends 

Jan 12 17 07:53:16 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop 

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Library 

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Jan 16 17 09:23:18 am  

Jan 17 17 10:45:40 am Weekly shop 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Jan 17 17 08:11:56 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Jan 17 17 08:22:37 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
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Other 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Library 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm Retail outlets 

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly 
shop, Library 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Other 

Jan 25 17 01:15:16 pm Retail outlets, Weekly shop, Library 

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Jan 27 17 12:15:48 am 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm Retail outlets, Other 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Library 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Jan 31 17 08:39:11 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes 

Feb 01 17 05:24:15 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 02 17 12:08:34 pm Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 02 17 01:35:49 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 02 17 02:15:43 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Library 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 02 17 02:45:57 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm Retail outlets 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Library 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Library 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Meeting 
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friends 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends, Library, Other 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Other 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm Retail outlets, Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Library 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm Retail outlets 

Feb 04 17 10:54:08 am Retail outlets, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 04 17 04:46:20 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Library, Other 

Feb 04 17 04:47:30 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Library 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library, Other 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets 

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 05 17 06:13:46 am Cafes, Library 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Cafes, Weekly shop 
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Feb 05 17 12:10:50 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Meeting friends 

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 05 17 11:40:15 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Library 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am Weekly shop 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Library 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 06 17 09:21:29 am Retail outlets 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 06 17 09:28:33 am Cafes 

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Library, 
Other 

Feb 06 17 09:37:22 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Other 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Retail outlets 

Feb 06 17 10:21:50 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 06 17 10:22:15 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 06 17 11:05:17 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Library 

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library, Other 

Feb 06 17 11:27:40 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
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Bars, Weekly shop 

Feb 06 17 11:41:41 am 
Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 

Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 06 17 03:14:27 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 06 17 03:39:51 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 06 17 03:51:23 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 06 17 04:00:47 pm Retail outlets, Weekly shop 

Feb 06 17 04:44:50 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 06 17 05:57:59 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Library 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Cafes, Library 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm Retail outlets 

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Library 

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Meeting friends 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am Weekly shop 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets 

Feb 07 17 09:36:14 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop 

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Library 
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Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm Retail outlets, Other 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 07 17 01:19:57 pm Other 

Feb 07 17 01:31:24 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm Weekly shop 

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm Cafes 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 07 17 11:53:03 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 09:12:18 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Library 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items 

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Library, Other 

Feb 08 17 12:44:43 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm Retail outlets, Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Cafes 

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 01:13:35 pm Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 01:19:10 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 01:30:02 pm Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends 
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Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 01:44:38 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm Other 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 02:25:00 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 03:07:31 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes 

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Library 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Other 

Feb 08 17 04:49:00 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other 

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Cafes, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm Retail outlets, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Bars, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm Cafes 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Library 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Retail outlets, Cafes 
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Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends, Other 

Feb 09 17 03:07:53 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library 

Feb 09 17 07:58:03 am Retail outlets, Weekly shop 

Feb 09 17 08:37:11 am Cafes, Library 

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 09 17 03:21:41 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 09 17 03:54:12 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 09 17 03:55:58 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library 

Feb 09 17 08:16:21 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 09 17 08:46:42 pm Retail outlets 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Cafes 

Feb 09 17 10:09:08 pm Cafes, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Other 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 10 17 12:35:15 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 10 17 12:45:58 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Other 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm Cafes 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm Cafes, Other 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 
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Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm Cafes, Meeting friends 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 10 17 04:51:25 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Other 

Feb 10 17 06:03:40 pm Retail outlets 

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 11 17 08:51:59 am Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 11 17 11:25:42 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends, Library 

Feb 11 17 12:53:18 pm Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 11 17 04:23:48 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 11 17 06:01:54 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am Weekly shop 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 12 17 10:33:12 am Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm Cafes, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library 

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Meeting friends, Other 

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends, Library 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Meeting friends, Library 
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Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 13 17 09:46:37 am 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Other 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Bars, Weekly 
shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 13 17 09:59:03 pm Retail outlets, Cafes, Meeting friends 

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am Cafes, Meeting friends 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends, Library 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am Meeting friends 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Library 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Meeting friends 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Library 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Meeting 
friends 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Meeting friends, Library, Other 

Feb 15 17 08:28:48 am  

Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Library 

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 15 17 01:39:27 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Library 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Meeting 
friends, Library 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes 
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Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm Weekly shop 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Bars, Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm  

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm Retail outlets, Cafes 

Feb 19 17 06:30:51 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop 

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Meeting friends, Other 

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm Other 

Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Other 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 07:12:38 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm Other 

Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Meeting friends, Library 

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 07:44:11 pm Other 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Other 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop, 
Other 

Feb 21 17 08:07:35 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Cafes, Weekly shop 

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 08:15:27 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop 

Feb 21 17 08:25:21 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 08:29:41 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Weekly shop 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Weekly 
shop, Other 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Other 
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Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Daily needs - milk/newspapers/small shopping items, Retail outlets, Cafes, 
Weekly shop, Other 

 
 
 
 
Date  Please list 
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Restaurants 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Chemist 

Dec 18 16 04:11:49 pm Occasionally go out for a meal (maybe once a year) 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm Only go when required, so once or twice a year 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm Hairdressers 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm Sunday Market 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am massage 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am Vets, banking, train, chemists 

Jan 17 17 08:22:37 pm Restaurants 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm work 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm Banking, Doctors, Chemist 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm Banks 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am Restaurants 

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm restaurants 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm Australia Post 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am Medical centre(GP, dentist) 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Dentist, ophthalmologist, banking 

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Banking 

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am Health foods and fresh produce 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am I love the Sunday market.  

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm Work 

Feb 07 17 01:19:57 pm Have a business on strip - not a retailer. 

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Sunday market 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm when I can't be bothered going to Southland 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Bank mainly 
Ben's Books 
Sussan 
Rarely other retail gift type shops 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm clothes shopping, meeting friends, walking my dog,  

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am Jewellers  
Nail salon 

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Going to work 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am Am a retailer 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm Work in the area 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm For work 

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm Train, post office box 

Feb 11 17 12:53:18 pm Yoga 

Feb 11 17 04:23:48 pm Doctor 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm Banking 
Dentist 
Restaurants (lunch and dinner) 
Post office 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am church 
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Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am Restaurants / dinner 

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm Noisette 
Op shops 
Asian restaurants 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm Inspiration looking for work 

Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Most thing supporting local 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Restaurants 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Aldi and green grocer  

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Catch train 

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm Look around while wait for partner to finish work love the op shops 

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm Used to use medicare 

Feb 21 17 07:44:11 pm Work here 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Meat and vegetables 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm Doctors 

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Banking 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm Banking and doctors 

Feb 21 17 08:15:27 pm Target 
Bank 
Doctors 

Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm Bank  
Chemist 

Feb 21 17 08:25:21 pm Bank and public transport 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Presents 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Bookshops 
Op shops 
Restaurant 
Target 

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Books 
Restaurants 
Stationary 
 

 
 

 
 
Date  How do you travel to Bentleigh shopping strip? 
Dec 02 16 03:05:51 am Walk, Drive 

Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Walk, Drive 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm Drive 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am Walk, Drive 

Dec 03 16 01:02:46 pm Drive 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Walk 

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Drive 

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am Walk, Drive 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Walk 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm Walk, Drive 
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Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Walk, Drive 

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm Drive 

Dec 07 16 01:44:39 pm Drive 

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am Drive 

Dec 08 16 11:47:02 am Walk, Drive 

Dec 09 16 04:55:05 pm Drive 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Drive 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm Walk, Catch public transport 

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 11 16 10:24:28 pm Walk 

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am Drive 

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 14 16 02:42:55 am Walk 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm Walk 

Dec 14 16 04:16:40 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 18 16 04:11:49 pm Other 

Dec 19 16 11:32:16 am Other 

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Walk 

Dec 20 16 10:00:00 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 22 16 08:52:09 pm Drive 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm Walk, Drive 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm Drive 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm Drive 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm Drive 

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm Walk 

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Walk, Ride, Drive, Catch public transport 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am Ride, Drive 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm Walk, Drive 

Jan 06 17 10:14:02 am Drive 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm Walk 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am Drive 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm Drive 

Jan 09 17 06:56:55 pm Drive, Catch public transport 

Jan 12 17 07:53:16 pm Walk, Drive 

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Walk, Drive 

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Walk, Drive 
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Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Walk, Drive 

Jan 17 17 10:45:40 am Drive 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Walk 

Jan 17 17 08:11:56 pm Drive 

Jan 17 17 08:22:37 pm Drive 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am Walk 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am Drive 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Walk 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm Walk 

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm Drive 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm Walk, Ride 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm Drive 

Jan 25 17 01:15:16 pm Drive 

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Drive 

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm Walk, Drive 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm Walk, Drive 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm Drive 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm Walk 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Walk 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Drive 

Jan 31 17 08:39:11 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 01 17 05:24:15 pm Drive 

Feb 02 17 12:08:34 pm Walk 

Feb 02 17 01:35:49 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm Walk, Catch public transport 

Feb 02 17 02:15:43 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 02 17 02:45:57 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm Drive 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Walk, Ride 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Walk 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm Walk 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Walk 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm Walk 

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm Walk 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm Walk 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am Drive 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Walk 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm Walk 

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm Walk, Drive 
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Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm Walk, Other 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm Walk 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Walk, Ride 

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm Walk 

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm Drive 

Feb 04 17 10:54:08 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm Walk 

Feb 04 17 04:46:20 pm Drive 

Feb 04 17 04:47:30 pm Walk 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm Walk 

Feb 05 17 06:13:46 am Drive 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 05 17 12:10:50 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm Walk 

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Walk 

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm Walk 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 05 17 11:40:15 pm Walk 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 06 17 09:21:29 am Other 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 09:28:33 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 09:37:22 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Drive 
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Feb 06 17 10:21:50 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 10:22:15 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 11:05:17 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am Walk 

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 06 17 11:27:40 am Drive 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am Walk 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm Ride, Drive 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm Drive 

Feb 06 17 03:14:27 pm Drive 

Feb 06 17 03:39:51 pm Drive 

Feb 06 17 03:51:23 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 04:00:47 pm Drive 

Feb 06 17 04:44:50 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 06 17 05:57:59 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm Walk 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Walk 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Drive 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Drive 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm Walk 

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm Drive 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am Walk 

Feb 07 17 09:36:14 am Drive 

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am Drive 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am Drive 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm Drive 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm Walk 
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Feb 07 17 01:31:24 pm Drive 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm Drive 

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Drive 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm Drive 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm Walk, Ride, Catch public transport 

Feb 07 17 11:53:03 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Drive 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am Walk 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am Walk 

Feb 08 17 09:12:18 am Drive 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:44:43 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm Walk 

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm Walk 

Feb 08 17 01:13:35 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 01:19:10 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 01:30:02 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm Walk 

Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 01:44:38 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 02:25:00 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 03:07:31 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm Walk, Drive 
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Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm Ride, Drive 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 04:49:00 pm Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm Walk 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm Walk 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Drive 

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am Drive 

Feb 09 17 03:07:53 am Walk 

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am Walk 

Feb 09 17 07:58:03 am Drive 

Feb 09 17 08:37:11 am Drive 

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Drive 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am Drive 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am Walk 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm Drive 

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Walk 

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 09 17 03:21:41 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 09 17 03:54:12 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 09 17 03:55:58 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Drive 

Feb 09 17 08:16:21 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 09 17 08:46:42 pm Drive 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 09 17 10:09:08 pm Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am Walk 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am Walk 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am Walk 

Feb 10 17 12:35:15 pm Drive 
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Feb 10 17 12:45:58 pm Drive 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm Catch public transport 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm Drive 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm Catch public transport 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm Drive 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Drive 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm Walk 

Feb 10 17 04:51:25 pm Drive 

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 10 17 06:03:40 pm Drive 

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Walk 

Feb 11 17 08:51:59 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 11 17 11:25:42 am Drive 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 11 17 12:53:18 pm Drive 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Walk 

Feb 11 17 04:23:48 pm Walk 

Feb 11 17 06:01:54 pm Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Walk 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am Walk, Ride 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Walk 

Feb 12 17 10:33:12 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Walk 

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am Walk 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am Walk 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am Walk 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Walk 

Feb 13 17 09:59:03 pm Walk 
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Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am Walk 

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am Walk 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am Drive 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am Walk 

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Walk, Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am Walk 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am Walk 

Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am Drive 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am Walk 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am Walk 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am Walk 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am Walk 

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm Walk 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Walk 

Feb 15 17 01:39:27 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm Walk 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am Walk 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am Walk 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am Walk, Drive 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm Drive 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Walk, Ride 

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm Walk 

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm Drive 

Feb 19 17 06:30:51 pm Drive 

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm Walk 

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am Walk 

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Walk 

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm Walk 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm Walk, Catch public transport 

Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Walk 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Walk 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Catch public transport 

Feb 21 17 07:12:38 pm Catch public transport 

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm Catch public transport 
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Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Walk 

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm Catch public transport 

Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm Walk 

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm Drive 

Feb 21 17 07:44:11 pm Catch public transport 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Drive 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm Drive 

Feb 21 17 08:07:35 pm Drive 

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Drive 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm Walk 

Feb 21 17 08:15:27 pm Drive, Catch public transport 

Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm Drive 

Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm Walk 

Feb 21 17 08:25:21 pm  

Feb 21 17 08:29:41 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Walk, Ride, Drive 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Walk, Drive 

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Walk 

 
 
 
 
 
Date  Please list 
Nov 30 16 02:32:30 pm Taxi as I do not have car  

Dec 18 16 04:11:49 pm Wheelchair 

Dec 19 16 11:32:16 am not answered 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm wheelchair 

Feb 06 17 09:21:29 am Mobility scooter 

 
 

 
 
Date  What do you call the Bentleigh shopping strip?  
Dec 02 16 03:05:51 am Bentleigh 

Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am shopping strip between Tucker and Thomas Rds 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm Bentleigh shops, centre rd 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm Centre Rd Shops 

Dec 03 16 01:02:46 pm Bentleigh 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm 'Bentleigh shops' 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Centre road 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Centre road 

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Centre Rd 

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am Centre Road shops 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Bentleigh 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm Centre Road 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm Centre Road, or the name of whatever specific shop I'm going to on the 
day. I never actually say "I'm going to Bentleigh" I live close by so I'm 
already in the suburb as it were. 
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Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Centre rd 

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm Centre Road 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am bentleigh shops 

Dec 08 16 11:47:02 am centre rd shops 

Dec 09 16 04:55:05 pm Centre Rd strip 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Bentleigh 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm Bentleigh  

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Centre Rd shops 

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm Centre rd 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Bentleigh Shops 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm Centre Rd 

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am Bentleigh shops 

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm Centre Rd 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm Bentleigh shops 

Dec 14 16 04:16:40 pm Centre Rd 

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm Centre Rd 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm Bentleigh shops  

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm Centre Rd 

Dec 18 16 04:11:49 pm Bentleigh shops 

Dec 19 16 11:32:16 am Bentleigh 

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Centre rd 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm I tend to say "I'm heading to 'Centre Road'  

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm tired, dated and too much traffic congestion 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm centre rd 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm I dont 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm Bentleigh shops 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm Bentleigh shops  

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm The Street  
Eg . I say I am going up the street. 

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Bentleigh Centre 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm Centre Rd railway shops 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am Centre Road 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm A nightmare 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm "The shops" as we live so close 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am Bentleigh 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm Centre Road 

Jan 09 17 06:56:55 pm Centre Rd shops  

Jan 12 17 07:53:16 pm Centre Road shops 

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Bentleigh shops 

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Centre rd 

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Centre Rd 

Jan 17 17 10:45:40 am Centre Rd 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Just that 

Jan 17 17 08:11:56 pm Centre road 

Jan 17 17 08:22:37 pm Centre road 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am Centre road 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am Centre road shops 
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Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm I don't understand this question. I call it 'up the street'. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm Construction city. 

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm Bentleigh shops 

Jan 25 17 01:15:16 pm Bentleigh 

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Local shopping strip 

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm The local shops 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm Bentleigh Shops, Centre Rd, Up the street 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm Centre Rd 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm "Two Dollar" Mall because of proliferation of cheap shops with ugly 
shopfronts. 
At one stage there were four 'variety shops' on the short stretch between 
Jasper Rd and Bentleigh Station. 
 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Bentleigh shopping centre 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Bentleigh shops 

Jan 31 17 08:39:11 pm Centre road shops  

Jan 31 17 11:05:34 pm crap.  i used to shop there but now its just boring  

Feb 01 17 05:24:15 pm my very lovely shopping strip.Dont want to loose you,ive  been in the area 
for 35 years 

Feb 02 17 12:08:34 pm Centre road 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm Centre Road 

Feb 02 17 02:15:43 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm Centre Road 

Feb 02 17 02:45:57 pm Centre Road shops 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm Disaster area 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Centre road shops 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Local mall 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm The shops 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Shops 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm Centre Road shops 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Centre Road shops 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm Down the street 

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm centre road shops 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm A shopping strip that's become a home for junkies and losers who rob old 
people!!!!  

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm Centre Rd shops 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am Centre Rd from Eddy's Grove to Bolinda St 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am bentleigh strip 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm Up the street 

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm The Street 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm Centre Road 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm Centre road shops 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm BENTLEIGH 
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Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Up the street 

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm Local 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Centre road shops 

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Centre Road Shops 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm Centre rd shops 

Feb 04 17 10:54:08 am bentleigh 

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm The Boulevard  

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm the street/the shops 

Feb 04 17 04:46:20 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 04 17 04:47:30 pm Centre Road 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm "Centre Road" 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm Centre rd shops 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am We can it bentleigh the centre of the suburb with a good mix of most of the 
things we need. 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Bentleigh Shops  

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am A bit of a mess now! No more #2 shops nail shops masage shops, 
Opportunity  shops.  

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Bentleigh 

Feb 05 17 12:10:50 pm Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Bentleigh central 

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm "The SHOPS" 

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm From Cairns Grove through to Jasper 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Bentleigh's shopping 

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm "Centre Rd" shops  

Feb 05 17 11:40:15 pm Bentleigh shopping centre 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am Bentligh 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Convenient 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am Centre Rd shops 

Feb 06 17 09:21:29 am Bentleigh shopping strip. 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am the shops 

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am Bentleigh shops  

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Bentleigh 

Feb 06 17 09:37:22 am I tell my husband I an 'going to centre road' 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am the shops! (local to our place), 
or just Centre Road Bentleigh 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Centre Rd shops 

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am "Bentleigh" 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Centre Road from, from Thomas  street to  Jasper  Road  

Feb 06 17 10:21:50 am Centre Road 

Feb 06 17 10:22:15 am Bentleigh shops  

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am Centre Rd Shops 
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Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am I don't understand this question.  

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am The street  

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Bentleigh Shopping Centre 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am I shop both in Bentleigh shopping centre  - usually between centre road and 
the railway line  - dont often go on the otherside of the railway line. 
I also shop in East Bentleigh  
Love both! 

Feb 06 17 11:27:40 am From Woolies  t o Fresh Food Mkt. 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am The Centre Road shops 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am I say "Let's meet in Centre road" 

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Centre Road Shops  

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm Centre rd shops 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Place to meet 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Centre Road Bentleigh 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm Centre road 

Feb 06 17 03:14:27 pm All shops from 40km/hr signs and East Bentleigh shops too. 

Feb 06 17 03:39:51 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 06 17 03:51:23 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 06 17 04:00:47 pm Very suburban shopping strip.  

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm Center Road 

Feb 06 17 05:57:59 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm The shops 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm Meaning of question? 
- From just past Jasper Rd to just past Booran Rd 
- I live near the Bentleigh East shopping strip, and go regularly to particular 
shops in Bentleigh 

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Centre rd 

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Centre Road. 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm Centre road shops 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm Centre Road from Jasper Road to Wheatley Road  

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am Bentleigh 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Centre Road Shops 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Diverse meeting most of my needs. Would rather support local strip 
shopping than big shopping centres 

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am shops 

Feb 07 17 09:36:14 am Centre Rd shops  

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am Centre Road 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am going to the shops luv 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am an architectural eye sore 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm Centre Road shops 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm Shops or Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 07 17 01:19:57 pm xx 
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Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm Bentleigh shopping strip 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Bentleigh hub 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm Bentleigh? 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 07 17 11:53:03 pm centre road 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Bentleigh 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am Shops 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am The Shops 
 
or say Im going to a particular store ie Coles 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 08 17 09:12:18 am Center Rd 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am The shops 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am shops 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am Centre Road Shops in Bentleigh(shops near Bentleigh Station) 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Centre rd 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm Bentleigh shopes  

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm Centre road shops  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Centre Rd Bentleigh 

Feb 08 17 12:44:43 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm the shops 

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Centre road from jasper to tucker road and side streets  

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm the shops. 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm shop 

Feb 08 17 01:19:10 pm Centre road  

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm just bentleigh shops 

Feb 08 17 01:30:02 pm Centre red shops 

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm bentleigh 

Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm The shops 

Feb 08 17 01:44:38 pm Centre road 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Bentleigh, Centre Road Bentleigh 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm the Bentleigh shops 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm Bentleigh shopping centre 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm "Bentleigh" 

Feb 08 17 02:25:00 pm Down the street 

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm Along Centre road from Wheatley Rd to Woolies.  

Feb 08 17 03:07:31 pm Centre Road 

Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm Centre Road shops 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm Centre Road shopping area 

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Centre Road shops 

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm Centre road 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm 'Bentleigh' 
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The area between Woolworths and Aldi 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 08 17 04:49:00 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm all space from Extra Fresh on Gilbert Grove to just past Safeway on Jasper 
Road  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Centre Rd  

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Centre Rd. 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm Bentleigh Shops 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm Centre road. But usually have to add in Bentleigh  

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Bentleigh Shopping Centre.variety 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm Centre Road 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm Centre Road 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm Not inviting! 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Shops 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm Centre Road 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm BENTLEIGH'S SHOPS 

Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm Local Shops 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Just Bentleigh  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm No particular mane 

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am Centre Rd  

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am The shops or Centre rd 

Feb 09 17 07:58:03 am Centre Road from Jasper Road to Wheatly Road 

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Bentleigh 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am The Street ... 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am Bentleigh 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm Centre road shops 

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm the street 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Centre road 

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm the shops 

Feb 09 17 03:21:41 pm shops 

Feb 09 17 03:55:58 pm Centre Road 

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 09 17 08:16:21 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 09 17 08:46:42 pm Centre Rd Shops 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Centre Rd Bentleigh 

Feb 09 17 10:09:08 pm Centre Road 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am work 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am bentleigh shops 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am Work or shop 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am shops 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am shops 

Feb 10 17 12:35:15 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 10 17 12:45:58 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm Work 
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Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm Centre Road shops 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm Work 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm ? just say going to the shops 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm "Up the Street" or "Centre Rd" 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Centre Road Shops 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm Bentliehg shops 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm Shops 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm The street, as in "going up the street" 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm Bentleigh shpping 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm Bentleigh shops. 

Feb 10 17 04:51:25 pm Centre Road  

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm the shops 

Feb 10 17 06:03:40 pm Extra shops 

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Centre road 

Feb 11 17 08:51:59 am Bentleigh shops 

Feb 11 17 11:25:42 am Bentleigh or Centre Road 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Centre Road Shops 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm centre rd 

Feb 11 17 12:53:18 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Bentleigh Station shopping Strip 

Feb 11 17 04:23:48 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 11 17 06:01:54 pm Centre road shops 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm Centre road shops 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Center Rd 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am Centre  Road shops 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Centre Road 

Feb 12 17 10:33:12 am Bentleigh shops 

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm Centre Rd Bentleigh 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm Centre road shops 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Centre Road 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm From Aldi to traffic lights near Woolworths  

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm Our favourite shopping strip 

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am going to the "chemist" or the " the butcher" or shops 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Bentleigh 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am Shops 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am going to the shops 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am need something from the shops -what else would i call it ? 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am Centre Rd 

Feb 13 17 09:46:37 am 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am shops  

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm town, as in 'going to town' 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 13 17 09:59:03 pm  

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm Centre Rd shops 
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Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am Coles 
 
then visit the other stores 

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am shopping 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am Bentleigh 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am going to safeway or going to coles  
or say come to Bentleigh 

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am Bentleigh shops 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Centre Road shops. 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am shops 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm Bentleighligh shops 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm the shops 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm I just say Bentleigh or if local say going to the shops 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm BENTLEIGH shish cant call it Hampton can we 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm Centre Rd 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am shops 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am the Shops 

Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am Bentleigh shops 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am shops 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am shops 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am Shops 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am Shops 

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am Centre road 

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm umm nothing  

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm The Bentleigh shops 

Feb 15 17 01:39:27 pm The Shops 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm who designed these qtns shish 
 
its the shops or name of the shop 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am nothing - just shops 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am shops 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am the Shops 
or if friends coming say come to Bentleigh 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am Shops or lets get coffee 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm The shops. 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm The shops 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm benttleigh 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm a Mess 

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm Centre Rd or The Shops or Bentleigh 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Bentleigh Shopping strip 

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm My local shopping centre 

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm  
Busy  

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm Bentleigh shops 

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am Centre Road shops 

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Centre Rd 

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm Centre road 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm Centre road 
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Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Shopping 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Centre road 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm The shops 

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Centre road 

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm The shopping strip 

Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm Centre road 

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm Centre road.         

Feb 21 17 07:44:11 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Centre road 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm Bentleigh strip 

Feb 21 17 08:07:35 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Bentleigh 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm Centre road 

Feb 21 17 08:15:27 pm Centre road 

Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm Centre road 

Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm Centre road 

Feb 21 17 08:25:21 pm Benni 

Feb 21 17 08:29:41 pm Shops 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm The street 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm The street 

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Bentleigh 

 
 
 

 
 
Date  What do you love about Bentleigh shopping strip? 
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Some convenient variety and clothes shops 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm not much graffiti at all, its cleaned off quick 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm good butchers and green grocers, cafes 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm I'm incredibly impressed by the new station. I like the convenience of the 
shops given they're so close to our home. There's a number of new Cafes 
that give the area a more up market feel. 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am Lots of cafes 

Dec 03 16 01:02:46 pm I like shopping at CK and also Coles. Also get bagels from Glicks and sushi 
from Ajisai. 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm They're close to home and have a reasonable selection of food items etc for 
sale. 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm The buzz with great cafes, fruit and veg shops, butchers, etc 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Nothing at present, it is neither visually attractive or comprise retail outlets 
reflective of the demographic.  I live in Bentleigh but tend to go to church st 
or bay st when I want to do a walking shop.  

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Variety and convenience 

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am The variety 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Coffee 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm Convenience of short walk and good cafes and eating options 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm There's a few places now where the food and coffee is really good. Then 
there are the shops I use regularly so I know the shopkeepers. And then 
there's the convenience of services in the area. 
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Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am That is is still quite affordable  

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm That you get nice service and its local 

Dec 07 16 01:44:39 pm  

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm The people and different variety of shops 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am servicing my retail needs and eliminating my need to go near the 
Chadstone disaster which just make one man richer and not the traders 

Dec 08 16 11:47:02 am its close to home and shops are not inside a mall 

Dec 09 16 04:55:05 pm Great cafes 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Great shops  

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm The cafes 

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Feel, miltricultural 

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm Not having to drive to big shops to get everything that I need 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Lots of shops 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm Convenience. This group of shops is located very close to our home. 

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am More stuff than east bentleigh shops. You can most things done in one trip 
(library,  grocery shop,  f&v, plus bonus retail shops 

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm Everything is there if I need something. Takeaways , gifts, clothes, chemist, 
supermarkets, butchers etc 

Dec 14 16 02:42:55 am Noisette 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm The variety of shops 

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm It's convenience. 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm Cafes and market are good!  

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm Great produce and supporting local business 

Dec 18 16 04:11:49 pm Not much 

Dec 19 16 11:32:16 am fashion stores 

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Family friendly.  Knowing the shop owners.  Village atmosphere 

Dec 20 16 10:00:00 pm Variety I have lived in jasper rd for 28 yrs 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm It has 'most' things I need. 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm there is nothing to love 

Dec 22 16 08:52:09 pm A great variety of shops. 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm Love the village feel and quirky shops, cafes 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm I gind it dull and depressiong lacking life 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm The variety of shops. 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm The bakery near the commonwealth.  

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm Can do Gift shopping. Good cafes and restaurants.  

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Some specific shops such education station or deli + cheap Chinese shops 
of handy stuff 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm The Op Shops!  It's becoming a fantastic second hand shop location. Love 
the Sunday market too! 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am The range of choice of shops can remove the need to go near a major 
shopping centre for weeks at a time. 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm Nothing at the moment, the negatives outweigh the positives. 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm Love the variety, has most needs in terms of bank, post office, groceries, $2 
shops, chemists, massage, some good cafes. 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am It's got heaps of the services I need such as banking, chemists and the train 
station right in the middle. I can usually always get a car park so it's really to 
get around. It's big compared to surrounding strips, but still has a bit of a 
small town feel in the middle of melbourne. It's a very unpretentious 
shopping strip, and starting to get some good cafes. 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm Cafes, new apartments going up 
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Jan 09 17 06:56:55 pm There's a great variety of cafes and restaurants from Italian to Thai to 
Danish. 
With a brand new station free from boomgates the vibe has really improved. 

Jan 12 17 07:53:16 pm Variety of independent retailers.  

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Cafes and it's close to home 

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Love the new cafes and the local stores 
Banks etc 
Walking distance  
And new station 

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Glicks 
Coles 
Target 
Little tommy tucker 
Bens Books 
CBA 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm I can get most things I need. I know the retailers and they know me. 

Jan 17 17 08:11:56 pm Variety with in a small strip 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am The open air and diversity.  Its not overpopulated with hipsters, you see 
grandmas, kids and all kinds of people from varying social-economic 
backgrounds using Centre road - it's brilliant! 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am That variety of shops, clean street and minimum of graffiti 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Cafes, Aldi, target, banks, telstra. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm Not much any more.  It's full of trucks, more difficult parking, frenetic noise, 
disruption and construction workers.  The shops are OK but the atmosphere 
is not pleasant or calm for shoppers any more.  It has become noisy, 
congested and sad. 

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm So close 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm easy parking, great choice of shops 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm That there is not too many chain stores...the deli's....independent 
supermarkets...fruit & vegie shops...cafe's...and all the charity shops. 

Jan 25 17 01:15:16 pm Range of retail stores available. Target, bookshop, good cafes, 
supermarkets, op shops. Good parking.  

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Street shopping 

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm Close to home 
Variety 
Cafes and restaurants  

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm I love most of the local traders ie the butchers and grocers, bakeries, 
homewares/gift shops and some of the cafes and restaurants. The 
supermarkets are excellent (when I can get a parking spot) and the market 
is a good place for locals to sell their second hand wares also which brings 
the community together. I also love when Halloween is on and there is a 
festival for the kids which some of the traders are involved in. 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm The fresh fruit and veg shop, bakery and newsagent. Lots of lovely little 
cafe's 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm Bakeries, cafes. I can walk to Center Rd  and do my entire weekly shopping 
without driving my car. 
I live about 200 m from the Center Rd. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Handy to home and I can get all my food needs and some other shopping ie 
newsagents and Benn's Books and some clothing shops and Target 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Nice atmosphere  

Jan 31 17 08:39:11 pm Cafes, multiple supermarkets 

Jan 31 17 11:05:34 pm nothing 

Feb 01 17 05:24:15 pm variety  
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Feb 02 17 12:08:34 pm Versatility 

Feb 02 17 01:35:49 pm The shops being close to my home 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm Grocery stores and fresh fruit markets and bakeries. 

Feb 02 17 02:15:43 pm Variety of shops 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm Very Community based 

Feb 02 17 02:45:57 pm Wide pavements, slow traffic speeds, diversity of shops (old and new). 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm NOTHING 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Reasonable amount of parking. 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm Handy to home, has most of the shops that I require on a daily/weekly basis 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Accessibly, variety, reasonable pricing 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm Not much. Nando's, Noisette, Georgie Porgie & L&L butchers 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Good, quality international food options 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm I can get pretty much anything I need, especially having Target there. 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Convenience and the selection of grocery options 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm It has almost all the convenience I need. The market price veggies at CK 
Foodstore. Multiple supermarkets within 10min walk. Post office and 
chemist. Trendy homewares/clothing shops popping up that are good for 
buying gifts from to support local. Mexico City. Train station- especially now 
the crossing is levelled. Health food store. Park close by.  

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm hardly anything 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm NOTHING - the suburb has gone down the toilet because greedy 
pharmacies want to dispense methodone to filthy drug addicts  

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm variety of day to day type shops. banks, butchers, fruit and veg, cafes 
 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm Almost nothing! The only thing I can think of is the removal of the level 
crossing. There is also a new bar which has very recently opened which is 
great.  

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am 1. Variety of shops/cafe/restaurants. 
2. Employment opportunities for families and students. 
3. The removal of the level crossing and the new railway station. 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am everything I need is there and very close at hand 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Range of shops 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Walking distance from home/convenience. 
Improvement to station. 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm It's close.  
Has all the facilities I need, without having to travel 
Train station is central 
Good cafes 
Run into people I know 
It's big enough to have plenty of diverse options 
Easy to walk 

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm we are fortunate to have everything within walking distance especially all 
the supermarkets and restaurants for quick meals 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm Access to cafes, restaurants, supermarkets, chemists, banks and the Post 
Office 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm The variety of shops, cafes, supermarket, gift shops, etc. 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm Convenience and plenty of parking 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm CONVENIENCE OF LOCATION. NO HUGE CROWDS. OBLIGING SHOP 
KEEPERS. 
AMPLE PARKING. REASONABLY PRICED RESTAURANTS. VARIETY 
OF RESTAURANTS. 
CHOICE OF SUPERMARKETS. TWO CLUBS. 
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Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Have lived here all my life, it is home 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Variety 

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm That you can shop local and feel like you are supporting local traders. Also 
particularly like the cafes etc and would like to see these supported. 

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Nice cafes opening up 

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Community feel 
Friendliness of traders 
Being known by traders/having a relationship 
Diversity of retail outlets 
Ease of access 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm Nice cafes with supermarket near by 

Feb 04 17 10:54:08 am Its close 

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm Being handy and diverse 

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm I love the fact that the shops all face onto a strip and that its only a 5 min 
walk from my home . I'm not a big fan of shopping centre complexes. I like 
to be outside and walk around and enjoy the view. You see/observe  so 
much more when you walking. 
I generally walk most of the time and only drive when doing a larger shop. 

Feb 04 17 04:46:20 pm personal shopping - few impersonal chain stores. 
Small stores with owners committed to their shop. friendly service 
Convenient 

Feb 04 17 04:47:30 pm it has just about everything I need - food, banks, cafes, supermarkets etc 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm The variety of shops, cafes and restaurants. The wide pedestrian footpath, 
in comparison to many pedestrian footpaths in many other shopping strips 
(e.g. Highett, Balaclava). 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm Fresh food retailers, such as butcher, green grocer and bakeries, there's a 
good variety.  
I also like Cards & Correspondence, Ing, Aviance, they are great for gifts. I 
won't buy cards anywhere else but Cards & Correspondence.  
The larger retailers like Target, Sussan and Hairhouse Warehouse are also 
handy.  

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm Convenience  

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm The diversity, the Library, proximity to city, op shops, level crossing removal 
and new station. The cleanliness of the area due to the upgrades. 

Feb 05 17 06:13:46 am  

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am It has most of the things we need (supermarkets, library, Asian grocery 
shops and cafes) 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Ever changing. Lots of variety.  Great cafés & food outlets & updated 
supermarkets.  Love the new station & cleanliness. Really connects both 
sides of the shopping strip. 
  

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am I love shops  like Benns Bookshop, Ing, the good coffee shops, we neee 
more real shops not more rubbish shops.  We need home stores like Bed 
Bath & Table,  good  clothing, 
Shops, something like a Country Road, Trenery, Sportscaft etc. Also more 
decent house shops a florist etc  

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Close to home - walking distance 

Feb 05 17 12:10:50 pm Kasachock Deli, friendly people, variety, fruitshop, butcher, jeweller  

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm The more upmarket cafes,  

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Variety of shops, for example Chinese and Polish groceries, Jewish cakes, 
all kinds of restaurants and coffee shops, and in the middle is the new train 
station. At night, there is added security of having PSOs in the station as 
well. 

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm Variety of retailers 
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Good parking 
Banks 
Diversity of food outlets 
 

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm Accessibility, good range of retail, cafes, food stores for daily needs and 
dining options for nights out. Feels safe and friendly.  

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm The Batch ice cream shop.  CK & Aldi.   

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm Variety. Love Aldi, chemist and Extra Fresh. Target is also great, the bank, 
post office and woolworths. 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm It has a great variety of shops which suit all types of budgets - from op 
shops (and plenty of them) to more expensive boutiques. A variety of 
supermarkets & many different types of eateries/restaurants. You also have 
the train & bus service. You don't need a car if you are within walking 
distance to the shopping strip as you can meet all your needs here. Plenty 
of parking behind shops. Love that the train has been put below the road. 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm Cafes 

Feb 05 17 11:40:15 pm It's close. It meets most of my food purchase needs. It has a library. 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am Variety of shops 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Cafes, niche shops 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am Everything!  It has diversity of services and a good, community vibe 

Feb 06 17 09:21:29 am It is easily accessible for me. 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am variety of supermarkets 

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am The few boutique shops as well as several practical stores eg Hairhouse 
warehouse, the book shop 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am I can buy most of my requirements. Good variety of shops. Ease of parking. 

Feb 06 17 09:37:22 am I can get most of my small items within a few shops daily. The new retailers 
are good. It is easier to go here with a toddler than going to southland to get 
small daily items. 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am Wide variety of shops, easy access, lots of parking if you don't mind walking 
a short way. 
Coles, Newsagent etc are accessible in the same trip (ie you don't need to 
move car!) 
I like the Rotunda giving a open feel/focus 
 
I love the café culture, even though it sometimes is a little crowded on the 
footpath! 
These cafes are really good, and glad to see more restaurants opening 
further down the Wheatley Road end too. 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Cafes 
Target 
Diversity of shops 
Train station  
Car parking on Moorabbin side of Centre Rd 
Convenience to my home  

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Behind shops parking - though access is sometimes with care due to on-
street parking. 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Variety of  stores to suit all needs. 

Feb 06 17 10:21:50 am its has great cheap shops, target, dentist, doctor, train station - everything I 
need 

Feb 06 17 10:22:15 am Variety 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am Good mix of shops - from $2 shops to supermarkets, bookshop, bakeries, 
fruit, clothing etc.  

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am The cosmopolitan feel of the places, different food establishments, range of 
stores and book shop. It's good to have the supermarkets there too. 
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Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am The range of shops;  the convenience of having 2 big supermarkets plus 
Aldi in close proximity.  Also the closeness of the library. Lots of parking.  

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am Convenience and accessibility of shops   

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am Friendly shopkeepers  

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Variety of shops. 
Good coffee shops 
Plenty of Parking at back of shops 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am I can get in & out of the strip without going to a major shopping centre, 
serving nearly all our needs. 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am Parking is easy. I hate shopping centres. I find the shop keepers friendly 
and very helpful. 
I love stores where you have shop keepers who know there products and 
provide a service. Aviance, the card store, dress shops - they are all very 
helpful and stock quality products. 

Feb 06 17 11:27:40 am Comprehensive 
Variety 
Parking 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am It has everything I need right at the end of my street. It's vibrant and busy. I 
love all the Op Shops - we should use them as a reason to destination shop 
in Bentleigh. Uni students, etc 
 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am Range of traders, easy access, great prices, friendly shop owners - great 
coffee,  good op shops 

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Variety of shops, great choice of vendors, op shops, fresh produce. 

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Some good bargains, diversity of shops, good op shops, choice of 
supermarkets, lots of parking at the back of shops 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm Convenience  has most of what I need. 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Vibrant, convenient, friendly, close to public transport 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm The amazing coffee shops, restaurants  and retail shops 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm Convenience to parking and the variety of shops 

Feb 06 17 03:14:27 pm Great variety of shops with retailers who are friendly and helpful. They have 
knowledge of their products and will order items or put items on hold for me 
to pick up later. Great Christmas shopping- always find great gifts. 

Feb 06 17 03:39:51 pm Friendly 

Feb 06 17 03:51:23 pm Various food outlets. 

Feb 06 17 04:00:47 pm It's accessible, good parking, good variety of shops.  

Feb 06 17 04:44:50 pm Variety of shops, restaurants and services.  
Public transport options.  

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm the variety 

Feb 06 17 05:57:59 pm Good variety of shops. Can get everything I need without having to go to 
Southland often 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm It's ok, not spectacular 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm The new cafes. Japanese takeaway.  Local 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm It is very lively and the shop owners are mostly genuinely nice and warm. 
Most of the useful items can be found there. 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm - I love the bustling, sunny atmosphere of the Bentleigh shopping strip that 
has a wide range of shops   
- I really like the cheap fruit and vegetable shops, which forces the main 
supermarkets to also have cheap fruit and vegetables 
- I love particular shops: TS (large lady) fashions, the bootmaker who is 
very skilled, the Discount store near Benn's that has a very large range, the 
Asian food shop near the station, and the three main supermarkets (Coles, 
Woolworths and Aldi) for particular items 
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- There is good parking to the North of the shops, from the station to Jasper 

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Mix of shops. Close.  

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Sunday market that was in the car park. 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Everything i need is there, friendly, great shops. Convenient 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm Range of shops, cafes and restaurants all a short walk away. Rear parking 
availability. 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm Lots of different shoos to suit all ages, great cafes, some major shops, don't 
need to travel to major shopping centres 

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm New cafes 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am not much 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Variety, lots of choices for dinner, local bookshop, big name stores mixed 
with smaller, Ing, Cardiology, convenience making for quick shopping. 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Close to home.  

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am wide footpaths 

Feb 07 17 09:36:14 am It's handy, comprehensive and covers most of our needs.  

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am its local and NOT a massive complex and you can sit outside and people 
watch and socialize all at the same time 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am handy and has lots different shops 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am convenient  

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm The variety of shops, friendly shop workers, busy atmosphere. 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm openess  

Feb 07 17 01:19:57 pm Nothing 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm has coles and i come for the sunday market 

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm The shops, the cafes and restaurants. 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Trash & treasure on sunday, variety of shops, trendy cafes & best of all 
rotunda area 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm cafes 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm Good diversity. Needs more 'dwell' spaces, interesting seating 
arrangements (not just benches) a focus on public art.  

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Small shops with a village feel. The shop keepers recognise you and 
rember your shopping preferences. They engage in conversation and 
actually get to to know you and your family story. 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am closeness to house 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am Closeness and variety of stores 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am I can walk to the shops and I can get just about anything that I need without 
having to go to a big shopping centre. 

Feb 08 17 09:12:18 am It has everything I need for a small or supermarket shop with plenty of 
parking. 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am variety 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am variety of stores available 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am It has a bit of everything.  I can buy almost everything I need from local 
businesses. 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Great cafes , great homewares shops, bakeries , independent jewellers  

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Retailers I need like Coles, target, Susan, Glicks and bookshop 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm Strip shops local butcher, deli and green grocers, variety, cafe's 

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm Bakery, butcher and supermarket all close  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Feels more upmarket and vibrant than further up in east Bentleigh which is 
actually closer to where I live 

Feb 08 17 12:44:43 pm There is a greater variety than Bentleigh East. 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm It's walking distance. It has some good cafe's now. The downside is that 
some of the better ones are at the opposite end of the strip so it's not too 
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walk able now. 
Access to the station is good now.  

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm Variety of shops 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Cafes  

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm Sunlight ,  space and trees. 
 
Wide clear  footpaths 
Free parking 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm they provide what we need 

Feb 08 17 01:19:10 pm brunch spots, retail outlets, fresh supermarkets 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm I love the atmosphere and the convenience of the shops that are there and 
close to home. 

Feb 08 17 01:30:02 pm Much better now with the new rail system in place  

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm Fruit Shops, Butchers, Bakeries, dress shops, Target, op shops, medical 
centres 

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm  

Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm It has everything I need close to home without having to travel to a major 
shopping centre 

Feb 08 17 01:44:38 pm Lively 
Good coffee 
Supermarkets 
Free car park 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Its convenient, and contains the smaller establishments typical of a 
comfortable community. I particularly like the coffee outlets. Butchers and 
small supermarkets are useful. Bentleigh RSL provides an important 
community facility, containing a well run restaurant. Plenty of off-street 
parking. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm Its about the only place left now that I go to, regardless of what day or time, 
where I can still get a parking spot pretty quickly, and pretty close to where I 
want to go. Its magnificent in that respect 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm nothing comes to mind 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Straight forward 

Feb 08 17 02:25:00 pm I love that I can just about do everything I need down there without having 
to go to Southland.  I love that I can go there at any time and bump into 
people I know.  I love the cafes.  I love supporting local businesses. 

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm The community feel. Especially in places like tiramisu and L &L meats.  

Feb 08 17 03:07:31 pm Target, Bakers Delight and the Chemists and Supermarkets all in 1 strip. 
Also the nice people, especially the old ladies and families. 

Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm The people are great  

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm walking distance from home, lots of cafes to choose from 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm I love the diversity of shops from the small ones to the larger ones  such as 
Coles, Aldi and Woolworths.  That variety allows the availability of different 
products including prices from the most expensive to the budget  conscious 
one to choose from. 

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Affordability, vicinity to home, has most of my needs 

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm Convenient/close 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm The variety of shops, many big brand retail clothing shops Sussan, 
Suzanne Grae and Target, banks, Australia Post, doctors clinics, cafe's and 
bakeries, close to train station, chemist warehouse, Priceline, Aldi and CK 
foods, Flamingo Swimwear, nail salons, variety of different restaurants and 
cuisines, asian to Taco Bill and RSL.   

Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm Convenience to home and ample parking 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm Good cafes 
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Station 
Library 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Parking is easy 

Feb 08 17 04:49:00 pm Variety of shops and services. Pleasant staff in shops. Easy access for 
locals.  
Library access locally. Community vibe.  

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm local, variety, good access, easy.  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Close to home 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm I don't love anything. It's my closest major shopping centre with large 
supermarkets, fruit and veges and fish etc available. 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm proximity to home 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm The mix of retail, cafes and supermarkets  

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Variety of shops & Cafes. 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm Op shops, Aldi, convenient parking 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm Everything, variety of shops, cafes, restaurants, op shops, clothing, shoe 
shops and gift shops. 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm I don't love it as it is outdated and not inviting 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm I love that I can find most of what I want/need within a walking distance 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Closeness 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm I like to use local plus it pretty much has everything I need 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm VARIETY OF SHOPS  

Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm The friendly helpful traders 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Retail therapy without the big shopping centre crowds. Shops range from 
franchises to owner businesses unique to Bentleigh  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm Variety, proximity, friendly atmosphere 

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am Has a good variety 

Feb 09 17 03:07:53 am So many shops available 

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am It's got 3 major supermarkets and lots of chemists, great cafes and take 
away, a train station, lots of bakeries.  

Feb 09 17 07:58:03 am No train crossing 
Range of shopping available especially the number of op shops 
Ample parking 
Sunday Rotary market 
Did I mention no train crossing 
 

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Community shopping 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am It is local and parking is not a problem. I hate large malls such as Southland 
and go only when absolutely necessary.  Plus the fact that I believe in 
supporting my local shop keepers. Having lived in the area for over 40 
years, I usually bump into someone I know and get pleasure from this 
'village' feel. 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am Diversity of shops 
Close locality 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm The sense of community and variety of shops 

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm variety of retail outlets and restaurants. Walking distance from home. 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Convenient  

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm Variety of shops and increasing cultural diversity in restaurants and cafes 
The new train station is fantastic 

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm not much but its local 

Feb 09 17 03:54:12 pm convenience 

Feb 09 17 03:55:58 pm There is a fairly good variety of shops - could do with a few more retailers 
(such as a stationery shop like Typo or Kikki K). 
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Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Good coffee shops/ cafes, Butchers, Fresh Green Grocers/Fruit shops, 

Feb 09 17 08:16:21 pm Convenience 

Feb 09 17 08:46:42 pm Variety of shops 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Cafes and local shops. 

Feb 09 17 10:09:08 pm Not far from home, library is great 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am some friendly traders 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am meets all your needs. 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am People and some of the traders 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am some of the cafes 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am convienant to the station 

Feb 10 17 12:35:15 pm Diverse shopping. Friendly family run businesses 

Feb 10 17 12:45:58 pm Family businesses 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm supermarkets and food places 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm cafe's, beauty salons, fact it's near my house 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm have a job and get paid and love my Boss 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm the Butcher shop Hylands or Fresh Fruit 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm close to parents 

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm I love a local strip with vibe and feel and local flavour. 
When I moved here over a decade ago if was for the strip and being able to 
walk everywhere for my every need. 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm close to firends 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm no trams 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Everything is there that you need.  No need to go to Chadstone or 
Southland.  
 Like the cosmopolitan and multicultural atmosphere and shopper. 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm Variety 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm Proximity to my house 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm openeess 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm All the basic shopping requirements are covered, plus a few extra options. 
There is a good variety in trade and vending. It is within walking distance. 

Feb 10 17 04:51:25 pm The better quality homewares stores and cafes 

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm great variety, lack of chain shops 

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Cafes  

Feb 11 17 08:51:59 am Convenient, close by, not too busy, support local traders 

Feb 11 17 11:25:42 am Variety and quality of shops 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Good parking.  
Generally good variety of shops and services. 
Fruit and vegetable shops 
A good book shop and gift shop 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm family oriented. close. lots of shops 

Feb 11 17 12:53:18 pm the car park behind the shops means I can always get a car space 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Cultural Diversity; 
Variety of small and bigger shops 
Village atmosphere 
traditional cafes 

Feb 11 17 04:23:48 pm Walking proximity. 
Food and shopping options 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm not much needs improving 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Convenient  

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am The familiarity of the shops, the knowledge and friendships of the long term 
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traders and the relaxed pace of the shopping. 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Friendliness of traders and other shoppers/sense of community 
Quality of produce 
High levels of customer service 
Fact that you are generally dealer with small business and not large 
corporates 
Physical layout i.e. open with natural light .i.e not closed in with artificial light 
Fact that I can walk to and around the shopping precinct     

Feb 12 17 10:33:12 am range of shops 
the train 
 

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm The availability of small businesses that make available fresh food such as 
meat, fish, fresh fruit and vegetables; the high standard of takeaway food; 
the generally well-appointed cafes that provide excellent food and coffee. 
The availability of some public transport, the availability of parking at the 
rear of shops is generally good. 
The availability of my GP, Dentist, Physiotherapist, Solicitor 
The availability of my public library 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm has a community village atmosphere, busy friendly easy to walk to 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Close to home, quick and easy to get to. Great variety from greengrocers to 
supermarkets and two dollar shops and cafes and clothes shops and post 
office. Also great access to Bentleigh station (which now looks lovely).  
Wide footpaths, lots of parking, some greenery, good road crossings at 
lights, 40kms speed limit till 7pm and 60km/hr speed limit at night. Lower 
two storey buildings on most of Centre Rd not blocking winter sun. Friendly 
shop keepers and locals. Good village atmosphere that seems safe to walk 
around. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Local fruit and veggie shops, pharmacy, book store and cafes 

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm It is close to our home, and supplies 80 per cent of all our living needs 

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am main stores here 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am That it's open air, not enclosed and has lots of independent shops with a 
small mix of big retailers. 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am closeness of a variety of stores ie Coles and Safeway 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am umm can see people 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am handy 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am Everything is so close and whatever you need is usually sold in one small 
area. I love the fact we have a new station. 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am i can walk there 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm cafe culture 
and deli culture 
small shops' commitment 
availability of shopping and services 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Diversity 

Feb 13 17 09:59:03 pm Coffee shops, bakery, grocery shops, nice atmosphere. 
Easy access/short distance to all supermarkets 
Owners & staff of these shops & restaurants are friendly    

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm The op shops, proximity to where I live 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am  

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am  

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am some of the coffee shops 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am variety of stores 

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am it has supoermarkets 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am The busy atmosphere,  one or two cafes to meet friends,  the new railway 
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station and the convenience of being able to walk from home.  

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am meeting my friends 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm that it is slowly modernising 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm not much prefer going to Church street for weekly shops 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm potential to be a good shopping centre at moment its mediocre 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm its close to house 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm That it is close to home and has a great array of shops. This means I do not 
need to travel to Chadstone or Southland. 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am good qtn 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am Ive seen it mature into a nice street but now recently its declining, there 
seems to be no variety in stores types and lost of same types it could be 
good again 

Feb 15 17 08:28:48 am  

Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am has coles and safeway and aldi 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am nothing special but its handy 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am some nice cafes 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am Meet friends 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am has a Coles and Aldi 

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am That it's slowly changing and improving. Shops and cafes that we enjoy are 
Little tommy tucker, Wolfe and Malone, Noisette and the new homewares 
shop 

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm i can get milk and vegetables 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Very handy to where I live 

Feb 15 17 01:39:27 pm It has so many small shops, banks and cafes. 
Also, the supermarkets and greengrocers. 
The atmosphere and friendly shopkeepers. 
 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am close to house 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am meet epople on the street 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am couple nice cafes and can get nice meat at butchers 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am places to meet friends but not many spots really 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm Low buildings. No hordes of people. Small town feel. 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm Aldi 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm choice of supermarkets 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm lost shops 

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm I love the convenience, we live nearby.   
It used to be brilliant. 
I liked the street festivals, but they don't happen any more. 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am It has an Aldi.  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm The supermarkets, cafes, op shops, target, book shop, green grocers and 
delis. 

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm No parking fees 
Good services 

Feb 19 17 06:30:51 pm  

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm Appreciation of a good variety of shops to meet most needs  

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am It's close and there's a good selection.  

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Relaxed feel. 

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm Convenience and variety 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm Familiarity 

Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Convenience live close by 
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Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Close together convienient  

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Cheaper 

Feb 21 17 07:12:38 pm Very convienent only one station away 

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm Saves going to Southland 
Op shops 

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm It has improved especially with the rail works 
Lots of different shops/ food 
Interesting village atmosphere  
Pedestrian lights are good  

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm Op shops 
Nice area 
Never had problems with anyone 

Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm Very  well serviced 
Meet people you know 
Local connection 

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm The vibe now it's slower not to over developed 
Still have quirky shops 

Feb 21 17 07:44:11 pm Close to station 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Unique shops 
Mix of chain and non chain shops 
 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm Outdoors  
Target  
Cafes 

Feb 21 17 08:07:35 pm Open  
outdoors 

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Outdoor 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm Easy parking and access 
Can walk from home 

Feb 21 17 08:15:27 pm One stop shop 
Unique shops 
Banks and doctors 
 

Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm Everything is here 

Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm Close to my mums home 

Feb 21 17 08:25:21 pm Train station is in the centre good access 
Lots of food takeaway 

Feb 21 17 08:29:41 pm Easy to get to it's close and wide enough for pram 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Community local shop owners 
Customer/retailer relationship 
Variety and convieniece  

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Local feel a bit like a country town 

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Used to love the yellow donkey 

 
 
 
 
 
Date  Survey Response Bentleigh  
Dec 02 16 03:05:51 am We desperately need some trendy cafes, restaurants, bar, wine bar to open 

of an evening.  Good options are almost non-existent here. 

Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am The paving of the footpaths is awful: black (it makes the shopping less 
lively, and the dirt shows easily) and with a rough surface (difficult to clean,  
harsh on the skin of whoever falls on it). Trees have been planted in the 
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street instead that on the footpaths, which decreases the available spots for 
parking. The self-cleaning public toilets are always wet and look disgusting. 
Not a great variety of stores. The only florist is gone, as well as the pet 
shop. No Medicare office (it was extremely convenient. Many eateries, but 
few restaurants. Dead during the evening.  

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm Rotunda is not friendly, green it up, have bands music every saturday 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm It is very ugly! The trees that are there are hardly noticeable. Needs to have 
a lot more greenery; trees with canopies, planters (have a look at Church St 
Brighton for eg, this is great - green and inviting).  
The rotunda area is underutilised - perfect place for outdoor eating.  
Over the years there seems to have been a lot of money spent repaving etc 
and this seems to have been a complete waste - it's never looked worse. 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm The quality of several stores leaves a lot to be desired (cheap two dollar 
shops) and their overall street presentation is poor, including their decaying 
second stories. The tatoo parlour adjacent to the station cheapens a nicely 
redeveloped area. Some of the high rise apartments are also a concern 
(corner of Rose St and Centre Rd) as well as the proposed development on 
the site of the former Broadbents landscaping. They are not in keeping with 
the look of the area, dwarfing nearby homes and amenities. 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am No more crappy cheap $2.00 shops, it brings the area down. Need classy 
boutiques like church st. 

Dec 03 16 01:02:46 pm The ugliness of the new Bentleigh station (from the platform) - can't they 
render and/or paint those ugly rusting girders???? 
Can be difficult finding parking at busy times. 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm For a start, this year's Christmas decorations - or lack of - are pathetic. Has 
anyone bothered to have a look at Bayside's local shopping strip 
decorations? They're impressive. This time last year I was in the USA. Big 
cities and small towns alike had twinkle lights or garlands in the trees and 
along the streets, creating a magical atmosphere. The one and only 
'decoration', in the form of a flimsy piece of cardboard around a few trees 
with a shallow Christmas greeting written on it, are embarrassing. Quite 
frankly, nothing would have been better than that. Lift your game Glen Eira 
Council. 
 
As for Bentleigh in particular, the strip is looking very 'tired' at the moment. 
Instead of being known for its Continental delis and bakeries, good places 
to eat and buy food, it's developed a reputation for having trashy clothing 
stores and far too many $2 shops. There are a few decent shops of course, 
but they're being overtaken by discount stores and charity shops. No more, 
please. 
 
The rotunda and surrounding area is a wasted opportunity. I've lived in 
Bentleigh for 19 years. I've seen plans come and go for the revitalisation of 
this space, and years later it remains an empty shell, occupied only by 
pigeons and graffiti vandals. I'd love to see it used as an area for outdoor 
dining. The wind tunnel excuse doesn't hold.  
 
Please give us a reason to want to visit Bentleigh shops. Don't blame 
nearby Southland and Chadstone. The traders in Church St, Brighton and 
Hampton St, Hampton seem to cope with this competition. The 
neighbourhood has changed. House prices have increased. Don't assume 
all local residents are happy with thrift stores and substandard cafes. 
Encourage the area to be more upmarket. If you don't, residents like me will 
cross the Nepean Highway and shop in Bayside. 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm We need to get rid of some cheap $2 shops.  There are way too many 
shops selling junky stuff.  You need one or two but it is now looking like a 
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second hand shopping centre. 
We need to get more middle of the road shops like Susan not cheap 
clothing everywhere.  The restaurants are great, especially a new Italian 
one, Cucina'a'Isola opposite Aldi.  However they need to advertise better as 
the food and service is great and we need a good Italian restaurant in 
Bentleigh. 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Higher quality retail and food outlets. Centre road is also calling out for nice 
pub or bar.  

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Dirty and dreary looking. Still some empty stores and undesirable spots. 
The street needs better signage and during xmas it needs street 
decorations. 

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am More 4 hour + OR all day parking for the station. Surrounding streets 
(around Bentleigh and Patterson stations) are being swamped with cars 
making it difficult to navigate the streets or even find a spot to travel into the 
city by train. 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Traffic 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm Much less residential development  

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm Over the time I've lived in the area a few businesses have moved way to the 
big shopping malls, that's not been good and these days I count it as a 
victory when we're able to keep the outlets we have. 
I'm also not pleased by the size and amount of apartment development in 
the area it's getting to be too much, and too out of character. 

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Hate the unhygenic filthy CK foodstore. 
Dirty,unfriendly, and always smells. THAT NEEDS TO GO! 

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm That there is so many second hand shops and nail places. 
We need more Variety !!  

Dec 07 16 01:44:39 pm Parking, traffic congestion, looks a bit dingy in areas  

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm Too many $2.00 stores. Not need  

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am Please engage traders or your maintenance crew to pick up litter. 
My pride fades when there is rubbish floating around on the strip and in the 
gutter. 
'Your shoes  don't need to be new just polished and in good repair to walk 
tall' 

Dec 08 16 11:47:02 am too many variety shops (2 dollar shops) and nail salons. More trees and 
better cafes. 

Dec 09 16 04:55:05 pm Too many junk shops, nail salons and lack of quality restaurants and variety 
shops  

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm More car parking. Removal of trees blocking shopfronts and taking up 
precious car parks. 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm I like the palm trees. Don't remove them 

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Less traffic and congestion. Less $ shops and more funky shops like ING. 

Dec 11 16 10:24:28 pm I don't like the big number of opshops and two dollar shops. Area is 
changing and the buyers of the new houses are not interested in that.  

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm Would love some dinner/bars places to open up. Parkdale has done well 
with a wine bar and burger lab. We don't really have anywhere nice to go it 
with friends in Bentleigh.  
 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Too many cafes and not enough retail variety - would like more 
art/craft/gallery shops more unusual shops 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm The quality of many of the stores are quite average. There really needs to 
be some higher end / better quality fashion stores that appeal to the areas 
younger demographic. Most of the clothing caters for elderly people only. 
Also the street front / presentation of many stores is poor. The top story of 
many two floor dwellings are decaying and are in need of painting. 
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Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am More cafes,  and clean up some of the ones that are there.  Public toilets. 
Cleaner streets.  

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm Less $2 shops. Asian shops that open for only a short period of time. Less 
op shops. 
More night life. Resturants, bars,  
The rotunda. Under-utilised! Turn it into a mini oakleigh  
Over development of the suburb!! Enough!  
 
 

Dec 14 16 02:42:55 am More trees. Green leafy- not necessarily natives! 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm More high rise apartments 

Dec 14 16 04:16:40 pm Less high rise please. The place will be a disaster zone in 5 years!  

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm The awful developments going up. The development we know is coming on 
the site of Broadbents gardening supplies looms as a disaster. I am all for 
progress and improvement but the council is allowing ugly, impractical and 
unsympathic development take place in the area at a rapid rate. This needs 
to stop. The lack of respect shown by council for the rate paying members 
of the Bentleigh community is breathtaking. 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm More trees some open spaces and more higher end retail shops like 
Witchery. We have to go to Church St to buy clothes and shoes! Too many 
two dollar shops and cheap outlets - Bentleigh is now a wealthy 
neighbourhood! Needs a classier strip!  

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm Too many junk $2 shops and cheap clothes shops. Not enough cafes and 
restaurants too many daggy coffee shops. 

Dec 18 16 04:11:49 pm Better accessibility 

Dec 19 16 11:32:16 am N/A 

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm The rotunda needs a face lift 

Dec 20 16 10:00:00 pm No high rise developments units  

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm There are too many discount stores and Nail Salons. I also feel the Rotunda 
area is run down and dirty. 
It would be great to see Bentleigh Shopping Strip become more of a food 
precinct to celebrate all of the multi cultural residents living here. There are 
not alot of family dining options or nice eateries and wine bars.  
I would like to see the Rotunda area become the Bentleigh Meeting Place - 
a vibrant hub of food, coffee, wine and entertainment for people to gather in 
a safe, clean, friendly environment.  

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm it's boring and stale, it needs an uplift and injection of something modern.  
Perhaps use the ridiculous amount you charge for rates to upgrade the area 

Dec 22 16 08:52:09 pm I would like to see a bit of colour in the planter boxes. Some plants which 
have  

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm Too many $2 shops and op shops 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm $2 shops, cheap nail barsand the gray dull street walk 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm I absolutely hate walking past smokers out the front of cafes.  I'll avoid going 
there because of it.  Smoking needs to be banned completely!!  

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm More outdoor cafe sections like  area where the pavilion is near Medicare . 
Some live music to create ambience and flavour when people are sipping 
their latte .  

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm Less Development.  

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Would be good to expand the rest square to make it family friendly maybe 
with Fountains or other interesting things so the strip would become friends 
meeting place as well 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm I'd love to see shops with an emphasis on sustainability  encouraged eg a 
bulk store,  yarn shop, repair shops.  Also would like on street parking 
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removed or at least limited to one side.  A weekly street market selling fresh 
produce?  Or on summer evenings local bands and food vans in the area 
where the market operates?  Some greenery there would be pleasant too, a 
little area with rentable veg plots maybe? 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am the shopping strip becomes 'dead' of a late afternoon and has no soul in the 
evening. Only a few of the eating establishments open at night and there is 
no decent bar/pub - the RSL just doesn't cut it! It is a vibrant area, as 
proved during the day each day, and locals are forced to go to neighbouring 
suburbs for the evening entertainment. 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm Way too much overdevelopment has created an absolute nightmare for 
those in bentleigh. Traffic is absolutely insane, car spots are rare, people 
jaywalking because of the ridiculous 40kmph limit. Side streets are littered 
with cars, with locals having to put in their side mirrors because they see 
what happens if they don't.. 

Jan 06 17 10:14:02 am would love to see more modern architecture through bentleigh and 
shopping strips 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm Need more up to date healthy funky cafes, salad bars, late night wine bars, 
better restaurants (like chin chin etc all inner city suburbs have much better 
food restaurants e.g. Asian fusion, vegetarian restaurants, good burger 
bars), needs to be more like Mordialloc with places to go and have a drink 
and sit outside like Main Street has, the rotunda next to the old Medicare 
would be perfect to open up to tables/bare etc as wasted space. 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am the streetscape works in some locations are a bit lacklustre and the street 
trees have always been quite pathetic, which are now practically non 
existent since the new station was built (please please don't replace them 
with the same type of trees! They were too bushy and blocked sightlines for 
pedestrians and drivers and look cheap and shabby). The public square on 
the south side of centre road looks quite tired, dated and under used, I think 
something more modern and functional could be done here to bring it into 
the current century.  

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm Crummy old shops that look crap, no parking, terrible clothes shops, no 
vibe, get better night time restaurants too.  

Jan 09 17 06:56:55 pm More parking would be great with the amount of apartments going up  
A bigger coles opened too 

Jan 12 17 07:53:16 pm More bars/pub 

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm I would like the Methadone supplier / chemist on corner of jasper and centre 
road to be closed - I feel this brings in a lot of drug /alcohol fuelled people 
into the bentleigh area.    
 
An example is seeing people passed out on the street early morning 

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Remove one of the pedestrian lights near the train station 
There are 3 in a row and banks traffic 
Get rid of the Asian cheap $2 shops as it cheapens the area and does not 
encourage the retail market to increase 
And get rid of the meth clinic as at 3 pm all the druggies come out and 
hangout at Woolworths and the back streets giving the strip a druggy feel 
People will not invest in the area with this 
And there are too many salvos and st bunnies stores in one area well it is 
not unique  

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm The street can get rather dirty. Too many $2 shops. It lacks good quality 
restaurants for the evening and premium retail outlets. It Is dead after 6pm 

Jan 17 17 10:45:40 am I'm a Coles shopper, and parking can be ridiculous, it's a big turn off coming 
to Bentleigh just to do coles shopping. I like Sussan store so more retail 
outlets like Sussan's.  

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Rotunda area dull, needs a make over 
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Jan 17 17 08:11:56 pm More cleaning of public areas 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am Needs more greening. The landscaping at the moment is quite pathetic.  I 
would like to see healthy shrubs and trees in the existing landscaped areas 
which are currently neglected. 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am More Parking 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Traffic is awful. Stop right hand turns from Centre Road, get rid of trees to 
allow more parking. The inappropriate over development that has already 
got approval. The lack of direction allowing developers to have a field day 
with several high rise buildings in council at present. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm I would like to see more truthful information about the planned changes to 
be given to locals and less spin about how we should love about what is 
happening to the area, the shopping centre and the changes going on 
without being told what they are and what the end result are going to be.  
The information is perhaps available but well hidden and obscure.  Such a 
shame. 

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm More parking 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm More congestion...developing is starting to strangle the area and is starting 
to turn me away - ie I now sometime go to Southland 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm Parking...all traders should have a permit to park close to their shops. 

Jan 25 17 01:15:16 pm needs a bar/ more night life options. Ie like Hawker Bar in Highett 

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Cheap dollar shops; rubbish, graffiti, lack of cleanliness of the rotunda 
Would like to see quality shops to keep Bentleigh a safe and harmonious 
shopping precinct.  

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm Less $2 shops 
More "name" retailers 
Less empty shops 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm I don't like seeing drug users which seems to be more and more frequent. I 
think some of the shops need a quality facelift/refit/renovation to make them 
more enticing to visit. I do not enjoy the competition for pharmacies in such 
close proximity. There needs to be a balance or greater cross-section of 
what is offered rather than too much of a few things. The rotunda area could 
be updated too - unfortunately there are often empty alcohol bottles there 
and the smell of urine.  

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm Lots of shops closing down, it would be great if there was a better selection 
of retail and clothing shops  
The public space next to the old medicare could do with a face lift. It looks 
very old, worn out and unappealing 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm 1.  I don't like the shop owners putting their stalls outside on the footpath. 
When it was one or two it did not matter that much, but now they are 
growing in numbers and size(!), practically blocking the walking area.  
Please limit and enforce the max width of footpath they can take. That 
applies to cafes and shops. 
2.  Please set up minimum standards for shop front appearance.  Some of 
the 'cheap' shops look like rubbish stores, particularly if they display that 
unnecessarily also on the footpath. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm All the shop stuff on the footpaths and all the cafe tables on the footpath. 
Hard to move past quite often. I know this will not be changed as they pay 
the council to have use of the footpaths. The cafes are the worst as they 
take up a lot of room and sometimes people sit on the seats well out into 
the walking path of pedestrians. 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Needs more public toilets.  

Jan 31 17 08:39:11 pm Improved parking, better flow of traffic in 40km zone 

Jan 31 17 11:05:34 pm everything.  not enough parking and too many shops the same.  Do we 
really need 7 op shops  
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Feb 01 17 05:24:15 pm we have enough coffee shops. enough discount stores. enough massage 
places. 
we need more restaurants a wine bar, a good pizza shop.very sad when the 
yellow donkey closed. 

Feb 02 17 12:08:34 pm Nothing really 

Feb 02 17 01:35:49 pm The 40 Km/Hr speed limits. 
The new Level Crossing Traffic Light, at the new Train Station. 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm There are too many cafes.  They are an eyesore and encourage 'hanging 
out'.  Also less apartment blocks. 

Feb 02 17 02:15:43 pm The continual dumping of rubbish/donations outside the Salvos Op Shop. It 
is a dreadful eyesore and nothing is ever done about it. Can this shop 
please be made accountable for this?  

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm No more apartments  
No more safe or drug houses 
No methadone Clinic 
No Junky Asian Stores 
 
A nice clean Environment 
 

Feb 02 17 02:45:57 pm Too many shops that appear abandoned, occupied by Asian businesses 
where you never see people in the shop front.  The takeover of shops by 
property displays.  The "over modernisation" of shops.  Modernity (gloss) is 
coming at the expense of soul. 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm Get rid of the stupid trees which take up parking spaces 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Grey ugly dirty streetscape. Not enough trees. The whole length of centre 
road is unappealing visually. Footpaths covered in pigeon droppings which 
the shop keepers do not seem to care about. Not the mixture of shops as 
years ago, too many 2 dollars shops . Clean up the area around the shops 
and car parks would help. Also far too many large high rise buildings to be 
built along Centre Road which will turn it into a wind tunnel. If they are 
anything like the Aldi building which is ver ugly. No more than four stories 
should be built with setbacks and something attractive. 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm Cleanliness of the streets, especially around Coles supermarket where 
there are heaps of cigarette butts.  
Control over the building development sites that use the carparking all day 
and never seem to be fined!  
More variety in the restaurants in the area - little more upmarket maybe - 
like Fabulous Fine Food 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Commercialisation, lack of community spirit, alienated shopping strip 
No high rise structures (two to three stories should be a limit) 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm Way too many op shops, cheap discount shops, tired and dated shops. I 
would like to see more restaurants that are good, nicer gift/clothing shops. 
Make it a destination not just somewhere for locals. I suggest council use 
Koornang rd, Carnegie as an example. 10 years ago, Koornang Rd was 
very similar. 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Lots of local businesses and not many chains 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm Shops are pretty daggy. With new developments/apartments in the area, I 
am hoping that with the younger people coming in, more current stores will 
open. 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Too many massage, hair & beauty, two-dollar shops, empty shops. Lack of 
diversity. Too few good restaurant options 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm I would like more organic/paleo/health focused Cafes like Organik lane. And 
like the types you find in Elwood. 
 I would like an Officeworks. Sometimes I hear teens being rowdy on the 
street in weekend evenings, the sound carries a lot to my apartment.  
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Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm Too many second hand shops = i think there are 8 along the strip, what 
message is this giving about our community?? we are not a upwardly 
mobile community. 
Too many two dollar shops, cheapens the area. 
Too many bogus shops = people who are not interested in providing a 
service, rather the landlords are only too happy to rent their overpriced tiny 
shops to unsuspecting foreigners. 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm Stop dispensing methadone and bringing filthy unemployed junkies into our 
beautiful suburb!!  

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm needs more focus on 'on trend' stuff. 
wine bars are starting to appear which is great. i hope they survive. 
no decent fashions brands 
traffic build up for turning traffic can be frustrating 
currently a lot of cheap $2 stores 
street has no real 'feel' like say church st or sandringham village 
waste of space with the rotunda - great it connects to the back street and 
parking, but no atmosphere/dead space 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm The strip is ugly. It looks old, dated and unclean. The only nice shop that I 
have walked into in recent times is a new shop, which you have used for 
photographs of the strip, clearly the only retail shop worth showing off. I use 
the supermarket for convenience, even though it's not very good, the pet 
shop for dog food, the dry cleaner and occasionally the bank. For nice 
bread, a good health food shop, cafes, restaurants, bars, retail, homewares 
and all other needs besides the basics, I shop elsewhere. Even McKinnon 
Rd has a couple of great restaurants. There is not one decent clothing 
shop! 
One of the only ways to turn right into Centre Rd when leaving Coles was to 
wait for the ever frequent boom gates to go down, now I often need to wait 
for the pedestrian lights, so I think the congested traffic is an issue and 
parking not always easy. I don't like shopping centres, most of the time I'm 
strip shopping and dining/socialising at Hampton, Brighton, Elwood, 
Ripponlea and St.Kilda, almost all Bentleigh's surrounding  suburbs, but not 
Bentleigh! This is crazy as Bentleigh is where I live and I'm close enough to 
walk everywhere if I want to. For all these reasons I have mentioned I will 
move away from the area when my daughter finishes school after this year, 
which is a shame as I've lived here many years. I kept hoping over the 
years things might improve/change but I'm sick of waiting and catching cabs 
to other areas every time  I go out to socialise. The Bentleigh market is also 
full of junk and all it does is make it hard to go to the supermaket as there's 
no parking. 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am 1. I do not like the introduction of apartments over 4 storeys high. 
2. Parking could be improved. I suggest an upper (single) level car park 
over the existing east car park adjacent to the railway station. It would also 
allow for the successful Sunday Market to operate in poor weather. The 
upper level could provide all day parking for train commuters and Centre Rd 
shop employees. 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am more car parking sopaces 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Traffic is a disaster - the benefit of removing the level crossing is 
significantly reduced by the delays arising from right hand turns off Centre 
Rd, and parking on Centre Road. Reduce parking on Centre Rd to allow 
right hand turnoff lane near Godfrey, Vickery, Bent and Nicholson Streets, 
where people go to park. 
Too many pedestrian/traffic lights. The total strip now has 5 sets of lights 
over a distance of less than 1km. 
No more 3+ storey apartment blocks above the shops. They are an eyesore 
and contribute to the increased traffic problems. 
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The shopping strip is looking tired - the buildings and streetscape need an 
update. More greenery  

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Too many $2 dollar shops, not enough specialty shops. 
Foot paths always look dirty, dark concrete looks cheap and nasty it was 
much nicer before with brick pavement. 
Trees need replacing. Need some greenery opposite station too much 
concrete. 
Christmas decorations are an embarrassment, cardboard wrapped around 
a bin! 
Focus on Christmas decorations to a couple of areas and do it properly ie 
rotunda,  
beginning and end of strip. 
Bentleigh shopping strip looks tired and dated. 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm The street scape/furniture have become tired or badly maintained 
Need more healthy greenery along the strip 
Make the footpaths wider, move more parking off of Centre Rd 
The external shop displays that sit towards the kerb, take up pedestrian 
space, making it sometimes congested to pass groups of people. 
Maintain street lights, many not working. 
Fix the Rotunda area, it is a waste of valuable space. 

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm I don't like the excessive amount of apartment buildings and the ensuing 
amount of traffic along centre Road and its side streets . 
 
Parking has become impossible so any progress on that front would be a 
great improvement . 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm npyhhing 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm More bars and good quality food dinner places.  There is options but they 
are under whelming.  New places like the one near the end of Oak Street 
are great. Need to create more 'funky' places with all the younger and 
trendy crowds coming in. 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm We do not like a TAB being located in Bentleigh shopping strip, it should be 
forced out. 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm TREES IN THE MAIN STREET REDUCING PARKING SPACES. 
SENSIBLE RESTRICTIONS ON PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm I do not like the new apartments/townhouses being built. They change the 
character of the suburb. 

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm High rise buildings! 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Too many liquor stores,. There should be a limit.  
 
My husband rides to Footscray and the Centre road shopping is the most 
dangerous part of his whole ride.  
 
Our family would like to ride our bikes but it is too dangerous for us.  I keep 
trying but am discouraged. Too many cars and they are the priority. Speed 
zones should be lowered even further, and more barriers to discourage cars 
and incentives to encourage walking and cycling.  

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm Like to see far more care taken of foostpaths, trees and grasses. Look very 
tired and in cared for.  
With all the development the footpaths are often dug up and rarely repaired 
well.  
I have lived in the area for 23 years and it still never ceases to amaze me 
the traders who don't care for their shop and shop front - be it cigarette buts, 
paper rubbish, fruit. Why don't they demonstrate pride and respect. 
More recently overflowing rubbish bins as trades and residents of some 
apartments use the steeet bins for their rubbish. 
I would appreciate the graffiti being removed asap 
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Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Not enough places open in evening for meals with the kids.  
A good quality cafe with kids area.  

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Insufficient public toilets 
Pigeons and Pigeon poo 
Graffiti and tagging 
Encroachment of traders onto footpaths 
Rotunda area neglected 
Abandoned shopping trolleys ( a product of increasing apartment 
developments) 
 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm 1.Update to Target store 
2. More trendy clothing stores 
3. Nice deli   

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm The power lines buried 
Shop sighs improved and tidied up 

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm I detest the landscaping in Bentleigh. The money that was spent on this 
some years ago - what a waste of money. I could not see the value and why 
it cost us so much money. 
Why can't it look like Patterson Rd and McKinnon Rd strips - their 
streetscapes are really lovely using carpet roses and there is colour!. 
Carpet roses are tough plants once established. The trees in Centre Rd are 
not that nice - crepe myrtle trees look great in shopping strips - they don't 
grow too high and look good all year round. 

Feb 04 17 04:46:20 pm traffic 

Feb 04 17 04:47:30 pm would be nice if there was less traffic - so hard to cross the road 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm The use of "too much" pedestrian space for outdoor eating at cafes and 
displays at the discount stores. While I enjoy the outdoor eating spaces, as 
it contributes to the "vibe" of the shopping strips, there are times where it 
takes up too much of the width of the pedestrian strip and makes it hard to 
navigate around. Having said that, I especially do not like the display 
shelves from the many discount stores on the pedestrian strip - it is 
unnecessary, ugly and blocks pedestrian flow. 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm There are too many op shops and dodgy massage parlours.  
I'm so pleased to see the new restaurant that is opening next to the rotunda. 
That area should be used by bars and cafes, but not takeaway food. Many 
Bentleigh people go to Brighton, Hampton and Elwood to go to lively places 
to eat and drink, there's a market in Bentleigh for this customer.  

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm More lights to cross centre rd 
Want more of a Nightlife precinct 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm There are too many tacky $2 shops, these need to be upgraded to suit the 
new demographic and more contemporary landscape. 
The fruit shop presentation is poor and is dirty and odorous. 
 

Feb 05 17 06:13:46 am No more op shops.  
A small play / open area like they have at Carnegie library  
 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am For our family, would be nice to see some finer dining places like what 
Hampton has. Bentleigh has few nice cafes which we go for 
breakfast/brunch. But we do travel to Carnegie/Hampton for dinners.  
 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Rotunda could be better used ...maybe use local entertainers or artists on 
weekends.  

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am Do not like how the side streets  are  parked out and you  cannot see to 
drive car out of your own driveway. Do NOT like the over development  
especially in the side streets, do not like all the huge Apartment blocks 
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which has changed the look of Bentleigh from charming  to ugly.Would want 
to see no more over development in residential streets there needs to be a 
stop on pulling charming  and character  houses down  and putting up 3-4 
story developments  which are ugly and wherr are the houses for people  to 
buy who do not want to live in an apartment  box!!  

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Not enough quality dress shops 

Feb 05 17 12:10:50 pm traffic congestion on saturday morning.  I choose not to go on this day.  I 
miss the medicare store.  

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm would like better quality shops, nicer dress shops, more resturants, more 
places that accommodate dogs sitting outside.  the footpath needs to be 
cleaned and made to look better.  What I hate - the faded shops with faded 
signs.  Too many cheap looking nail bars (how many nail bars do you 
need?) The cheap chinese bargain shops that are full of tat. You can also 
tell what an area is like by the amount of dollar stores and charity shops. 
The traffic congestion is just awful and will only get worse by the amount of 
units being built around the area.  The ALDI car park is just dreadful to get 
in and out of.  The car park near the train station is great - but you can 
hardly use that when you do your grocery shopping and NOBODY parks in 
it????  

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Occasionally there are some vagrants who aren't locals and they pose a 
security threats to women and the elderly. I was asked for money on a few 
occasions so there should be more police and PSO patrols. Some streets 
are over-developed so parking will be a problem. 

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm Would like a right turning arrow on corner of Jasper and Centre---   

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm The 40 km speed limit is a mixed result as pedistrians just cross he road 
randomly now without regard for cars, overall the rail crossing removal 
though is great. 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Footpaths are stained and look shabby.  Traffic. There are not enough good 
restaurants.  At night is dark, lonely and depressing.  Lots of opshops. 

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm Would like to see a kids clothes store (one had closed a while ago) and a 
deli. 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm Would be nice to have more greenery, and something to make the area 
around the rotunda more vibrant. I find it interesting that Bentleigh shopping 
strip is much quieter than Carnegie in the evenings & I'm not sure why, 
Carnegie is "alive" in the evenings. I do notice that some shops that open 
up in Bentleigh don't survive for too many years which is a pity, I feel the 
shopping strip struggles to survive so it would be great to help bring back 
the shoppers to the strip. 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm $2 shops and the Salvation Army / Vinnies shops all removed. 
They make Bentleigh look cheap and don't bring in the shoppers that like to 
spend. 

Feb 05 17 11:40:15 pm It's not very attractive. Too many $2 shops. Some of the cafes' tables 
narrow the footpath too much.  

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am Parking you used to be able to get a two spot close by to the post office. 
 
Since you made the streets half all day parking its impossible. 
 
Make the  4 streets on either side of the railway 2 hour parking only - 24 x 7  
stop this all day parking 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Cheap $2 shops 
Charity shops 
More quality restaurants 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am It would be good to see the streetscape a but less cluttered at times.  

Feb 06 17 09:21:29 am No smoking out the front if cafés and medical centres. 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am parking - other shopping centres have made their streets 2 hour restricted 
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parking - why is Bentleigh different // spots for shoppers are taken up by 
train commuters // local traders have theit own parking - make all streets 
both sides and all the way up and down that go off the shops 2 hour parking 
ONLY 
 
who smart idea was it to turn Bentleigh into an expanded all day parking lot 

Feb 06 17 09:28:33 am  

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am I absolutely hate that there are so many cheap $2 type stores. These bring 
the value of the strip down and are so unappealing visually. 
 
I'd love to see use of the rotunda. It could be such a brilliant focal point of 
the strip but why it's left to just gather bird faeces is beyond me.  

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Some beautification would go well. Better use of the rotunda area e.g 
community stalls, music. 

Feb 06 17 09:37:22 am I have noticed an increase of what seems to be drug affected people in the 
shopping strip. Not sure if it has anything to do with the methadone program 
at one of the chemists.  Some of their behaviour is questionable.  
As it is an ever-changing landscape of shops the same type shops are not 
grouped together. I.e.-  some fashion shops are scattered. Because of lack 
of convenience I tend not to walk to the other side of the train line even 
tough there are some nice fashion shops there. 
The car parks are still an issue. I avoid the Coles car park- it is crazy- a 
better and clearly signed layout may assist. 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am Don't like the number of "junk shops", op shops, this type of business. 
I know there is a need for them, but there are TOO MANY! 
Need a Bendigo Bank Branch here!!! 
I HATE the parking changes being made towards Jasper Rd end - the 
concrete between the parking areas in the Street - less parking chances for 
outside the shops directly. 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Rotunda area is a disgrace 
Empty shops are disappointing  

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Multiple dwellings cause more cars on-street parking. This makes for slow 
and careful negotiation - especially when confronted by a bus!  

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Additional off street  car parking- perhaps a multi story 
 

Feb 06 17 10:21:50 am be great to have a few more night time restaurants 

Feb 06 17 10:22:15 am At times the footpath can be congested with table/chairs and display stands. 
The dreadful eye sore that is always outside the Salvos Op shop, 
particularly weekends. The dumping and spreading of donations/ rubbish on 
the footpath is terrible. I sincerely hope that something is finally done about 
it. 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am Even with the railway overpass, traffic is still incredibly slow and chaotic 
down the main strip.  

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am Improved parking and access to Woolworths and better traffic flow through 
the area. Perhaps, more parking (FREE) behind the stores and less parking 
on the street to help improve traffic flow through the area. Alternatively, 
consider walkways over or under the road to help improve traffic flow. 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am It would be good to have a decent sized hardware shop like Bunnings for 
convenience and quick drop ins. 

Feb 06 17 11:05:17 am Last years Christmas decorations were appalling . It didn't feel like 
Christmas at all. Please spend rate payers money on decent decorations 
and get over the happy holidays crap. . It's CHRISTMAS !!  

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am The quality of some shops along the strip. Too many opp shops and cheap, 
retail outlet type shops 

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am Too many two dollsr shops. 
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Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am The concrete slabs in the parking places along Centre Road to go.Too hard 
to get in & out. 
Have seen a number of cars get their front bumper caught in slabs. 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Too many "cheap" rag/ clothing stores & too many '$2' cheap outlets 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am I like the mall in Oakleigh and the cafe feel. Not sure if we can have 
something smiliar where the rotunda is.  

Feb 06 17 11:27:40 am  

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am I am all for medium density housing but think restrictions to four or five 
stories makes sense. Need to take care we don't create a cold, 
overshadowed canyon 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am I don't want it to change at all.  We need these sort of strips to remain.  

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Do not like proliferation of junkie shops or arrival of Thai massage parlours 
 

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Change - The drive down Centre Rd - need to provide turning arrows for all 
four RH turns at Jasper Rd, plant trees (since ones that were removed 
during rail Xing removal (but make sure that they are right size - avoid 
dreadful Y-shaped trees etc from pruning), add more trees and shrubs 
around south side of rail station area (to provide shade and greenery) in 
addition to iconic palm trees that don't provide any amenity besides looking 
photogenic! Fewer $2 shops please, as this makes the strip go very down 
market. 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm All in all happy as it is however the road is uneven and a little safe for 
cyclists. 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Lless multi-storey buildings and more parking spaces  

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Some of the parking areas have been taken up by concrete structures 
which do not appear to serve any purpose. 
centre 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm All good with Bentleigh shopping Centre 

Feb 06 17 03:14:27 pm Have clearly public toilets near the railway station or along the main strip 
somewhere e.g near the rotunda. 

Feb 06 17 03:39:51 pm Dodgy hairdressers ie at Envogue 

Feb 06 17 03:51:23 pm Would love to see a full sized Target store. 

Feb 06 17 04:00:47 pm Too many discount stores.  

Feb 06 17 04:44:50 pm Don't like to see empty shops. 
Would like more shaded outdoor seating/eating areas.  
More local community events in precinct. 
Would like attractive kerbside plantings. 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm improved maintenance and more cared for vegitation 

Feb 06 17 05:57:59 pm Dislike the overdevelopment in side streets near Bentleigh station. It looks 
ugly and makes getting to the shops much more difficult and unpleasant. 
Thinking about moving because of the changes in the area. 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm There is no hardware store. Mitre Ten was the last one, ages ago 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm More cafes opened later. Hard to get a coffee after 5pm.  Better quality 
retail clothes shops. Not so many 2dollar shops. Someone like Koko black. 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Access to some areas are a bit tricky and I also believe it is important to 
raise further awareness on bike riders, car drivers are not always 
considerate enough. 
Perhaps some opening hours could be extended and new types of shops 
opened. 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm - The parking for Woolworths is barely adequate at busy times. There is 
parking near the library, but if you go into Woolworths first, it is difficult to 
get across Jasper Rd. 
- The public toilets near Woolworths are often in a poor condition. I have 
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rung the Council twice about there being no water to wash your hands, but I 
still seem to catch them without water for the handbasin. The public toilets 
near Coles seem to be maintained in a much better condition.      

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Too many tacky 2 dollar shops. More trees needed.  More high end shops.  

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Parking is difficult and hard to shop or go to a cafe as timed parking 
sometimes tight. 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Parking in main shopping strip 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm Over development which will lead to congestion. 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm Too many shops take up too much of the footpath with their wares, Chemist 
Warehouse products out the front makes the strip look cheap, would like to 
see the chemist on the corner or Centre Road and Jasper Road stop 
offering the drug/meth program 

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm Cheap $2 shops should be moved along in favour of higher quality shops 
like Camberwell Junction 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am you used to have parking available - but since its basically all day - you cant 
find spots 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Access & parking for Aldi via Bleazby & Oak Streets is poorly designed & 
needs redevelopment - its dark, daytime driving is too fast/ careless on 
Bleazby & Nicholson Sts, regular stopping & parking in No Standing zones 
causing difficulty for residents access. Parking on Nicholson & Bleazby Sts 
at intersection of Bleazby St makes hard for safe entry-access due to poor 
visibilty, road narrowed causing drivers to cut corners & cut off driver 
coming out of Bleazby St (pls put in an island & reduce parking spots in 
vicinity on this intersection!). 
Increase the Keep Clear western set back at intersection of Centre Rd & 
Nicholson St to improve west-facing visibilty for safe right hand turning...at 
present the parked cars + footpath advertising boards on left & right corners 
obscure driver vision & combined with east-bound drivers frequently 
ignoring Keep Clear & blocking intersection....perhaps provide a  turning 
traffic light on Nicholson similar to the one installed directly opposite. 
Also provide regular pedestrian access through arcade which is sometimes 
still locked at 9am. 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Too many cheap shops and too many cafes.  
Like to see more diversity. Need a good Gift shop and another wine bar. 
Community area to sit. Rotunda area needs a revamp and get rid of 
pidgeons. 

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am not enough cafes / food places or restaurants - like to see more 
 
parking is hard 

Feb 07 17 09:36:14 am The traffic flow is better since the rail removal but still seems quite 
congested.  

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am A lot of the shops look tired on the outside and need a lick of paint 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am not enough chairs to sit  and not enough rubbish bins 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am Please hire a good architect to replan the shopping strip and then present it 
for discussion. Currently the shopping strip is ugly, tiring for shoppers and 
not attractive enough to want to spend a longer time than necessary for 
shopping and get away; top floors of the shops are ugly and in disrepair; 
shop fronts are ugly; there are no side areas where people can be away 
from travelling and parked cars; foot paths are obstructed and clogged by 
café tables and chairs and by shop shelving showing their merchandise; 
cafes and restaurants should not be on the main strip but rather in the side 
alleys where people can rest preferably with some trees and green 
vegetation away from the traffic; too much noise and smell from the traffic; 
too many ugly 2dollar shops; there should be a limit on the number of the 
same kind of shops, enough to meet the demand and keep the shops 
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profitable 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm Rotunda area is a useless eyesore. 
Empty shops; the old Pharmacy next to our business empty for months, 
dirty and unkept, pidgeon mess on the footpath. 
Public waste bins overflow regularly, not helped by shop owners filling them 
up. Perhaps a flyer distributed to shop owners would clarify that bins are for 
public use,  
not shop waste. 
I would like to see a decent restaurant. 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm lack of security  /// empty shops or dead areas ie the rotunda area Daley 
Street 

Feb 07 17 01:19:57 pm A good traditional lunch shop to start up. 

Feb 07 17 01:31:24 pm  

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm used to find parking easy but not now 

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm The planting of trees near Jasper Rd is ridiculous. We need more parking 
spaces not less, especially with all the apartments being built. In addition, 
the trees make it hard to see oncoming traffic when pulling out of the streets 
so they are a hazard as well. 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Too many 'cheap' $2 shops 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm needs more stylish shops/fashion 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm Too many discount store type outlets. 

Feb 07 17 11:53:03 pm 1. no high rise units more than 4 storeys. 
2. more parking 
3. more good restaurants 
 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Smelly over flowing bins in the back area of the shops where you have to 
park or pass through as a thourafare to get to shops. The council needs to 
rethink the bin allowance allocated to each business. 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am Permanently parked cars in the streets - you should only have 2 -3 hour 
parking  all day and night -in all the streets around the shops especially 
near the station. 
 
THERE IS NO NEED FOR ALL DAY PARKING IN THE SIDE STREETS 
CLOSE TO THE STATION - NOOOOO REASON AT ALL 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am I live in Mavho St - newly arrived in an apartment, I dont have a car but am 
sick of friends not able to visit foir a couple of hours cause of no parking 
either in Mavho or Loranne.  
 
Why did you ever make it all day parking ? Most of these spots are taken up 
by apartment dwelleres - I know ive seen them and talked to them . 
 
Change the parking in these two streets to 2 hours only all the way on both 
sides of the street all day and night. 
This will allow people to visit or go to the shops - its not logical what you 
have done. 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am It would be nice to have some more clothing stores  

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am not an appealing pleasant strip visually - but main issue is parking, you 
need molre two spots why do you need full day parking ???? 
 
Here is an idea for you - make Burgess St Angle Parking along the railway 
line in between the pineapple trees 
 
Idea number 2 - have Multi stoprey parking in Niucholson street either the 
railway parking or build another - this will concetrate parking 
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Idea 3 -increase parking at Coles this could also be multi storey 
 
Idea 4 remove all day parking in streest make it 2 hours or 3 hand then you 
can patrol and increase revenue as well as getting the streets clear of cars 
just being parked all the time 
 
Idea 5 make sure apartment residents dont get parking permits but dont let 
them park by giving them all day parking spots 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am the Rotunda - this is a disgrace 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am Would be great if you could not park on Centre Road.  This would help with 
traffic flow and allow clearer views of the shops and make it look a lot nicer. 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Far too many op shops and $2 shops. Overkill in the strip. Just far too many 
of them. Bring the shops & area down.  

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Too many apartment, difficulty finding parking during weekends and peak 
periods 
More quality cafes, restaurants and bars 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm Christmas decorations are a disappointment.  Not enough 4 hour spots 
which can be frustrating when you are at the hairdressers and wish to pick 
up groceries as well. 

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm No smoking I have young children and I sometimes I choose to go to 
Southland instead of Bentleigh shops  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Only available toilets are in Coles car park and they're AWFUL. 
 

Feb 08 17 12:44:43 pm The traffic lights installed at the railway line.  Seriously why was this 
implemented.  Also it is always crowded with no enough parking. 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm We would love to see some more restaurants. Proper restaurants that are 
open at night and are better than a tex mex, would love a brasserie or 
something like that.  
We would also love a decent fruit and veg shop. The existing ones are 
terrible 
I would like to see less empty shops. There have been a lot for lease 
recently.  
We don't want to see any more dodgy looking massage parlours, they are 
lowering the tone of the place. 
I would like to see the junction at lilac and centre road improved. It's very 
hard to turn into centre road, especially going right. 
I would like to see the flow of traffic at centre and east boundary road 
improved drastically. It's very very bad at peak times and weekends.  

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm Street sales people 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm To many junk shops and empty shops . To much traffic even now that the 
train is under ground 

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm Buildings over 2 stories high. 
More  parking for bicyles. 
Traders  using the footpath for tables, seating, eating, smoking,a advertising 
billboards, 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm its old and needs modernising -its started but needs more 

Feb 08 17 01:13:35 pm More restaurants like Carnegie  

Feb 08 17 01:19:10 pm more retail stores, like brighton and more night entertainment bars etc 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm More options.  Lots of the same sort of shops. Lots of cafes, lots of $2 
shops. Would like other options too. 

Feb 08 17 01:30:02 pm Bigger coles, more parking  

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm I don't want the supermarkets to take over the butchers, fruit shops & 
Bakeries business - just stick to the other products.  I like the cafes but not 
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too many as I would like clothing stores, shoes, etc present so I don't need 
to go to Southland. 

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm The new station is great..  would be nice to see a bit of art/colour around 
that area too, or some plants/ garden beads.. all that cement over the train 
line and black metal bridge barrier is all a bit boring. 
 
May be some awesome mural/graffiti work on the black bit over the bridge 
opposite the station.  Given how much character and value the mosaics 
added to Patterson station, a bit of art is NOT to be underestimated.  You 
do have to get it right though. 

Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm The main road is atrocious and dangerous when crossing especially with a 
pram and children. 

Feb 08 17 01:44:38 pm More retail outlets providing more diversity 
Focus on quality products accessible to families 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm That horrible public toilet block near the library. Its disgusting. I decided I 
should try it out the other day. Got my hands all soaped up with the 
strongest smelling detergent I've ever encountered, then waved my hands 
around trying to trigger some water. No water. None. Tried the next cubicle. 
No water there either. I may as well have been paralysed. Could not touch 
anything. Had to go into the Brothershop Shop and ask if I could wash my 
hands there. Never again. 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm There is one particular café near Jasper road end that attracts motorbikers 
on a Sunday morning. They park their bike on the footpath and then stand 
around on the footpath drinking their coffee and block the pedestrian traffic. 
Why do they park their bikes on the footpath? If they want to stand out the 
front and block the pathway, maybe the café needs to give up their 'table' 
space? Also, ban parking on centre rd. 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Railway crossing pedestrian lights 

Feb 08 17 02:25:00 pm I don't like all the empty shops at the moment.  I don't like the druggies who 
frequent the chemist on the corner, or the doctors surgery just up from Ing.   

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm More fashion shops.  

Feb 08 17 03:07:31 pm I do not like seeing the dodgy people on drugs, who frequent the Bentleigh 
Corner Pharmacy. I am not happy that we have this chemist as a 
methadone chemist in Bentleigh.  
I also do not like the public area between 438-440 Centre Road, Bentleigh. 
It seems very dirty and old and for this reason, it does not seem to be used. 
I would love to see this updated. 
There are also too many cheap Chinese variety shops. 

Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm Larger parking spaces and more parking. 

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm I don't want a lot more big retailers, smaller shops are good 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm I do not like the many OPPORTUNITY SHOPS that are now scattered 
along Centre Road strip. These type of shops DEVALUE the area 
especially when their products are displayed outside in the footpath.   
 
I would like to see these SHOPS reduced to just two and to prevent the 
products scattered on the footpath. 

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Unisex toilets, drug use/ dealing in Centre Road, which results in 
aggression along the strip in front of children and shoppers, also the misuse 
of public unisex toilets by the drug users and the resulting collapse of them 
in those facilities.  (Witnessed first hand unfortunately. )   The dirty laneway 
behind the shops between Bendigo Avenue and Jasper Road on the South 
side.    Too many cafes with footpath tables cluttering the walkway.    The 
footpath tables outside shops, selling their out of date, past season 
products making the place like  a mini Asian market. 

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm To many junk/rubbish shops. Too many of the same thing (nail shops??? ) 
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Too many empty shops 
So many fruit/veg shops but still struggle to get fresh produce. I persisted 
for years but I've given up and now buy it online. Sorry.  

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm Hope there will be a cap on Asian grocery and $2 stores, there are many 
and some of them look really junky and cheap and nasty. It brings down the 
look, feel and quality of the area. Also a cap on opportunity shops, there are 
4 large ones already dominating one end of centre rd. This doesn't allow for 
new competitors to enter the market and bring something new.   
 
Any Asian or foreign stores must display menus or store information in 
English. Otherwise I find this discriminatory against Australians.  
 
The 2016 Christmas decorations were pathetic waste of money wonky and 
wrapped around sapling trees. When we first moved to Bentleigh many 
years ago we loved the festooning overhead decorations. Surely there can 
be a way of incorporating these away from overhead electricity wire. 
Regarding OHS we can employ tradies to put them up. Nothing else 
compares. You still see country towns doing them.  

Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm Smoking in outdoor cafes 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm Lots of empty shops at present. 
Post office isn't in the main part of the shops. 
Could do with a better variety of shop.  
 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Many old-fashioned shops, especially clothing 
Excellent greengrocer, such as in Hampton St where there are 2 

Feb 08 17 04:49:00 pm Access will be much improved when all the housing demolitions and builds 
are complete.  

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm parking can be an issue so I try to walk, I would love to have some open 
spaces for dining etc like Oakleigh with the mall area. Some places for the 
community to stroll and mingle, meet.  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Not enough variety and untidy looking. Nothing amazing on offer 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Less traffic, more parking. 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm i dont like all the $2 shops and the massage parlours 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm Parking!! There is not enough. The worst time is a Sunday morning when 
you need to go to Coles. The Bentleigh market is on and the car park is 
always full. It really makes me frustrated as I am a customer of Coles going 
to use 'their' supermarket and the car park is taken up by people who are at 
Bentleigh market. It's really not fair.  

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Concrete strip in parking space in centre road to be removed. 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm All the multi level apartment blocks. I hate them, it changes the vibe of the 
area. Now instead of a community hub its just a transit centre.  
  

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm I can't think of anything I would like to see change. 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm The old shops that have been there forever that don't offer quality value. 
They tarnish the strip and any value.  
 
I also dislike the architecture - its just not well designed and its dated.  
 
Provide outdoor ammenities as well as indoor - a system for cafes and 
restaurants to take advantage and provide a vibe to the place. 
 
I would add trees or plant life to make it more real and inviting  

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm I don't like that the shops I liked before closed in the last 1.5 year and the 
ones opened instead don't provide me with what I was used to find on 
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Centre Rd. Same with Medicate/Centrelink, but there is nothing anyone can 
do about the latter. 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Bigger variety 
Too many coffee shops chemists and ladies clothing 
too many monster 4 storey buildings nearby with now a limited parking 
areas 
Welcome to the Bentleigh Ghetto 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm xmas street party 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm MORE DIVERSIFICATION OF SHOPS/PRODUCTS 

Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm Additional car parking. 
Less congested footpath - cafe table and patrons sometimes block walking 
access. 
More cafes/ restaurants. 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Coles carpark isn't great.  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm More places, activities for young people. Bentleigh shopping centre is quite 
conservative during the day hours and around dinner time. 
 
Second, make it safer. Because Bentleigh station is on the Frankston line, 
we can see often some weird people hanging around, just today we passed 
the station at 9.30pm, there were three police cars and an ambulance at the 
station and it's not a single occasion 

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am Empty shops 

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am I'd like to see street parking gone and that turned into a bike lane/track with 
bike racks. Id love to ride to the shops but I feel it is unsafe and there is no 
alternative street to easily ride down parallel to Centre Rd. I'd also like to 
see areas to tie up dogs safely and doggie bags,  there is always dog mess 
all over the footpath.  
I'd also like to see the rotunda area used for something else like a small 
park, splash pad, it is such a waste of space. 
It was also so great to have Medicare and family services on Centre Rd so 
that was disappointing when it closed 

Feb 09 17 07:58:03 am Enough $2 shops 

Feb 09 17 08:37:11 am Run down looks of the street scape and shop fronts.  

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Don't like increase road traffic, limited parking and no pubs. 
 
Would like night life, less traffic and a  festival and a name. 
Promote the Arcade and it's history. 
A fresh food market. 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am I would like to see a bank on the west end of Centre Road to avoid having 
to go right down the street to get funds. 
 
I don't like all the op/charity shops that keep popping up - although I 
recognise they provide a needy community service, they do 'lower the tone' 
. 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am The number of outdoor tables for the cafes.  They restrict  the footpath. The 
waitstaff treat the footpath area outside the cafes as part of the cafe and 
charge out laden with 
hot drinks narrowly avoiding pedestrians. That is the only thing that spoils 
the shopping strip. 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm The difficulty of driving safely along the strip and I'd like to see more night 
life such as bars or restaurants that are open later.  

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm Replacement of paving with bitumen - lost character and bitumen looks 
basic and dirty. 
Graffiti 
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Traffic congestion - avoid centre road if possible and go up side streets 
Pedestrians that think don't look when they cross road, especially crossing 
Bent street 
Lack of Christmas decorations - xmas 2016 was dismal 
 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm More night life/bars 
Artworks 

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm Be great if there was a better, more defined bike lane. Centre rd street 
parking should be removed to increase traffic flow and provide safe bike 
lanes.  
 
The rotunda has never worked as a central meeting place. It always looks 
dirty and not inviting. It would be so great if there was a revitalised piazza or 
some kind of central meeting spot for entertainers, & families to just sit and 
relax. Like what they have created near the library in carnegie.  There is no 
heart in the street. It needs one.  

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm its not alive there is no atmpshphere to it like Brihgton  - Bay st or Church st 

Feb 09 17 03:21:41 pm better traffic management at the entrance of my street. we could be waiting 
5 minutes just to get from the entrance of my street to my house (which is 5 
houses in) thanks to the speed humps etc. installed by gleneira council.  
referring to Aldi car park entrance in my street - Oak St. the other end of my 
street is a bottle neck allowing only one car through at at time just like near 
the center road side. it needs to change. too many close calls, too many not 
caring about blocking the road, waiting too long, sometimes there are lines 
on center road trying to turn into my street. residents in the street have had 
enough. not to mention on some days, especially Saturdays and Sundays 
there is no parking  in the street because people park there to do their 
shopping.  

Feb 09 17 03:54:12 pm druggies 

Feb 09 17 03:55:58 pm The shop signage is pretty tacky - it would be great a bit more uniformity of 
shape/size/height of signage. I think this would greatly improve the look and 
feel of the shopping strip. To be honest, I prefer shopping on Church Street 
in Brighton as it has a much nicer feel and more diversity of shops. 

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Would like to see more closed off outdoor eating areas which are not on the 
centre road - such as the one way system near Yoga place is not needed 
and could be blocked off for outdoor eating. Development of the rotunda 
area as it is a wasted space with dirty pigeons. 
Nicer restaurants / bars to hang out with friends. 
It is very old fashioned - need more fashion shops. 
Too many cheap $2 shops / chinese cheap stuff 
Too many Opportunity shops - I understand the need for some but there are 
over 10 on the strip !! 
Fresh fish / seafood shop would be good. 

Feb 09 17 08:16:21 pm Please remove concrete barriers in parking lanes: very dangerous for 
cyclists and pedestrians in the mornings and late afternoon/evenings; 
reduces car spaces for shoppers supporting the local economy; & many 
cars have been damaged and stuck as a result of driving over the barriers.  
Close the Sunday market.  
Close the methadone clinic.  
Remove all gum trees.  
Create a shopping strip environment where high quality restaurants will 
open and people from distant suburbs will be motivated to visit.  

Feb 09 17 08:46:42 pm High Rise Development 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Country Target is a waste of space and should be redeveloped.  People 
doing u turns in centre road 
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Feb 09 17 10:09:08 pm More greenery/plants, and a revamped rotunda area 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am Land Tax and Rates to high - we cant keep increasing prices to cover for 
these outlandish ripoffs - that give us nothing.  It should be a flat fee for 
everyone 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am too many $2 dollars shops, need more designer outlets. 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am Parking not enough for my clients - they always tell me they cant find 
parking close enough and all the spots are taken up by All Day Parking 
signs by commuters and Apartment people and hence the other 2 hours 
spots are also loaded up. 
 
Make the streets 2 hour parking or retsricted only - espcially the streets 
around the post office 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am not enough food places or good cafes 
 
and friends complain re parking - spots they could get now all day parking 
especially afternoon or eveninings -claimed by apartment people with 3 or 4 
cars each -- i have one and it goes in the parking bay 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am its dirty street not light and airy and flowers missing 

Feb 10 17 12:35:15 pm The Sushi Factory right next to the new railway station (eastern side) needs 
to have its fascia's repaired and painted.  They have peeling paint and  look 
ugly right next to the new buildings. The rotunda area needs to be 
revitalized. No one uses it as it has no appeal.  It's also very windy when the 
prevailing south west winds blow. 

Feb 10 17 12:45:58 pm  

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm place needs to be livened up abit -it feels lethargic and old. 
 
needs more people and a compolitan feel about it 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm The ridiculous addition of a pedestrian crossing right near the new station. 
Wasn't all that time and money to improve traffic flow?? There didn't used to 
be a crossing so why so important to put one now? 
 
Also, parking is pathetic. People sit and clog up traffic waiting to park on 
Centre Road for up to five minutes. Put more parking out the back of the 
shops and get rid of it out the front. 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm your parking rules - they are so laughable 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm the street is not alive -its like its on its last legs no vibrancy or cheerfulness 
 
your parking sucks 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm its not a lively place -and the car parking has now become atrocious 

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm Nothing I can think of. 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm Where do I start -(ps friend told me about this site) 
1. Parking who was smart enough to put in all day parking - you have car 
parking at the station for that No other suburb encourages all dparking near 
the shops -smart real smart 
2. No city centre  
3. No soul 
4. No gathering place _rotundra is useless 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm more people to liven the place up required 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Need more public toilets 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm No food court 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm Got into an arguement with a person -screaming match actually. 
 
They claiming developments runing Bentleigh but what they dont want to list 
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to is that the developments are needed especially near transport Hubs the 
majority of Bentleigh is not affected. Shops need developing these people 
are stuck in the doldrums but cannot see it from a traders point of view  -
developments bring people and they bring money. Make Cambell the last 
street to be developed but allow increased in the ohter streets close to th 
station and all the way upo the streets that way you have your Hub as 
required by the government and also more people to shop 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm It's already too late.... It's starting to look like the slums of the future 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm not a big variety and its not a living strip compared to other shpping strips 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm I would like to see traffic management to ease congestion, especially at 
intersections around the train station (Bent St., Bendigo St., Nicholson St., 
Burgess St.). I would like to see the shopping precinct be a reduced speed 
zone 24-7. I would like to see a zone created for wheelchair taxi pick-
up/put-down. I would like to see more greenery. 

Feb 10 17 04:51:25 pm Less "$2" type shops and nail bars - Centre Road has far too many and 
they look cheap and tacky  

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm too many pop up (asian) junk shops, lack of enforcement of parking time by 
council staff 

Feb 10 17 06:03:40 pm Too many road works disrupting the strip 

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Too many two dollar shops/massage shops/op shops and not enough "real 
retail" meaning I have to go to Southland more than I'd like. Too many 
druggies passed out in the woolies car park thanks to the methadone 
pharmacy.  

Feb 11 17 08:51:59 am More parking 

Feb 11 17 11:25:42 am More different restaurants rather than cafes 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Cluttered footpaths - some traders encroaching onto footpaths with stalls 
and tables 
Centre Road traffic can be very busy at times, more congested. 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm more shaded parking 

Feb 11 17 12:53:18 pm  

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Old Coles supermarket needs upgrading 

Feb 11 17 04:23:48 pm Too much traffic. Narrow strip.  
More crossover points. 
More outdoor areas.  

Feb 11 17 06:01:54 pm A better mixture of shops, too many hair, nail and massage shops 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm more upmarket retail shops and restaurants similar to south yarra 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Too many op shops, chemist, $2 shops 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am Keep it clean and grafiti free. Go visit the mall at Coburg, Sydney Rd and do 
similar at the rotunda. Encourage a community meeting place with good 
cheap food not branded outlets. Fill the old State Bank building, perhaps 
open up the side into the smaller street so that it compliments the open 
space and 'cafe/seating and meeting areas 
 
Keep it clean and graffitti free please'  

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Do NOT want it to become high rise (no more than 2 to 3 storeys)  - this 
immediately changes tone and leads to loss of community  
Do NOT want more bars, clubs or pubs. It is now a successful multi-
generational precinct and would like it to stay that way.  
Do NOT want any more $2 shops 
CONTINUE focus on wonderful parks and community spaces    

Feb 12 17 10:33:12 am Stop allowing cafe's on the pavement - there is too little space to walk down 
the pathway given the foot traffic and the people serving moving across the 
footpath 
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Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm Increased diversity of good quality products/retailers - can there please 
NOT be another '$2'/cheap imports shop? 
 
There is excessive traffic running through Centre Road - while that is 
important for trade I would suggest that the speed limit should permanently 
be 40km/hour, not 60 km/hr from 7pm-7am 
 
I want to see speed limits in all side streets running off Centre Rd between 
Jasper Rd and Sunnyside Grove reduced to 40 km/hour permanently 
 
I want to see the speed limit on Jasper Rd permanently reduced to 50 
km/hour, especially around the Centre Road intersection - I was witness to 
a pedestrian being struck on Jasper Road in May  2015 - a library employee 
- as she walked across Jasper Road to Safeway/Woolworths. Vehicle 
speed to too high, and the traffic volume is too high around this busy 
intersection 
 
Clear signage that makes it clear to car drivers to give way to pedestrians 
crossing side streets along centre road - many drivers turn into/in front of 
pedestrians 
 
I want to see the intersection of Brewer Road, Higgins Rd and Jasper Road 
become a controlled intersection - it is dangerous, and the mixture of 
vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians is a recipe for fatalities 
 
I want to see increased cycle facilities - places to lock bicycles on centre 
road - I always end up locking my bike to sign posts - not sure if thats legal? 
 
People with addictive and behavioral problems begging on the street as 
they walk from Bentleigh Station to/from the Pharmacy on the corner of 
Jasper and Centre Roads to access the methadone programme run from 
there 
 
Better street lighting at night in streets running off centre road to make 
walking home from the station safer 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm parking along centre road is mad, too many cars,  
the increase in high rise apartment blocks completely spoils the village 
atmosphere and leads to increase in congestion with cars and pedestrians 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm No four storey buildings or higher! 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm More trees, planter boxes, community square with seating, nicer signage to 
promote village feel. Less tacky thrift shops, outdated clothing and 
homeware shops and more retail fashion shops to appeal to younger 
families etc. Conserted effort to maintain curb appeal standard and 
minimise graffiti  

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm We would like all the shops that are allowed to display the goods out on the 
footpath unable to do this.  it restrict walking dramatically, and if you have 
mothers with prams, elderly people with walkers, and people using pull a 
long food carriers, it is so dangerous.  All the items displayed on the street, 
are exactly what can be bought inside the shop.  Therefor this is completey 
unneccasry. and to cut down on the amount of table and chairs outside 
cafes and eateries as well. 

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am Parking espoecially near the Post Office streets 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am That no one uses the rotunda section. It's such a shame it has been let go. 
It had such potential. 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am 1. More health inspectors to monitor food places 
2. More traffic inspectors to monitor cars - we shouldnt have to ring why 
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cant they patrol 
3. the Fruit market near Aldis takes up half of the public walk way bewteen 
the shops - its a hazard and unhygenic - they dont have a permit for this 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am That Council took and made a just bearable parking situation into an 
unbearable situation. Traders wanted / need more shoppers house 
residents wanted to be able to get thie cars out and what does Council do to 
the complaints - take away car spots and turn it into a defacto train park and 
pandering to the devlopers whose residents now have free parking 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am its old and tired - you see some sparks of modernisation at new 
developments but majority its yeah well nothing special 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am I don't like the fact there are too many $2 or cheap shops. There is no need 
for 4 shops that sell exactly the same products. Sometimes it's difficult to 
find parking. Would like to see a bit more vigilance on vandals that try to 
damage property. 

Feb 13 17 09:46:37 am 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am ive been in area for over 40 years - the shopping centre has been falling 
into decay and people not as many as they used to be. 
 
the traders dont take pride in their shops any more and we seem to have 
more of the same types ie hair dressers or nails or medical ones 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm Maybe we have enough opp shops and novelty shops; 
Christmas decoration was rather pathetic... 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm More up-market Cafes like Tommy Tucker; better clothes shops  

Feb 13 17 09:59:03 pm There are 2 things/spots on Centre Road that are really annoying and 
causing inconvenience and sometimes even hazardous situation for people 
walking on the pathway of the street. 
 
1.Pedestrian crossing, walking towards Alfresco/Clicks shops-there is no 
room for people to continue to walk and smoothly leave the crossing due to 
too many tables of these 2 shops outside and too much space taken from 
the sidewalk, Alfresco even has a permanent fence that it prevents 
pedestrians to make any 'short cuts' when leaving the street and 
approaching the other side. It creates situation that when is overcrowded, 
people do not have room to walk across; they tend to continue walking on 
the street to the left to avoid the tables and crowd. It seems that people 
must compromise. 
 
2. On the same side of Centre Road, Domino pizza, they park and ride their 
motorbikes on the sidewalk, it is really unsafe sometimes. 
 
 

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm More varieties of cuisine represented. 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am tooooo many discount type shops - cheap and nasty 
shops are not modern and some are scarey or even fire hazards because 
they are packed in so much 
 
alos tooo many tobacco stores 

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am Traders maybe this is wrong forum and maybe you can make Council read 
and do this. 
 
They need to fix the parking in Campbell / Mavho and Loranne Street and 
then put angle parking in Burgess street. 
 
Council is to afriad to talk to the road traffic people  - we dont know why. 
The solution is very simple and will allow more shoopers to get your stores. 
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MAKE THE STREETS 2 HOUR PARKING ONLY ON BOTH SIDES AND 
ALL THE WAY UP OR RESTRICTED PERMIT PARKING OR  24 HOURS  
- 2 HOUR ONLY 
YOU NEED TO KEEP TRAFFIC CARS MOVING ON THESE STREETS  
not pander to the devlopers Coucnil says no parking permits for apratment 
people but then goes and gives them whole sale streets to park in which 
makes it very hard for shoppers. It should be 2 hours at all times or no 
parking and monitored 24 hours 
Dont forget people can and do park 2 hours before the expiry of the times 
for parking and then stay longer 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am it seems tired and dirty the buildings and the footpath / some verandahs 
hanging down. 
It looks tired . Can you spurce it all up ? 
 
and parking is bad - what gives with all day parkiing in streets near the 
shops ? Ive never seen that else where its always permits or zoned how do 
you expect people to go the shops 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am pedestrain crossings - they should be like speed bumps and safe to cross at 
and you need speed cameras to catch people driving through red lights 

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am need more Tattslotto places  -  near psot office area 
 
need more mens clothing suits etc 
 
dont like the electrcity pole at Safeway corner Centre rd and Jasper rd - its 
dangerous cars clip and cant get troleys or wheel chairs around it 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Too many charity shops, massage parlours and the run down condition of 
many of the shops and cafes. Too many vacant shops. 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am its not growing its actaullay declining 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm that the Council is adverse to development when that is what will save the 
shopping strip 
 
Council you cannot continue with your heads down  - development is a 
necessary evil if you want otherwise you will doom everyone 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm poor excuse for a shopping cntre - its parking is attrcoious / not enough 
variety and not enough  people to keep it alive it  has been stagnating and 
detrirating 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm there is no drive to modernise it, no plan to increase patronnage / only more 
regulations 
 
you need to move forward like other suburbs - devlope the street and 
immediate areas 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm you need more and better stores eg JB Hi-Fi, The Good Guys stores that 
attract people 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm I am disturbed at the poor quality and lack of planning shown in the 
apartment buildings arising around the rail transport hubs. Melbourne's 
public transport system is inadequate and a car is a necessity. It is not good 
enough to only insist on one off-street parking place for each apartment. In 
the past few months, I have found it increasingly difficult to travel in 
suburban streets and, despite our lovely new stations, peak hour traffic still 
moves at snail's pace in Centre Rd. Parking is becoming hard, particularly 
around Coles, near the appalling Bent St developments, surely the slums of 
the future. I was informed at a planning public meeting a couple of years 
ago by the then mayor that if the additional cars from such developments 
requiring street parking proved a problem, roads would first need to be 
made one-day and, if that did not solve things, streets would need to be 
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closed to through traffic. What sort of planner would knowingly allow for this 
to happen? I am not averse to high rise or change, but good design and 
planning costs no more. Council needs to take on the State Government 
and insist on improved outcomes. What was a delightful leafy area in which 
to live is being rapidly changed for the worse. I would like to see much more 
planting of trees generally and the Bentleigh shopping strip is in sore need 
of an area where children can play and friends can sit for a chat. The 
bandstand area does not seem to get much use. Maybe a children's 
playground could be constructed there. The ideal thing, of course, would be 
for a cafe to open at that point enabling parents to have a coffee while 
watching their children play. 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am you name it - its old and yucky not modern - too many small dingy shops its 
becoming a ghetto  
 some traders dont even speak english 
does the council ever check any of the shops for health and safety 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am The council needs to change. Not sure if i should write it here but I will. 
 
I live in Loranne Street , I used to live in Mavho but have lived locally all my 
life. 
Every day I collect rubbish from the nature strip mainly beer or alchol 
bottles. Cras are always parked in the street and never move - i dont 
remeber the last time a street cleaner was able to clean this side. 
Their is no parking in front of the new development so its clean but I wonder 
why for the rest of us. 
 
I have no issues at all with devlopments as I can see thats the future - 
people need to live somewhere and being close to the trains is a good idea 
and i think you should encourage this but you need to clean up the car 
parking. My neighourbs and I agree that 2 hours is more than enough to 
visit or do shopping, why do you need to have All Day parking in the streets 
and make it dangerous for people driving or for street cleaners or garbage 
collection very difficult ? 
 

Feb 15 17 08:28:48 am Car Parking 
 
sack the council and the traffic engineers 
 

Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am parking is atrocious 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am too many tired and antiqueted stores 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am its drying up - not sustainable they way it is - you need encourage more 
people and shops 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am Its boring and its not exciting 
can you change this ? 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am not cosmpolitan enough  

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am So many crappy, daggy, bitty retail shops and restaurants that look terrible 
and we would never use. For an area with good disposable income we 
would like to see more great cafes, homewards/ clothes boutiques and 
restaurants  

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm it has no character or charisma or charn - its old and has had its day 
'you need to bring it forward into the now - you need devlopments you need 
people and traders who care and things that will attract more people 
 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm there are too many "$2 dollar" shops - full of junk!  and charity/op shops.  
Would like to see shops with better quality merchandise but not too 
expensive.  Need to attract younger generation to shop in Bentleigh. 
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Feb 15 17 01:39:27 pm  

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm Lots - dirty unclkean not enough atmosphere or character with the footpaths 
the same as the road  
 
Parking  
not enough  

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am it is not very busy and its lethargic 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am its not lively enough, 
parking has been stuffed up by the council -who probably never go and see 
some shops are fire hazards with all the stock just piled in and you have to 
walk sideways to get through 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am the parking mangement  - who ever idea was to make all day parking in 
local streets was wrong. 
 
Have you considered umm agnglle parking ? along train tracks in Burgess 
street - you could probably fit overt 100 cars there its wasted space in 
between the trees ps do you need the trees there ? 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am How come you dont cover the Coles Carpark and make it multi storey and 
then you can have a covered Market  and extra car spots and maybe make 
it like the Vic Market instead of junk stuff ? 
 
Can even build a market on the station ? 
 
Traffice inspectors dont book people on weekends and people park in 
children zone or Invaild zones 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm Do not raise buliding heights or increase density! 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm its not a place you feel comfortable walking in - not like Church st which is 
light and bright 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm that Bentleigh is falling behind other shopping centers like East Bentleigh 
due to the fact that you are not looking to growth of the area. No 
encourgament for shops to become medium to high density and therefore 
will increase patronage and food pedeatrains as well as bring life back to 
the center, No people = no jobs 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm Only one tattslotto makes it hard should have one  near Post Office 
 
Parking mayhem 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm that the Council refuses to fix the car parking by making it 2 hours only in 
every street on a 24 x7    

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm What I don't like: 
1 hour parking! 
Too many $2 shops and Op Shops. 
The lack of variety now - it used to to brilliant. Now its got lots of closed 
shops and looks like it's turning into a 'discount center', not the fun, 
traditional strip it used to be. 
Awful, bland Christmas decorations - I was NOT inspired to shop there over 
Christmas there was no Christmas Spirit. 
Too many apartments and cars. 
We used to have 5 coffee shops in the west end of Centre Rd, now we have 
none - but we do have a couple of bars, when we haven't had here before. 
I don't like the influx of shopping trolleys being left around the 
neighbourhood - these are new and have only been happening since all the 
new apartments have been opening. 
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Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Less charity shops and less tacky Chinese trinket stores. More restaurants, 
wine bars, eating out places. Footpaths cleaned. More trees than those 
terrible palm trees that you've got near the station that give NO shade and 
don't create the illusion of greenery. Less bloody nail places - how many 
nail places do you need in one strip??  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm I don't like the neglected, half dead plantings  in the main road and side 
streets just off the main Rd. eg the area outside NAB, opposite the post 
office and others where things have died and been replaced with concrete. 
The plantings in Bendigo ave near the car park are constantly being run 
over by trucks, surely guards can be put up or the area redisigned. poor 
drainage in the planting areas cause the tan arm to wash away each time it 
rains.  Often there are weeds under all the Centre rd trees. I also don't like 
cars speeding through the car parks in the evening and early morning. The 
speed humps in only the middle of the car parks seem to encourage cars 
and trucks to speed around the edges 

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm Less  2 Dollar shops  
Less eating out shops 
More Men's clothing shops 

Feb 19 17 06:30:51 pm Nicer store facades, nicer stores 

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm The Rotunda is an outdated structure  

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am Some of the stores look a bit old and dated. The traffic can be bad. If the 
shopping area was pedestrian only it would be fantastic.  

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Too many $2 shops, budget feel. Druggies come and go from methodone 
clinic at Corner Pharmacy. Not enough places to congregate. Lane way 
near Benn's Books should be closed and converted into a tiny park. 
Rotunda next to State Bank Building should be turned into a park with free 
wifi access, comfy furniture and revolving food trucks. Add a container 
library to rotunda and astro turf the area (See: 
http://www.heartofthecity.co.nz/activities/entertainment-activities/container-
library). Copy what they did at Ballarat St Park Yarraville 
(http://www.maribyrnong.vic.gov.au/Page/Page.aspx?Page_Id=8674). Make 
it a place people can work, eat and socialise.  

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm Nothing 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm Urban design could be improved. Colour 

Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Commercial rent too high  

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Cluttered feel 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Vegetable market closer to centre of strip 

Feb 21 17 07:12:38 pm  

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm Shops keepers pass judgement if you don't dress nicely  

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Spruce up shop fronts 
Hanging baskets flowers  
 

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm  

Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm Would like it trucks to not be allowed 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Access to parking  

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm More department stores 

Feb 21 17 08:07:35 pm Fix rotunda 

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Fix rotunda 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm Length of strip to long 

Feb 21 17 08:15:27 pm More parking 
Too many $2 shops 

Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm Improve traffic congestion 
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Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm Greater variety of shops 

Feb 21 17 08:25:21 pm Improve road congestion 

Feb 21 17 08:29:41 pm More pedestrian crossing 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Too many $2 shops 
More multiculturalism 
Need shoe retailer for kids 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Overdeveloped residential places 

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Too many bakery/cafes 

 
 
 
 
 
Date  

What makes Bentleigh shopping strip unique and 
special? 

Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Nothing 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm has anchor and specialty shops 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm while the shops are generally good, there are is nothing to make this place 
stand out. 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm The fact that there are local traders pricing service to local residents. 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am The cafes 

Dec 03 16 01:02:46 pm Terrific range of shops - several different fruit & veg shops.  

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm Strip shopping in general is special, and one of the things I love about living 
in Melbourne. But the traders need to keep giving us reasons to visit their 
shops. And the council needs to ensure the strip is aesthetically pleasing, 
offers something different from the malls, are easily accessible and have 
atmosphere. 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Very friendly and has a nice atmosphere with all the shops in the one street. 
You can walk down one side and up the other.  Also the parking availability 
is great, lots of it and you can always find a space somewhere. 

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Nothing at the moment  

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am Good quality cafes and higher end shops such as Sussan, Target etc. Also 
the abundance of op shops. 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm Variety of options 

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am I grew up here. Its where i have shopped for over 40 years  

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm Has better shops than some of the other shopping strips  

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm It still feels local and has a good village feel 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am specialty shops and increasing vibrancy and the diminishing Smoking - 
eventually it will be smoke free and then my friends with young children will 
join me for coffee until then young families stay away 

Dec 09 16 04:55:05 pm Great local traders 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm A great mix of small business and not to many mulinationals 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm It's conviennent  

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Proximity to my house 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm not much 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm Convenience and sense of community. 

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am Reliable shops.  

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm Variety 

Dec 14 16 02:42:55 am Diverse 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm Everything  

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm Its convenience. The new station is a prized asset for the area. 
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Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm Good food shopping, cafes are getting better!  

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm A great selection whilst retaining a community feel 

Dec 19 16 11:32:16 am the outlook, beautiful manicured tree and lawn etc. 

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Village atmosphere 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm The people. The sense of community. It feels safe. 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm it's not unique and it's not special and you are kidding yourself if you think it 
is - it's no different from any other strip in the area 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm Great local community feel 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm It's easy to park and close to home.  Can get most things I need there. 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm Nothing really . It needs something . Maybe a  handicrafts market ?  Home 
made candles, unique clothing stall etc  

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm You can do all shopping from grocery to clothing and gifts. 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm The apartment bonanza down there will mean many, many more people in 
the area living in small spaces. There is an opportunity to create a vibrant 
and colourful  strip with an emphasis on community and life outside of 
home...the biggest difficulty will be dealing with cars.  The congestion is 
ridiculous now and will make the shopping strip unattractive if allowed to 
worsen.  

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am strong community support.  

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm Nothing 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm Just very handy for us but very dated, starting to improve but needs some 
big chef names to open some restaurants/cafes 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm Not much at the minute!  

Jan 09 17 06:56:55 pm The op shop in the area are incredible  

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Having lived here for nearly 6 years I love how the area is developing and 
cafes and restaurants are popping up 

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Well it is not unique band special at the moments  

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Too be honest it's really not that special  

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm the locals 

Jan 17 17 08:11:56 pm Variety of shops available 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am Range and diversity.  The amount and variety of 2nd hand stores and 
charity stores seems to be quite unique and is something that could be 
marketed more.  

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am Variety of shops 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm It is quickly going to be converted into an over populated area with car 
parking and issues around low cost housing. It has been a great, vibrant 
urban village until recently. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm It used to be very nice. 

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm Mixture 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm The diversity of shops etc and the fact that it has not yet been totally spoiled 
by over development - although several parts now around Bentleigh and 
Mckinnon stations are heading that way ith traffic congestion/parking in 
particular.  

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm It's diversity of shops and people 

Jan 25 17 01:15:16 pm Substantial Shopping strip. Friendly retailers, good vibe.   

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Good food retailers; consistency of staff in shops creating a friendly 
shopping experience 

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm A bit of everything  
Great place to meet friends  
Always bump into someone you know 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm I do love the boutique shops being run by locals but honestly I don't feel a 
lot of joy when I go there, more stress really and much sadness for traders 
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who have been adversely affected by the rail crossing removal and who 
have received no compensation.  
 
Wish it were more like Church Street Brighton for my personal shopping 
needs. 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm Unfortunately it becomes unique in negative sense. I am very disappointed 
with aesthetic aspects of the strip and quality of shops going down. 
Particularly when I compare that with a tremendous improvement of the tiny 
shopping in Patterson Rd station area. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Variety of shops and especially for food purchases. I guess the Station and 
buses 701 and 703  helps as people from other areas, who do not have a 
car, 
can come and shop and maybe have a coffee or meal. 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm It's familiarity  

Jan 31 17 08:39:11 pm It's opportunity for better restaurants and cafes in the future as it continues 
to gentrify  

Feb 01 17 05:24:15 pm its been there a long time, friendly shop keepers,they know you by name  

Feb 02 17 12:08:34 pm Versatility 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm There are several nearby parks that are nice, and a good library.  Also the 
new railroad station is much nicer as pedestrians can walk by and the train 
is less noisy. 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm At the moment it is not unique or special 
It needs to come into 2017 
It has the major facilities we need  
Transport,Supermarkets ,Banks Doctors 
We need the street to look applealling 
And not have junkies hanging out near the carparks 

Feb 02 17 02:45:57 pm The variety of shops, cafes, personalities.  Unfortunately this seems to be 
fading with the gentrification of the area (said by someone in their early 
30s). 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm NOTHING 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm It has the potential to be like it was years ago, a community shopping strip 
with a good mixture of shops. It has most things needed for day to day living 
without going to somewhere like Southland. 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm It isn't unique or particularly special, but it needs to be saved so that local 
strip shopping is still available to local residents. 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Closeeness, proximity, no high rise building 
Feeling of neighbourhood village  

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm It's unique because of the sheer number of op shops and cheap junk shops. 
This is not special 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Hustle and bustle 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm I love that effort is always made, for example, the decorations at Christmas 
and the Saturday fun days. 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Owner operated shops 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm It's a great shopping strip from a convenience point of view, compared to 
lots of other suburbs. It's got pretty much everything condensed into the one 
place. I feel lucky to live along here.  

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm Nothing!! if you drive down the strip after 6 pm, you will not find a soul. The 
only time the strip had some life was when the workers at the station were 
spending their hard earned money at the cafe's. 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm It's now become Dandenong or Frankston....you have ruined it with you 
greed 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm day to day shops and services is handy 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm Nothing unique or special in a positive way! 
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Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am It's proximity to the homes in the suburb and also having 3 major 
supermarkets providing price competition. 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am its close to home and all the shops that you need are there. all three big 
supermarkets and plenty of cafes. No need to shop elsewhere.  

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Range of shops 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm I don't think it's unique. There is room for improvement.  

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm It is still a Strip. 
Tenancy rates are high, so no empty shops 
Plenty of diverse options 
The older shop fronts that remain have great character. 
 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm variety of shops and services 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm Great train station.  That's all for me really. 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm Charm and ease of access and parking options. 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm VARIETY AND SCOPE OF RETAIL AND RESTAURANT OUTLETS 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Friendly and multicultural 

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm Not overly commercialised 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Variety 

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm I don't feel it is particular unique but I do feel it is something that should be 
valued and enhanced. 

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Its my local community 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm Localness  

Feb 04 17 10:54:08 am nothing 

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm I like the casual atmosphere and the fact that I can walk to the shops. It 
pretty much has eveything I need. I rarely need to go elsewhere. Some of 
the shops I regularly visit I chat to the owners/staff and that's really nice.  

Feb 04 17 04:46:20 pm it's not a shopping centre and closed off from the world 

Feb 04 17 04:47:30 pm it is a couple of minutes walk from my home 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm The understated village vibe of the strip. It is not pretentious but still has 
many great local cafes and restaurants to eat at. 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm Unfortunately it is probably known for op shops, Aldi, CK, $2 shops, cheap 
pedicure and manicure shops, and dodgy massage parlours. However, if 
you look at property prices and the cars parked at local schools, it's obvious 
that these aren't catering to locals.  

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm Nothing samec as a lot of others 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm The diversity, it is a one stop shopping village...we bought near centre rd so 
that everything that we needed was close by and we did not have to use the 
car. Love that there are three major supermarkets, new chemist warehouse, 
Library and a large variety of shops. 
The old arcades ( Star studios arcade) need to be preserved and 
incorporated into the modern streetscape. 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am With a good mix of different shops and also medical centres. This made our 
life so much easier. Love that. 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Been here 36 years so know many store owners. Very friendly & warm 
enviroment to shop in. Great parking behind shops & great selection of 
shops. 

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am I do not call Centre road special, it is good that the strip is a straight road  
and easy to get around but what I do call special is somewhere  like Church 
Street  Brighton, that is a great shopping  strip and I would  like to see 
Centre Road  go more down that way. There are plenty of young  people 
with children in the area as well as the more mature and I really think they 
need to try and cater to these people, with plenty of great choices.  

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Plenty of cafes 
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Feb 05 17 12:10:50 pm variety of shops, bargains, variety of foods from many cultures.  Value for 
money, community feel. 

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm nothing special about it - its great to get the train to brighton or hampton 
though! 

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Variety of shops, for example Chinese and Polish groceries, Jewish cakes, 
all kinds of restaurants and coffee shops, and in the middle is the new train 
station.  

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm Friendly service 
Vibrant place to be 
Good access to rail/bus  

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm All the positive I've made above. It's a great spot.  

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Close/walking distance to home. 

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm There's a variety of stores and great cafes/restaurants. 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm I don't see anything unique or special, just handy to have on your door step. 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm Nothing yet because it doesn't have enough street cafe variety and retail 
chain shops 

Feb 05 17 11:40:15 pm The library.  

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am nothing 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Convenient 
 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am The diversity of food offerings is great!    

Feb 06 17 09:21:29 am It has character and everything you need is in this strip. 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am Nothing - except you can park your car and catch a train so call ti a train 
park spot 

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am Feels very communal 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Good variety of shops, close to home, easy parking. 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am It has almost everything I need (except the Bendigo Bank Branch) 
 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am It's not really unique or special as it is.  
It's more convenient to me 

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Variety of traders. It is a long strip . . . though not as long as some. 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am It's diversity and variety of stores - from book shops to cafes and 
supermarkets. 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am Over the last few years a mix of better quality cafes and shops has really 
made it a place you can go not just for basics but also as an alternative to 
Southland. Having a proper bookshop, toy shop, Target and an ALDI further 
up the Road is fantastic.  

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am The variety of stores and food options. 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am That it's much more personal than Southland, and easier to park.  

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am Ots central location  

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am It is a vibrant centre with people from all walks of life & age. 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Rotunda area. 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am Prices are competitive and I can usually find what I want. Shop keepers are 
happy to assist in my needs. 

Feb 06 17 11:27:40 am Whether its a daily shop or a weekly shop or a special occasion , its all fairly 
stress free . 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am  I love all the Op Shops - we should use them as a reason to destination 
shop in Bentleigh. Uni students, etc 
Community/local feel 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am It hasn't been overrun by trendiness and yuppiness and up-itself-ness!  

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Fantastic op shops, brilliant fresh produce.  Cafes and bakeries as well as 
supermarkets 
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Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm The people and sense of community for most. 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm I'm not sure that it's either. 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Multicultural mix of people, shops and cafés 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Caters for young families and retirees and the newly completed railway has 
added a positive feel to the shopping strip 
 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm Because it is there and has all essential shops 

Feb 06 17 03:14:27 pm Great variety, wonderful service.  

Feb 06 17 03:39:51 pm It's not upity like Brighton much friendlier. 

Feb 06 17 03:51:23 pm Local, good variety of shops for food, supermarkets etc. 

Feb 06 17 04:00:47 pm A good variety of shops. Close to home.  

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm its size and variety 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm Nothing 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm Local feel  

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm It is about local people and it offers a variety of shops. 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm The pleasant atmosphere and extensive variety of good shops. For 
example, the sushi shop near the station has sushi as good as anywhere, 
and the staff are very courteous and efficient.   

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Not much!  

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Not sure that it is, it seems a bit tired. 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Good variety 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm The arcade, should be protected from development. 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm The speciality shops, particularly ING and Aviance 

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm Nothing in particular, but its close with the train station nearby and it has a 
good selection of cafes 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am nothing 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Variety, community, convenience, easily accessible by all methods of 
commute. 
Palms at the station....more taller trees in Centre Rd would be great plus 
low garden beds...ie. more seasonal greenery. 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Good parking, diversity of ships to choose from in close proximity.  

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am 3 types of supermarkets - coles / safeway /aldi 

Feb 07 17 09:36:14 am It has a great village feel.  

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am Only a few chain stores and some boutiques.  Many eateries with different 
cuisines.  A recent edition with a new bar that I haven't had a chance to get 
to yet but looks good from the outside.  Basically, lots of choices for 
different budgets. 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am dont think its special 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am big and ever growing demand from local and neighbouring areas 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm The constant change of shop owners, you never know what is going to pop 
up next. 
The abundance of choice of cafes and coffee shops. 
 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm its not unqioiue or special but it has the chance to become one - it can be 
developed and made into a vibrant strip  

Feb 07 17 01:19:57 pm Good range of shops but it is not unique. 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm sunday market 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Rotunda area 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm it used to be cannot say that now 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm Overall a good mix to get largely everything you need, except good fashion 
and good nightspots. 
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Feb 07 17 11:53:03 pm the supermarkets, target, newsagents and food shops 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Small friendly family businesses with unique products. 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am its a car park 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am its attracting new  young people who are happy like me to live in apartments 
and have the trasnport close by 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am A good mix of shopping options and some great cafes and restaurants 

Feb 08 17 09:12:18 am It has everything I need for a small or supermarket shop with plenty of 
parking. 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am open spaces  

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am appeals to younger generation and accomoddates the old 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am Nothing really stands out to me........just a good local shopping strip.  
It does have a lot of one-off shops rather than just all chain-stores.......which 
is great.......but what I would expect from a shopping strip.  
It is nice that it is not full of chain-stores (including food stores like 
McDonalds, KFC, etc). 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Great vibe, neat & clean.  
Terrific cafes with friendly staff.  

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Small, close and good shops 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm Great cafe's and delicatessens  

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm Ban smoking then it will be unique  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Outdoors, lots of parking, great independent retail options like Wills Batch 
and Benns Books. 
 

Feb 08 17 12:44:43 pm There is more on offer. 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm I don't think there is anything unique . Which is a shame 

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm Variety of shops 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Nothing unique anymore it's the same as many other strips. Needs to find 
its uniqueness again  

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm Accessability.  
 Old world charm of archecture. 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm don't think its special except for 3 supermarkets 

Feb 08 17 01:13:35 pm Good green grocers. Friendly retailers  

Feb 08 17 01:19:10 pm It has a bit of everything 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm friendly atmosphere 

Feb 08 17 01:30:02 pm Speciality shops, Aldi, cafes.  

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm plenty of the abovementioned shops, butchers, bakeries, fruit shops, 
pharmacies.   

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm I don't have a choice to be honest, its been my go to since birth hehe 
 
Its variety. And its food shops really.  Chain retail clothing stores are 
everywhere...  nicer to see cafes and boutique stores. 

Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm The shopkeepers end up knowing you and treat you differently than a major 
shopping centre would 
 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Sense of community. Access to a decent train station. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm It has a nice friendly safe easy-going feel about it. Just nice and normal, 
with nice normal people. And I don't feel like a foreigner in my own town.  
Also it has everything you need, with choices eg supermarkets, green 
grocers, bakeries, butchers, etc 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm nothing comes to mind 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Variety 

Feb 08 17 02:25:00 pm The local community feel about it. 
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Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm It's community feel.  

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm Many of the shops and owners have been there for many years and it is a 
nice local feeling 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm At the moment, the only UNIQUE AND SPECIAL in the Bentleigh shopping 
strip is the newly opened underground station and the beautification of the 
area around it.  
 
A PERFECT AND UNIQUE JOB VERY WELL DONE- Congratulations to 
the government various companies and individuals who worked so hard to 
complete such a mammoth task in such a short time with the minimal 
disruption to the residents' daily lives.  

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Can meet most of my family's needs.  I am not sure it is unique if you 
compare it with other suburbs, it actually is developing a shabby (not chic) 
look.  

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm It's local so you see familiar faces and I think they could do more with that ( 
discounts for lavas etc)but I do wonder if new businesses consider what's 
around them before they open.  

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm It has a nice intimate feel with small road in between lined shops. I like the 
rotunda but realise its hard to stop graffiti not sure what you can introduce 
to prevent this loitering?  Mostly great variety of many types of shops and 
restaurants, great parking behind shops either side. Medical clinics, Aust 
post, banks, supermarkets draw us in and while we are there visit other 
shops.  

Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm Nothing particularly 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm I like the proximity of the library, parks, supermarkets, cafes, etc. It has a 
small town feel. 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Sorry, it's not special to me .. I prefer Hampton St. 

Feb 08 17 04:49:00 pm Local communities 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm it has great shops and restaurants good variety and local access - walking 
distance for me and my family good transport systems and good prices.  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Nothing  

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm it isn't unique or special but it's the major shopping centre in the area. 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm not much! 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm It has a good vibe and literally has everything you could possibly need. 
Retail therapy, cafes and the supermarkets 

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Vibrant & friendly. 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm Aldi, Coles and Woolworths all in the same area. 
Cool op shops 
Library 
Great food and coffee 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm It caters for all one's needs.  Plenty of off street parking. Availability of public 
transport. 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm Its not unique or special, thats why it needs to change 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm Bigger variety than I saw on other similar street shopping strips around 
Melbourne. Even all the major supermarkets and fruits and veggie stores - 
some people come from other suburbs to shop here. 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Nothing rally 0 do prefer going to the big shopping centres 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm its my shopping centre, the people are great and it has all my shopping 
needs 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm NUMBER OF CAFES AND VARIETY OF SHOPS 

Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm The shop owners and staff 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm As l mentioned the owner businesses. Jeweller & the gift shop can't 
remember its name its near the rotunda. Oh that makes it unique too 
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Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm Mixture of different cuisine and cultures 

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am The range of products that are available.  

Feb 09 17 07:58:03 am Sunday market 
Number of op shops 

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am It's age,  

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am I like the personal touch of a strip shopping centre, where the traders 
appreciate our support and provide excellent caring service in return. 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am The diversity of shops.  The personal service available. 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm As I said earlier, the sense of community and the interesting quaintness of 
such a relatively large strip 

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm Variety of retail and restaurants 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Nothing is is the same as most others  

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm souless 

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Individual shops 
Fresh meat and fruit and vegetables. 
 
 

Feb 09 17 08:46:42 pm Ease of access via the rear car parking areas 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Cafes and small businesses 

Feb 09 17 10:09:08 pm range of shops, good op shops, local feel 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am historically a major strip  with , better than east bentleigh , Mckinnon , & 
Ormond. 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am friendly people 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am friendly traders (not all though) some cant or pretend dont speak english 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am dont think it is compared to other shopping area 

Feb 10 17 12:35:15 pm Family owned and run businesses.  Heaps of op shops! Excellent parking 
opportunity. 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm Nothing, really. 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm only place that has made local streets into train commuter parking lots 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm not sure it is at the moment 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm lost different ethinic people  which all traders could speak english though 

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm It's vibrancy and happy people.  The new station has really freshened things 
up and I am positive and happy for the future. 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm its ripe for improvement 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Relaxed, plenty car parking, wide range of shops.   

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm space to develop and improve 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm Number of independent family owned businesses 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm nothing 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm All the benefits of a big shopping strip, but in a more casual atmosphere. 

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm Great variety 

Feb 10 17 06:03:40 pm Nothing really 

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Access to cafes so close to home. 

Feb 11 17 11:25:42 am Boutiques 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am I don't think its unique and special. It's a typical urban strip shopping centre 
struggling to compete with the big box centres and on line shopping and is 
currently going through a cafe culture change for survival. 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm nothing? 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm large number of different shops, cafes and restaurants of varied cultural 
background 

Feb 11 17 04:23:48 pm Nothing special about it 
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Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm theres nothing unique about the strip 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Lots of choices to have lunch 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am It's local and has continuity of tenancy. I know people over the long term 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am For me it is:  
The wonderful friendliness and customer service provided by small 
business traders. There is a sense of community  
It is open, flat and public spaces are well maintained and this makes it 
accessible to all 

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm The range of products available (though this is under-threat by $2 shops) 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm the people. the abundance of coffee shops 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Low rise, intimate, local. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Well established grocers, fruit and veg, baker and butcher.  

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm It has nearly everything needed for most of the residents.  It is easy to get 
to. It has adequate parking,  and most of the shopkeepers know their 
customers by name.  

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am  

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am The independent shops especially Ben's Books and The Education Station.  

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am 3 supermarkets 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am being a Car Park 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am compared to what ? 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am It's easy to get to. There are a variety of stores.  

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am it used to be full of people and it was  welcoming - now its not 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm - Coffee/cafe culture; only Noisette cafe other than original in Port 
Melbourne; originally only branch of St Kilda's Europa; Little Tommy Tucker; 
even Brighton/Brighton East folks come to Bentleigh for coffee - it's 
cheaper, too. 
- Deli culture: 6 delis plus nut shop, 3 fruit stores from ExtraFresh to Jasper 
Rd 
- There are very few shopping areas outside major shopping centres that 
have the combination of Aldi, Coles, IGA, Woollies, serious (i.e. not just 10 
items plus phone cards...) ethnic markets, non-chain bakeries within few 
minutes walk or drive 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Proximity to house. Bentleigh market 

Feb 13 17 09:59:03 pm People,busy, social atmosphere 

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm The op shops 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am no easy of parking for people - in the suburbs they should be able to park in 
the streets close to the shops for a couple of hours 

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am its a free parking paradise 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am Cafes 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am nothing yet 

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am electrcity pole in middle of footpath 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am It has the potential to attract more consumers because it has public 
transportation and the ethnic diversity to provide all my shopping needs.  
Just lacks a good mix of retailers. 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am its going backwards 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm its prime location 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm LOL 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm potential but nothing at moment is have been left behind 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm not sure what does it have that no other shppong centre has  umm - nothing 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm The range of quality food shops. 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am only shopping street turning into a run down ghetto - just waiting for the 
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drugs to be sold openly on the streets now 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am it used to be a vibrant and welcoming shopping center all the traders new 
everyone but that has been declining 

Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am Aldi 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am its an antigue of no consequence 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am N/A 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am that it si boiring 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am room to grow ? 

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am Nothing at present however great new station means it has lots of potential 
to be something great with new shops and cafes  

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm its a dinosaur 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm That it still exists!! The rotunda, but the area needs to be spruced up, made 
more appealing and attractive. 

Feb 15 17 01:39:27 pm It has so much variety of small shops. 
The atmosphere and friendly shopkeepers who give personal service. 
Being able to walk along such a large shopping strip. 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm perefect example of a shopping street on the decline 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am not sure what you mean ? it not have nothing special 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am potential 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am Sunday Market in middle of shopping centre 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am its long ? 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm Small town feel. 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm Aldi 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm still able to be developed 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm being under utilised 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm Council experiment 

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm It used to be a unique strip with lots of variety  :( 
 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am It's close to Brighton and Hampton.! 

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm I have lived here for 70 years so it is home to me.  

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm Good value green groceries, butchers, delicatessens, restaurants and 
bakeries.  

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am The diversity and activity. It's always bustling at the weekends. Better than 
say Hampton St which feels a bit dead.  

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Nothing really at the moment. It's easy going I guess. But feels like it's in a 
state of transition but not sure which direction it's going yet. Ned quality 
shopping, restaurants and cafes to take advantage of its bayside location.  

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm Multiculturalism  
Businesses and people 
European deli 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm Friends and family 

Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Has a quiet neighbourhood feel 
Great for older people 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Bigger more shops 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Aldi 

Feb 21 17 07:12:38 pm Love the area very relaxing 

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm Jewish element 

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Close to train 
Easy to walk to  
Not too many people 

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm No problems with youths 
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Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm Variety 
Friendliness of shopkeepers  

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm The diverse range of things on offer 

Feb 21 17 07:44:11 pm Bit quieter then other strips 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Variety 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm Outdoors 

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Nothing 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm Unqiue shops 

Feb 21 17 08:15:27 pm Unqiue shops 

Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm It's a strip open not closed in shopping centre 

Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm That its still a strip most are dying cause of shopping centres 

Feb 21 17 08:25:21 pm Boutiques have cheaper clothes than other retail outlets 

Feb 21 17 08:29:41 pm It's wide enough for pram  

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Quality 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm The familiarity  

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Biggest library - DVDs  
Chess 

 
 

 
 
Date  Open Space  
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Improve the footpath paving (make it light-coloured, with a smooth, easy-to-

clean surface). Remove trees from the street and place them on the 
footpaths, so there are more parking places. Provide more clean public 
toilets (the self-cleaning toilets are disgusting). Place more plants with 
flowers. 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm green up and use the rotunda 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm beautification required, there is no community meeting place 
comfortable bench seats with backs required 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm Greenery. The strip desperately needs more trees and plantations to 
brighten up what call be a dull area. Better and more modern lighting and 
better presented shop fronts. The second stories of many shops are 
decaying and look terrible. They should be freshly painted (like what 
McGrath Real Estate has just done). 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am Clean up the crappy cheap shops. No more nail shops as far too many. 
More restaurants, a bar. No more Chinese shops. 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm More outdoor dining would really add to the strip, particularly by the 
rotunda. In its current form that area is a wasted opportunity and a wasted 
space. 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm More decent clothes shops and less very cheap outlets 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Not attractive places to sit, the trees are not mature or offer much aesthetic.  

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Gazebo in centre rd is ugly and never used. It could be better utilised - more 
seating 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Yes 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm More parking for Aldi. Time for Sunday markets to stop 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm Now the railway gates are finally gone it'd be good to make sure we keep 
the traffic flowing smoothly and use the opportunity to bring the two sides of 
the line together. Make sure there's pedestrian space by maintaining 
parking to the rear of the shopping strip.  

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Not sure  

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm more variety  
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Dec 07 16 01:44:39 pm Seating areas to eat or play areas like what is in Carnegie  

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm The bandstand area could be improved 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am remove the rotunda as it is not a park with weddings 
that rotunda space needs a European plaza design to encourage social 
interaction and inclusion like fed square 

Dec 08 16 11:47:02 am not enough trees or greenery 

Dec 09 16 04:55:05 pm Better use of rotunda area 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm More public seating and rubbish bins 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm A park 

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Less traffic, on street parking - use this space to widen the walking area 

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm The rotunda area should be utilised more. Outdoor eating/ restaurant.  

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm The gazebo area is now a hub for scary people and is not clean. Needs a 
green space somewhere in the strip. Also better public toilets 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm Greenery and enticing public meeting points.  

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am More outdoor eating spaces. Clean up the rotunda area.  

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm Night life 
Utilise the rotunda!  

Dec 14 16 02:42:55 am Leafy trees!!! 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm N/A 

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm There needs to be more open space and common meeting places, better 
lighting and more greenery. The area looks and feels drab. 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm Yes 

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm More trees and green spaces  

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Fix the rotunda 

Dec 20 16 10:00:00 pm Hardware store eg small mitre10 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm The Rotunda area has soooo much potential to be the Bentleigh Meeting 
Place. Beautifully landscaped, nice clean bench chairs and a food, wine and 
coffee precinct with outdoor chairs and tables and entertainment. 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm life 

Dec 22 16 08:52:09 pm Pop up park - have a look at the park in Yarraville. 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm the rotunda area is wasted - very rarely used 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm Vibrancy need to have more modern spaces remove rotunda and replace 
withsomething more inclusive its old suround with modern cafes ... mini 
federation square could work 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm Maybe improve dated building facades and add some greenery. 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm A mall  and live music .  

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm Running or Walking track. Not made of Concrete. 

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Yes,  

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm Trees,  veg plots,  seating away from cars. 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am the rotunda opposite Target needs serious updating to feel welcoming. It 
currently looks unloved, dirty and without a purpose. It is flanked by two 
vacant corner shops that could be turned into vibrant eating spaces/bars 
that overflow into the open space. 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm What open space? 

Jan 06 17 10:14:02 am cafes with greenery and outdoor feel 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am fix the square - make it modern and functional 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm Parks and sitting areas 

Jan 09 17 06:56:55 pm I think there plenty of parkland in Bentleigh  

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm A nice wine bar and a few more commercial shops...get rid of the tat and $2 
dollar shops. 
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Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Better restaurants  
And nice stores  
Like ing and some of the others already there 

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Better retail, too many opp shops and $2 stores. It requires more 
restaurants and bars to attract a nicer atmosphere  

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Very limited, more of Godfrey St near centre Rd would be good, places to 
sit, shade. 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am tidy up the rotunda area.  The colour scheme is old, the footpath is uneven 
in areas and the night time lighting could be improved 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm Yes definitely and less noise and frenetic building activity and loud speaking 
workers in construction wear.  Shopping strips are generally for the locals 
and not no mainly for workers. 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm More open space would be nice - it is starting to feel a little more closed in 
with all the recent development. 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm GREEN space 

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Not enough space for outside cafe culture; this attracts custom 

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm The rotunda area needs to be used more. 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm Ban smoking would be nice ;)  
Rotunda is a dead void when there is no entertainment being performed 
there and is an otherwise unwelcoming space. An outdoor bar during the 
summer would be an excellent way to bring the community out similar to 
what the Kingston City Hall have done. 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm The space next to the old Medicare needs to be updated 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm The Daley St rest area desperately needs cleaning and reinvigorating. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm No more room for open space, but you could stop the shop goods on the 
footpaths and the cafes and therefore return the footpaths to the 
pedestrians. The space at the rotunda is good for those who want to have a 
rest. 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm A kid's playground 

Jan 31 17 11:05:34 pm parking.  stop putting in trees between car spaces and more concrete things 
so less parking.  trees grow and then you cannot see the traffic.  have never 
seen anyone trim them 

Feb 02 17 12:08:34 pm Plantation 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm The Rotunda could be repaired and enhanced. 

Feb 02 17 02:15:43 pm Rotunda area under used and can be dirty. People feeding birds and windy 
days traps rubbish. 

Feb 02 17 02:45:57 pm Plants.  I live on Centre Road and as I look out I can see near no greenery. 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm More parking spaces 
Ped crossings should be reduced in number 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Nice landscaping.  

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm Bit more greenery. Rotunda area not used adequately - maybe tables and 
chairs or used by the restaurant development that is proposed on the corner 
area. 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm More banches, rubbish bins, informal gathering spaces 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm The rotunda could be better utilised. Leasing out the two vacant shops will 
help. 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Would be nice to block off side streets and turn space into open grassland 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm Bentleigh rotunda could be used maybe as a cafe or playground. At the 
moment it is a waste of such a beautiful space.  

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Areas to sit and enjoy. Greener spaces 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm The rotunda doesn't seem to get used. Maybe that space needs to be 
reworked. Maybe with more of a garden to be more enticing.  

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm Remove the methodone 
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Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm maybe the dead space that is currently the rotunda area could be a small 
playground, like opposite the carnegie library entry.  

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm There are no open spaces, it's one very long ugly useless strip 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am 1. Graffiti should be painted over/removed from along the new lowered 
railway tracks. 
2. The factory on the corner of Brewer Rd and Bendigo Ave should be 
compulsorily acquired and demolished for open space/children's park 
adjacent to the railway line. 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am more car parking spaces 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm The rotunda is not used and looks outdated. More open space and 
greenery would improve things 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm The Rotunda is univiting and under utilised. Better seating and lighting is 
required.  
It is very dated always looks dirty. 
Some more greenery opposite the station... too much concrete showing. 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm The Rotunda area is wasted. A green space would be more welcoming. 

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm The rotunda concrete could be improved to become a nicer area to sit with 
some green space. 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm No 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm I think it's fine. 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm Yes, more parks 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm NO 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm More places for people to sit outdoors 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm More open spaces, trees and plants. 

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Think we could do something nicer at the rotunda area.  

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Keep the rotunda area clean 

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm The rotunda (Daley St) area needs to be dealt with. Over the years there 
has been lots of talk but no action. I think this should be an open space 
area. 

Feb 04 17 04:46:20 pm More seating 

Feb 04 17 04:47:30 pm some trees or garden area would be nice 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm We are missing an outdoor park/grassy place in the centre of the main 
shopping strips. There are only outdoor open park places at either end of 
the shopping strip. 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm Rotunda area needs to be used as an extension of bars and cafes.  

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Maybe a small play area for children or entertainment. Rotunda could be 
used better. 

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am Open space is fine.  

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Quality hairdressers and quality retail shops 

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm Not enough seats along the strip.  And that open air pavilion with 
seating???  What is that used for beside for the drunks to sleep on?  Its just 
a waste of space and looks dreadful.  Dirty always full of litter..  

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Multi-storey apartment blocks should only be allowed on the main road, i.e. 
Centre Road. They should not be any more such apartments on side 
streets. 

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm Clean pigeons out ---   

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm Unlikely this could improved. Perhaps fixing up the band rotunda area and 
utilising this space for open space would be an option. 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Add plants to the rotunda, clean it and keep it looking good. 

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm  

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm improve rotunda area & overall greenery 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm More parking 
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Feb 05 17 11:40:15 pm Yes 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am plenty of opne space 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Avoid making it a high rise shopping complex., Already there is too much 
traffic and development. 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am An established open space, similar to the one in Carnegie, would be good.  
The rotunda could even be redeveloped.  

Feb 06 17 09:21:29 am  

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am has enough open space - get rid of the Rotunda - its wasted money and 
space 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am As before - better use of rotunda area 

Feb 06 17 09:37:22 am more bins, more seats along the shopping strip 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Rotunda area has sooo much potential.  
Trees, shade, seating, water fountain,  water feature? 

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am the future will see second level shops to concentrate the area. 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Sufficient  at present  

Feb 06 17 10:22:15 am More trees if possible for shading of car parks and street parking 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am There are a few odd places to sit but not many. The open area next to 
where Centrelink used to be is very neglected, dirty, smelly and full of 
pigeons. This could be a fantastic usable space if fixed up.  

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am More open space could be added for open air and shaded seating. This 
area has a few spots that are already present yet not on the street front. 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am There are plenty of parks in the vicinity.  

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am More quality retail shops. No more cafes. 

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am There's enough  

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am More shady trees. 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Green space.  

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am More mall like areas. 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am Do something with the bandstand 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am Open space will come at expense of shops - why do it. There is a sitting 
area near the gazebo and a number of benches - maybe a couple more 
benches.  

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Less clutter on the footpath  

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Definitely - and better landscaping of rear parking areas, including 
appropriate trees for shade (not just a summer issue). 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm ok 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Improve parking paving and lighting behind Centre Road pergola 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Some plants and greenery  and removal of graffiti and installation of CCTV 
cameras. 

Feb 06 17 03:14:27 pm Public toilets in the main strip of shops. Maybe shade sails in some of the 
car parks. 

Feb 06 17 04:44:50 pm Needs more shaded open space for seating and 'greening' of the area with 
attractive plantings that get maintained on a regular basis.  

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm Open space and maintained landscaping 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm Fine 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Improve the physical state of sidewalks. 
 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm The tables near Will's ice-cream, got by turning the road into one-way are 
really good. 
I think the rotunda area could be improved to get more people using it. 
Some more shade over the seating nearer the road would be good, and 
some more greenery would enhance the area and encourage people 

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Yes. The current rotunda is useless and a wasted space. The strip need 
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more trees.  

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Less parking in centre rd 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm More greenery 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm More open seating areas 

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm Development of the rotunda 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am n/a 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Greenery/landscaping 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Yes outdoor areas to sit to have lunch. More garden/ greenery that's 
sustainable. More recycling.  

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am has lots of green for the area but maybe some flower boxes in the street / 
footpaths 

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am car parking is a nuisance.  Not enough and time restrictions are too short if 
you want to spend a full day there.  eg. shopping with a friend, stop for 
lunch, more shopping, stop for coffee and cake and then do the grocery 
shopping before going home. 
 
It truly has a one stop shop potential but I need to move my car a few times 
in order not to get a ticket.  It can be frustrating and push me to only stay for 
half time. 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am more chairs for elderly 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am one big attractive open space in the centre with a main Bentleigh unique 
feature e.g. water fountain and 4 to 6 side open spaces (with some 
attractions for children and senior citizens) away from the traffic and parked 
cars 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm The rotunda area needs an overhaul 
More public seating, great for office/shop owners to sit on and eat lunch 
More rubbish bins. 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm has lots of parks  

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm There is a rotunda opposite Target, this could be made more green and 
user friendly. It is quite dated. This would be a good place for trees, instead 
of taking away parking spaces. 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Where is the green space? 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm think that's ok 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm Needs more. The gazebo area at Daley st is a missed opportunity for some 
active landscape and breakout space. Current design is poor, all hard 
paving and not highly useable. 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am The crepe myrtle trees along the strip are beautiful. Increase the plantings  
of other seasonal flowering trees to increase the continuity and celebration  
of the seasonal changes. Update the rotunda areas to be more 
attractive....encourage community exhibitions, festivals and charity stalls to 
draw people into this area. Hi  

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am more parking availability  

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am Ive seen the parks there are enough in the area you dont need more 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am The current open spaces and park lands are great for my family needs 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am more facilietes in parks 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am more amenties at the parks we have 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am More places for pedestrians to cross safely. 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm More greenery/trees needed badly.  Lacking and made worse with railway 
works as trees removed.  

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm No open green space at all 
 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm All good 
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Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm No smoking and a few more children's outlet stores  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm The outdoor pace near Wills Batch is great... more of these would be good. 

Feb 08 17 12:44:43 pm  

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm I don't know why the bandstand isn't redeveloped or actually used. It's a 
central spot that could be utilised much better 

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm More open space where possible - Less clutter though 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Some specialty shops . Or chain shops to drag the people in  

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm more trees, native plants 
Rotuna  could be prettier 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm n/a 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm update the rotunda. Make it a nicer place to sit and eat or relax 

Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm Less nail & beauty shops!   

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm The green space of a park is adequate. Can it be improved or enlarged? 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm I'm a bit of a greeny - I'd love to see some grass somewhere, or at least 
more shrubs/plants 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm no comment 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Perhaps 

Feb 08 17 03:07:31 pm The area between 438-440 Centre Road. It would be lovely to see a nice 
grassy area, with some flowers and seats to sit on. 

Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm Parking or grass area for children 

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm The rotunda is a nice space but is rarely used 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm Open space where people can sit and enjoy the traffic or have a rest 
without having to occupy a chair in  a café and the need to spend money.  

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm The Rotunda space is very shabby and needs a refurbishment, graffiti 
removed, pidgeons contained, pavement levelled, weeds removed, 
structural conponents need attention.  Planter boxes maintained, a damn 
good clean up.   This would allow it to be more family friendly and may deter 
the abusers who seem to think it is wholly theirs for personal use.  
 We do appeciate the great parks and gardens around Patterson Road and 
Wheatley Road 

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm Nil. I don't go to the shops for open space 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm Maybe plant out the rotunda area to stop graffiti and restore some charm 
and colour for somewhere pleasant to sit in between shopping.  

Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm Drink fountains, entertainment 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Don't know 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm need more where community can meet and mingle the rotunda area is 
vastly underused and needs development.  Maybe open it up for retail 
access with open air dining.  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Yes need to make use of the rotunda in Centre Rd shopping strip 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Open spaces are always valued, especially if there's some greenery. 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm The rotunda area is disgustingly filthy and could be made over with some 
greenery 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm Don't really see the need for open space at all. It's a vibrant shopping strip. 
If there are to be open spaces it should include some cafes around it and 
create an el fresco feel like in Oakleigh, in the mall off Atherton Road..that 
would make centre Rd the best! 

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Good space for parking, need more shade. 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm More places to sit down 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm More open space and greenery would make the strip more attractive. 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm Outdoor sitting areas that are well designed and inviting, plus trees. 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Deffineately 
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Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm MORE VARIETY SHOPS  
WHOLLY DELICATESSEN SHOP 

Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm Improve the rotunda area - it's an ugly space  

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Coles car park.  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm A bit more fun, more art, music 

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am Too much traffic due to too much housing  

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am A play space for children  

Feb 09 17 07:58:03 am Maybe some Sunday music 

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Less trafic 
Fill the empty shops 
Get rid of the massage shops where dirty men go. 
Have a festival like St Kilda do 
No more $2.00 shops 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am I believe we have enough open space in the rotunda area but unfortunately 
this is not used to its full potential. Perhaps turn the old Medibank premises 
into a cafe that can overflow into that area, making it an great al fresco area 
to eat and meet. 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am More space for pedestrians to walk on the footpaths. 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm I don't think the strip needs any open space  

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm Better garden beds and trees 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Art works 
Seating 

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm need a heart. A piazza. 

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm thats fine 

Feb 09 17 03:55:58 pm Yes, more al fresco dining (but not right on the road) would be nice. 

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Yes need more outdoor open spaces for eating 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm No 

Feb 09 17 10:09:08 pm more greenery and cleanliness around the rotunda 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am the areas are fine 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am Improve rotunda, improve bentleigh arcade  its outdated and not secure. 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am plenty of space available maybe some more solar lighting though to make 
people feel bit safer 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am more bins but parks and open space is good - sometimes i think too much 
and not being utisled 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am lots places to walk 

Feb 10 17 12:35:15 pm Rotunda area is unappealing.  Would be good to have some parkland of 
some sort. 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm dont use the spaces available 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm Plenty of parks around - don't try to make it what it isn't. 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm you have more than most areas dont complain but noone uses them fully 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm  

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm plenty space u dont need more - you have the Rootunda thats not even 
used 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm Lots of open space - you could put more cars in or create a new shopping 
precient ie food only or entertainment precient 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm A 'square'  (like the old city square) or something similar to the area in front 
of Carnegie library on Koornang Road, - with seats, trees, etc would be 
great 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm How about open air bareqbeques 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm Greenery. Seating that's not right next to traffic  

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm Areas for gardens. 
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Feb 10 17 04:51:25 pm More greenery wherever it is appropriate to be planted, maybe near the 
gazebo area to make it more inviting to sit and eat?  

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm The roads and street parking flowed much better on Centre Rd before all 
the ridiculous tree concrete blocks were added back.  

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Rotunda area needs to be improved.  

Feb 11 17 08:51:59 am Can do with more open space.  

Feb 11 17 11:25:42 am More restaurants 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Need more open space and shade areas with seats 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm would be nice to have more seating. perhaps redo the rotunda opp target 

Feb 11 17 12:53:18 pm Including a small park could be nice 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Bicycle route, walking route and green strip following railway line 

Feb 11 17 04:23:48 pm Yes 
Needs some greenery as well 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm more sculptures and art work 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Perhaps a kids play area at the rotunda 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am Can be random and cold and windy. Replace any trees lost in railway 
redevelopment. Complete the planting under the replaced palm rees 
between Centre Rd and Brewer Rd 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am It think there is a good balance here particularly with the increase of public 
space at street level at the railway station    

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm the rotunda needs to be cleaned up - it isn't inviting 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm nice green areas. mosaic features, seating areas 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Currently sufficient. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Village square and seating, green space, living wall, Astro turf open area to 
encourage community to buy a coffee, read paper and enjoy the area   

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm I am afraid the area with the rotunda is a complete was of a valuable area.  
If it was Enclosed along the southern end, and had a larger covered area, 
people would gather there.  but as it is you get blown away with the winds 
that come from the south, and as for shelter from the sun or the rain the 
Rotunda is useless.  Also a small play area for children could be included.  

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am get rid of the rotundra and put toilets there or a water fountain 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am The rotunda space could be improved. 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am have plenty 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am need more people not more vacant sites 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am you have opne spaces but you dont use them ie the local parks 
local migrant paries ie like a greek or italian or chines festival in the parks  - 
Oakleigh and Hughesdale have them 
St Kilda just had a festival 
 
but not the Street party you used to have that was always a shambles 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am The rotunda area is a little dirty looking. It needs an upgrade. Perhaps a 
something to stop the bird mess that is constantly left there on the seats 
that people just are no longer sitting on.  

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am for a shopping centre you have lots of wide footpaths etc we have arpks 
around 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm (More) benches along Centre Rd, maybe even in first block of side streets - 
Chaddy became more 'bearable' for non-shoppers to accompany their loved 
ones when they started to provide proper seating. 
Other open spaces are probably difficult on Centre Rd... 

Feb 13 17 09:59:03 pm Unfortunately there is enough parking spaces in some busy hours, in 
addition it has been reduced in a few spots of Centre Road by building 
number of 'islands' along the kerb. 
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Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm More greener needed. The street feels like a big slab of concrete. 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am make the footpaths bit smaller then put some angle parking in 

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am parking 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am dont we have plenty of gardens  

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am  

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Greenery and more parking.  

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm do we need more 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm u have and u dont need  
the issue is you need people and soemthing to drive and attract people 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm its a shopping street  -open spaces you have on the sides in the parks 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm As indicated before. We need a children's play area - probably around the 
old bandstand. 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am why do you need more - what you have is not used 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am I love the parks but you need to encourgae their use. 
 
But do you need the wasted space in Burgess street and Nichoslon street  - 
couldnt you park cars there ? its not used 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am N/A 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am need more chairs 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am make use of it 

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am A garden seating area like the Elsternwick train station area 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Sitting area - maybe where the rotunda is. Put some planters or garden 
beds. 
an oval with a walking track around it. 

Feb 15 17 01:39:27 pm The rotunda area can be improved. 
 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am enough wide spaces  

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am nice parks 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm More space between shops. 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm that the Council refuses to fix the car parking by making it 2 hours only in 
every street on a 24 x7    

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm Making the rotunda area clean (and without all the bird poo) and interesting 
with some nice plants - not the stick grass  we have would improve the area 
a bit. 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Dog Parks. Just small green spaces where you can sit without going to all it 
park .  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm better maintained trees, better maintained plants. More seating for the 
elderly. The last shopping centre design was never finished, eg the rotunder  
paving belongs to the previous design. I'd like that area to be refurbished 
and redesigned with some decent landscaping.  

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm Adequate 

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm The Rotunda area.  
Landscaping around the car parks on the southern side of centre road. 

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am There are parks nearby so I think it's ok. If cafes had space to put chairs on 
the pavement (European style) it would be even better. The pavement can 
get crowded. Make it all pedestrian only and there'd be much more space!  

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Change rotunda and close lane way near Benn's books for peds only. 

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm This 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm Parks and greenery 

Feb 21 17 07:12:38 pm More retail shops 

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm It needs to be improved 

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm More open space 
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Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm A little more 

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm Not enough trees no shade especial near rail crossing  

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Yes 

Feb 21 17 08:29:41 pm Recreational area for kids 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Fabulous 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm  

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm More trees on footpath 
 

 
 
 
 
Date  Types of shops/retail outlets  
Dec 02 16 03:05:51 am Bars,cafes,restaurants etc open of an evening. 

Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Too many op-shops and few restaurants. No florists. Pet shop gone.  We 
need these shops. We would need our Medicare office back. Also a printing 
shop. 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm People will say have less op-shops but they don't realise it now brings in 
destination customers from outside the local area, instead promote the op-
shops don't be ashamed of them 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm There's far too many cheap, two dollar shops. This cheapens the area. The 
area really needs some contemporary, higher brand fashion stores for men 
and women that cater for the younger demographic that has moved into the 
area e.g Witchery, Seed, Just Jeans etc. They really need to be brands, not 
just local businesses. 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am Something with abit of class. Homewares, smart fashion. High end. 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm The area needs more upmarket stores and eating establishments.  

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Ladies clothing mainly. 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Higher quality and in demand  retail outlets like country road, french 
connection, cotton on, gap etc.  some health foodnchains like a grill'd, roll'd 
ect...   

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Nicer restaurants rather than takeaway shops. Less $2 stores and more 
variety.  

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm International cuisine. 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm We lost a pet shop recently that'll be missed. I wouldn't mind to see more 
variety of clothing and technology outlets.  

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am More variety of take away  

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm clothes, shoe stores, gift stores, restaurants,electrical appliances  

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm A couple of good younger type brand stores or clothing. Too many $2.00 
discount stores 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am less $2 shops with their plastic fumes filling the street air and junk filling the 
open space 

Dec 08 16 11:47:02 am clothing, better restaraunts/cafes towards jasper rd end. 

Dec 09 16 04:55:05 pm Less nail salons 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Too many cafes. Need more variety. 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm Restuarants 

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Less $ shops 
More quality fashion, cafes like church st Brighton or Sandringham 

Dec 11 16 10:24:28 pm Nicer cafes and restaurants; nice clothes shops  

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm Better restaurants.  

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Needs some interesting quirky shops, jewellery, urban design, furniture, 
galleries, art shop, craft shops 
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Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm More higher end fashion stores and genuine labels to cater for the area's 
younger demographic.  

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am Restaurants. Better cafes  

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm Men's clothing  
Shoe shop 

Dec 14 16 02:42:55 am Nicer clothes shops. Bakeries and delis are amazing 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm More shops 

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm The retail outlets in the strip basically appeal to elderly customers. There 
needs to be clothing and retail stores for the younger demographic that now 
occupies the area otherwise people will always head to the big shopping 
centres like Southland and Chadstone. Give people a reason to shop 
locally. 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm Need improvement as outlined  

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm Too many junk $2 shops and cheap clothes shops  

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm More restaurants like koornang rd 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm It would be nice to have some mainstream clothing stores amongst the 
boutique clothing stores eg ) Cotton On 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm it caters for the older generation and not the younger generation 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm Not too many chain stores please. A good menswear shop would be great. 
Some higher end retail. 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm Modern restaurants and shops  

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm Chemist warehouse needs to be bigger! 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm More clothing stores for women . Cheaper fresh food market . Coles is too 
dominant  . It s too expensive to shop for groceries there . We have only 
one cheap grocer - the Asian place and Aldi  at the bottom of Centre Rd . 
More competitive prices.  

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm Chain retail and really need Male fashion. 

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Japanese takeaway,  

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm I'd like to see a bulk store (plastic free) repair stores, more secondhand/ 
charity stores. 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm More cafes 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm As mentioned earlier, need more healthy up to date options for food, more 
cocktail bars and tapas/Asian fusion from some good chefs. Need more 
clothing stores for kids /adults like Brighton has e.g. cotton on for kids and 
adults, witchery, cue review etc or better department store e.g. Bigger target 
or Kmart bug w would be great!! 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am I'm still annoyed there's no medicare outlet anymore. Access to the banks is 
really handy and I'd love to have a few better restaurants and bars 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm Needs night time restaurants, live music venues, pub (WITH NO POKIES), 
more new cafes and better fashion and lifestyle shopping.  

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Expand target 
Woman's clothes shops 
Homewares 
 

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Clothing  
 

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Franchised stores e.g. Cotton on, Rebel, modern fashion outlets, perhaps a 
younger crowd would be attracted  

Jan 17 17 10:45:40 am More retail outlets 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Has changed over the years, we are losing variety.  

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am I like it the way it is.   

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am Please limit number of alcohol outlets, drunks in the street is not a family 
good look. Also the number of $2 dollar shops and hairdresser's. 
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Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Too many 'two dollar' shops. We need more reasonable retail shopping 
opportunities. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm No preference. 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm good mix is already there 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm Happy with the mix of shops 

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Quality restaurants and retail shops as there is strong competition in 
bayside shoppers areas 

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm More name shops 
Less $2 shops 
Less real estate agents 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm More quality stores and less shops selling poor quality goods/cheaply 
imported junk. 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm clothing stores, or general retail outlets that you find at a shopping complex 
would mean I don't have to go to Southland or Chadstone 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm The Council can use its licencing strategy to influence quality and type of 
new outlets. 
How many cheap shoes shops we need, or 'variety shops' selling the same 
cheap rubbish. 
We need more good quality food outlets but not Domino's Pizza type or 
Asian take-away. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Quality shops would be good, but the rent would cripple them too close to 
Southland and Chadstone. Enough cafes already. 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Shops are ok 

Jan 31 17 08:39:11 pm Less stores geared towards the elderly  

Jan 31 17 11:05:34 pm different shops for all people 

Feb 02 17 01:35:49 pm A couple of more Upmarket Restaurants would be nice. 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm A tech shop would be nice. 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm Nice boutique stores mixed with the retail already there 
Less OP Shops and Asian Variety Stores 

Feb 02 17 02:45:57 pm I love the variety currently.  I don't think anything is missing, unless older 
retailers continue to get priced out of the strip.   

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm ?? 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm A couple of nice restaurants . Maybe a K Mart. 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm Less op shops 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm It seems that cafes and bars are dominating 
More variety in small business offerings 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm A Grill'd. Maybe a small wine bar. More restaurants that are of good quality 
and variety. 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm I like the existing mix 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm I used to live in Moonee Ponds where Puckle Street seems to have been a 
lot like Centre Road now, but became quite trendy, with brands such as 
Sportsgirl, Portland,etc. It is like a destination shopping strip but on a 
smaller scale. I noticed Swish left. If there were a few other similar types of 
shops, more people would come to the area. 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Quality restaurants open in the evenings, more up-market clothing 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm Organic/health based cafes.  
Officeworks 
Fashion that's hip and cool 
Maybe more fitness/yoga/Pilates  

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm more cafes and restaurants 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm Close the pharmacy down that attracts junkies 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm needs some fashion brands - so surprised Cotton On Group or Seed 
Heritage Group have not entered the street. 
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wine bars and tapas bars - nice places to go for an evening drink. all the 
current restaurants are not connected with the street. 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm Get rid of them all and start again! 
What about a farmers market with fresh produce 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am Retail outlets will be determined by customer demand. They will succeed or 
fail dependant on the need. No need for council intervention. 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am they are all covered or maybe a Bunnings or similar hardware shop 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Too many cheap junky shops there is a need for some more specialty 
shops to attract people to the area. 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm  

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm More restaurants  

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm Nothing 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm Said before.  More great dinner options.  More cool clothes and 
homewares. 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm More bars, restaurants and bookshops 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm NO 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Less $2 shops please! 

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm More evening life like restaurants. 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Not chain stores but independent ones. 
 
More healthy food an less unhealthy and fewer alcohol.  

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm Broader range. Feel little over run by op shops and cheap retail shops of 
recent years. 
Would love to see more options for evening dining. 

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Don't like the shops and car wash on corner centre and jasper. Seems like 
it's a front for something else.  
Don't like the lots of massage shops. Again feels like a front for something 
else.  
 
Evening restaurants - like yellow Donkey which has sadly closed. Now a 
cafe but not enough evening options.  

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Limit the number of massage shops and $2 shops 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm More trendy shops 
 

Feb 04 17 10:54:08 am mens clothing and shoes 

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm Up market restaurants and cafes 

Feb 04 17 04:46:20 pm Shoemaker 

Feb 04 17 04:47:30 pm medicare, BUPA 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm More Asian eateries - particularly Korean BBQ. I would prefer to see less 
chain/franchise pizza places (e.g. Crust, Dominoes) and more local/family 
owned pizza restaurants. 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm More clothing, homewares and gifts. Also specialised foods, take home 
gourmet foods etc 

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm More active nightlife 
Wine bars restaurants a bentleigh pub play to go to listen to music 
More outdoor dining 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm Too many rundown vacant shops, particularly down the western end of 
centre rd around Aldi. More eateries and cafes. 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am More dinner restaurants. (Eg nicer pasta/pizza restaurants/finer dinning 
place) Bentleigh is good for brunch but we rarely go anywhere in Bentleigh 
for dinner. 
 
Asian restaurants. 
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Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Pet shops  

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am As I have mentioned earlier above, having some decent real shops would 
be good. Decent clothing shops,  home ware shops, gift shops , good food 
shops, something  like a Phillipa's  etc.  

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Ladies cloths and shoes 

Feb 05 17 12:10:50 pm  

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm More decent restaurants, more bar type places.  More dog friendly places. 
Better clothes shops.  

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm More local specialty businesses and less conglomerate outlets please. 
More multicultural businesses would be good too. 

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm Ok as is. 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm More restaurants, less opshops, keep shops open till late. 

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm Kids clothes store 
Big W 
 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm electronics store 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm Retail chains & homeware stores similar to Church St in Brighton. 
 
Remove all $2 shops and Salvation Army / Vinnies stores, these shops 
don't add value but rather de-value Bentleigh 

Feb 05 17 11:40:15 pm A proper hardware store. More restaurants open in the evening, rather than 
just daytime. Fruit and vegetable stores that actually sell fresh fruit and 
vegetables. 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am tooo many $2- type shops and Op shops 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Too many $2 shops and charity stores. Bentleigh should copy Burke Road 
Camberwell shopping strip. 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am It would be good to have a few more medium to high end eateries 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am more varierty of foods 

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am Cafes 
More boutique stores 
 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Good range of shops 

Feb 06 17 09:37:22 am fashion stores, shoe stores 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am Less "junk shops" and less OP shops too - there is a place and need for 
them but there are too many 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Majors are good to have but Bentleigh Is really more suited to smaller 
shops  

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Quality (diverse cuisine) restaurants - as parking space is more freely 
available in the evenings. 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Meets my needs 

Feb 06 17 10:21:50 am more restaurants for night time 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am A few more high street fashion stores would really elevate the street - 
Witchery, Seed etc. Or independent clothing boutiques. Current fashion 
offerings are dated and aimed at an older market and don't reflect the 
changing demographic of the area.  

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am There is already a good variety of stores. I would like to see more organic 
food produce in stores - less processed food options. 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am We need a hardware shop. 

Feb 06 17 11:05:17 am More retail fashion brands  

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am Quality women and men's shoes, Quality women's clothing e.g Witchery, 
Trenary 

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am We have a wode variety  
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Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Less junkie shops 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am More variety of fashion shops that I would find at a major...similar to Church 
St Brighton 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am A mens store in Bentleigh.  

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am To many 42 shops 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am There seems to be a good range. A shame the medicare outlet went but 
that is a function of their decisions I guess.  

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Less junk retail $2 variety type shops  

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Reduce no of $2 shops, avoid pop-up shops as they tend to rip off 
established traders then disappear. 
Encourage fresh food retailers. 
Quality fashion + bargain fashion - get balance right. Cater to all age 
groups. 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm no more $2 shops. 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Restaurants fine dining 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm Hardware 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm Hardware Store 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm Boutique clothes shops.   

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Add new and different types of shops, not just cafes or hair dressers. 
Places that help people connect. 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm Generally very good. People often can't find thread/sewing needs, but that 
is actually covered by the supermarkets and discount stores, and the rents 
would be too high for a specialist store. The 703 bus in Centre Rd goes 
near a very good button shop in North Brighton with a great range in thread. 

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Better delis. Higher end boutique shops. Better Target.  

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Less $2shops 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm More restaurants 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm More speciality shops and a costume jewellery shop like Lovisa 

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm More retail stores like Camberwell Junction 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am too many cheap junk shops or nail saloons 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Health & fitness, corporate centre for professional services 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Luggage, everyday mensware like Gazman 

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am more cafes / upper market clothing  /  

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am I really like the variety that's already there  

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am too many similiar shops ie opp shops / real estate agents 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am some beer and wine gardens, ice cream shops with pleasant surroundings 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm No more discount shops, charity shops or cafes. 
A childrens clothing store 
More homewares/hardware 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm Cafes, restaurants and food stores - but better quiality and also with regular 
"council health inspections" 

Feb 07 17 01:19:57 pm A good traditional lunch shop 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm lots of shops  

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm It was good when Medicare was there. I would like to see that come back. 
 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm More mainstream shops 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm definitely needs lift, I would need to know what brings shoppers in other 
strip centres, maybe fashion, may need incentives to entice  

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm Less discount outlets 

Feb 07 17 11:53:03 pm more shops open to 9pm 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Far to many Nail Spa retailers. Bring back Medicare office. The presence of 
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the higher quality cafes such as Georgie Porgie, Tommy Tucker and 
Noisette have made a great impact on new people coming into the area. 
Please encourage this "calibre " of outlets. 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am cafes / food places 
but regulated 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am more food places ie cafes / restaurants - and they will need parking so if 
you fix the parking then these places can survive - most people spend 
about two hours in a food place  -perfect you find 2 hours spot close by and 
go and spend your money if you drive to the area. 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am More quality womens clothing outlets  
Typo/Smiggle 
 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am less discount stores and nail saloons / tattos  
more consumer friendly stores 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am shops or outlets that attracct people - not pubs or alcholcol but freindly 
shops 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am hardware - mini Bunnings. 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Get rid of op shops & 2$ shops far too many. More retail chain stores would 
be good.  

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm More quality retail 
Kids shoe shop 
Good Restaurants open in evenings 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm More gift shops 

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm Clothes and shoe shops  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Don't add more chain stores.  Keep the character and personality with 
unique and independent stores.  I won't go for the shops I can find at 
Southland.  

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm The diversity of shops is not great. There are far too many noodle/dumpling 
shops and thai massage places being approved  
We need higher quality shops . And we need higher quality restaurants. The 
evening dining options are rubbish and I don't count tex mex as dining 

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm Aldi or IGA 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Men's clothing , electronic  like JB HIFI .  

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm Hardware store.  
 Nursery 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm cinemas / more high end restaurants 

Feb 08 17 01:13:35 pm Restaurants 

Feb 08 17 01:19:10 pm yes 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm different clothes shops, gift shops 

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm more clothing stores, gift shops 

Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm More produce & specialtY food shops 

Feb 08 17 01:44:38 pm Clothes 
Shoes 
Restaurants open in the evening with diversity of cuisines and budgets 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm I like what is there now. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm The shops are great 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm no comment 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Remove Political shops front main street to back street or upstairs. 

Feb 08 17 02:25:00 pm More fashion shops would be good. 

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm Fashion. High street retailers and independent boutiques. Also an Optus 
shop would be great.  

Feb 08 17 03:07:31 pm Some nice clothing shops would be great. I love having Sussan there.  
There are too many Chinese variety shops. 
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Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm Organic food and grocery  

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm A greater selection of restaurants would be good and a bit more variety. 
There are so many $2 shops 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm Shops  
1)Fruit and vegetable shops with good quality products. 
2) Continental grocery shops 
3) Fish mongers  
 
Outlets 
1) Ladies and Men's wear  
2) Travel needs  
3) Children's toys and games outlet 
4) Household items  
5) Furniture  
   

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm A few less cafes,  that create clutter and debris on the footpath, creating trip 
hazards.   

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm No chain stores. How are the chemists surviving since chemist wharehouse 
opened. I think it is disgusting to let them open near businesses that have 
served the community well for many years 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm This area is teaming with families with kids. Most kids are into variety of 
sports.  
A sports shop is desperately needed, always needs to replace runners, 
mouthguards, balls, clothing etc... Or a music shop like JB Hifi which also 
provides the local schools with IT needs ie; McKinnon SC students order 
their laptops from them. My teens complain the Bentleigh shops are for 
oldies. There is only Peaches and Cream clothing store for girls and sushi 
shops that interest the kids. Shops like; Portmans, Forever New, Surfy 
brand stores or bathers shop, Cotton on clothing, Jay Jays,  Boost juice, 
Typo, Dotti, Bonds. This would also be great to give our teens casual 
employment in stores they like and not have to travel to Southland.  
 
I would particularly like to see House or similar, as we don't have any 
homewares store on Centre rd, Jacqui E, Portmans, some shoe stores, we 
only have 1 Italian shoe importer but they are very expensive at approx 
$200 on average per pair. 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm Hairdresser 
Athletic wear shop 
Garden centre 
Craft shops 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm More modern clothing stores 
Excellent greengrocer with super fresh produce 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm none but maybe too many opp shops ?  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Less $2 and chunky shops.  It cheapens the shopping strip and there are 
too many of the same options. Also need homewares, restaurants and kid 
hangouts 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Pretty good variety at present. 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm Something like officeworks  

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Less junky shops. 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm All good so far. 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm I think the shops/retail outlets cater for everyone. 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm The old style shops, like Yarraville: Cafes, restaurants, bakeries, butchers, 
florist, restaurants - but not the chains like Pizza Hut, newsagent, book 
store. Would like some bars like the new Wine bar that has opened. 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm I would like more of: baby shops,  more specialty food shops, household 
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items shops 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm BIGGER VARIEY Too many of the same shops 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm Some more retail clothes shops 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm FASHION SHOPS  

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Not too many more "$2" or jucky gift shops. Has enough.  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm More restaurants providing dinners for families 

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am Services like Medicare 

Feb 09 17 07:58:03 am There is already a good range 

Feb 09 17 08:37:11 am More banks. Also Asian (Japanese /Korean grocers), better selection of 
restaurants.  

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Footwear, restaurants, up market retail.  
Fix up the rotunda, plant some fake grass, bring it into the 21st Century add 
some greenery, Make it a park like atmosphere. 
 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am There is a varied collection of shops to suit most people but with the 
growing craft addiction, a small spotlight-type shop would be good. 
 
Shame the old Hyatt cinema is no longer around! 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am Too many cafes 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm I would like to see more restaurants/bars open late 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Fair trade 
Various fashion and gift stores  

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm diverse food shops, cafes.   Its already happening... 

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm more restauramts / cafes  

Feb 09 17 03:54:12 pm better retailers and less $2 shops 

Feb 09 17 03:55:58 pm Stationery shops, like Kikki K or Typo.  
Clothing stores that cater for younger women  

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm More fashion shops and less Opportunity / $2 shops 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Restaurants and more premium brands - church St Brighton does this very 
well 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am more cafes 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am more shops that attract people and keep them there - ie restuarants / take 
away food places / upmarket clothing 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am more offices / cinema / conference centre / office works 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am more trendy shops and places to eat at night - should encorage eateries 
around the psot office area as this is a dead area 

Feb 10 17 12:45:58 pm Cafes that dont have loudish music in the background that detracts form 
meeting with people and having  conversations. 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm places to meet people or be seen to interact -more cafes / bars or a club - 
regulated 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm There is plenty. Get rid of the crappy shops. How can some of them even 
afford to stay open?? 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm bigger variety of shops more jewlellery places // fun places 
lunch time Bars (night time you get too many louts and drunks on the 
streets) 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm ice cream parlours 
more pizza places 
better news agencices 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm mor delicatessens or patiserries or souvlaki style cafe bars 

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm If the Target ever goes ( as it almost did a few years back ) I would be 
devastated.  I really hate being forced to go to a Shopping Centre for 
anything, so a "department" type chain store is important to me. 
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Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm You need a soul / you need sound / you need people you need vibrancy // 
you need places where people can inmteract // think coffee places or eating 
places in a square like Oakliegh but not Oakleigh   

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm cake places / yum cha / small quick places / market 
 
a Shoe shop - where is the one near the station  its riducouls not having 
one 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm No more cafes! 
Already a good mix. 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm food court maybe around the station or on the station  

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm delicatessens / food varieites / fish shops / reasturants 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm Range of quality venues 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm  

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm Hardware outlet. Garden supplies outlet. 

Feb 10 17 04:51:25 pm No more $2 shops or nail bars.....they're everywhere!!!  

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm High quality shops reflecting the increasingly spending capacity of 
residents, not $2 type  pop up shops. 

Feb 10 17 06:03:40 pm Hardware 

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Legitimate brands of stores for clothing/shoes etc. more places to fine out at 
night rather than cafes that are only open at lunch and breakfast.  
Too many pharmacies 

Feb 11 17 11:25:42 am Restaurants  

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Generally good range exists 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm good range 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Good now 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm womens clothing shoes 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Jeanswest 
Grill'd 
Wine Bar 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am There is a great diversity. Empty shops are a disappointment 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Fewer $2 dollar shops 
Another book shop 

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm Fish shop - while there is Planet Seafood and ExtraFresh, I believe there is 
room for a good fresh fish shop nearer to centre road 
 
a bakery that isn't a chain - something like Phillipa's that is in Hampton 
Street Hampton - fantastic quality bread and baked goods 
 
a wine bar 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm more unique gift shops or clothes shops, book shops.    

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Currently sufficient. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm More evening dining options, bars, mix of cuisine. Mainstream shops i.e. 
Cotton on, witchery, typo, pavement, grill'd  

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm No More Cafes! 

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am civic centre 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Stay the same 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am what about a cinema complex ? on the Coles and Target sites or at 
Safeway 
or even on the Railway station 
 
Elsternick / Church St and Bay sts Brighton have them why not Bentleigh - 
talk to Village Cinemas 
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Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am Food Courts 
Meeting place ie a hall or a Bentligh Square with a fountain 
Katmandu 
Office Works 
More high end shops required 
Mens clothing 
Shoe repair shop 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am Computer stores / stores that attract people but not Pubs or tattoo parlours 
etc 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am Less cheap shops and $2 shops. 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am we seem to have a lot of cheap kind of shops maybe its the market but 
Brighton and Hampton seem to have a bigger variety 
 
we used to have a hardware but nothing now 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm Mix of shops is probably, unfortunately, determined by landlord's 
preferences and rent levels; like any shopping strip or centre, we have a 
few not so nice looking shops (both visual and in the selection of their 
products on display) and quite a few attractive ones. Once key challenge is 
the vacant shops that give any shopping area a rather negative feel, if not a 
negative image  (see media reports on Bridge Rd, Richmond, and Chapel 
St, South Yarra). 
Restaurants, as in eating places with lunch and dinner service, bring 
recognition and use the carparks after hours; I think the public noticed the 
posters put up by Cutler & Co... 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Clothes shops 

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm More different varieties of cuisine.  

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am more clothing / mopre cake stores /  

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am more restauramts and they need parking  

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am more cafes of high quality 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am more clothing stores but nice ones  

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am more tattlsotto places  
more mens clothing 
less cheap stores 
more big style stores ie Big W  / Kmart 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Too many charity shops and run down cafes and massage parlours. Need 
quality clothing and giftware or homeware shops. 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am need more hip and modern  

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm cafes restaurants food stores all checked regualry by Health Deprtment 
 
these shops bring people   built in conjunction with apartment living and you 
have a good recipe for improving the strip 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm you need newer types of stores and big franchises and less rubbsih stores 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm modern new vinrant - cafes restuuarnts food / movies / culture centre arts 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm JB Hi-Fi, The Good Guys, new food places / high end restaurnats / motel  / 
Bunnings 
 
Not drug dens etc No more pubs  

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm The range is excellent for a neighbourhood strip. 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am more food / eating places / up market bags / clothing 
 
you dont have any real brand names 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am for the community you need more shops like fashion / food and cafes and 
restaurats thst what the young people need and this will allow a new 
coimmunty to evolve 
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Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am need modern new stores ie restaurants etc 
you need to make it a cafe mecca as people will want to come 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am more food places / sweets  / cafes /  eg get Aviv to open up 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am more non boring shops - ice cream palrours / food paralike Acland St St 
Kilda 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am just got back from Hong Kong - they have right ideas lost people / lots of big 
stores / food galore  

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am Better cafes, funky restaurants, less tatty shops  

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm more mainstream boutiques / food / telecommuniction stores / hardware / 
award winning restuarants / stores that people recognise and visit 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Definitely a florist! 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm what will attract people 
how a bout proper market 
what about ones where the signs are supposed to be predominatly in 
English so you know what is being sold or advertised 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am is not cohesive not like Box Hill - needs big variety of shops 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am bigger brighter stores name barnds / markets / trendy clothing 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am yes please more coffee places / resturaaants or clubs  

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am  a covered Market  and  maybe make it like the Vic Market instead of junk 
stuff ? 
 
Can even build a market on the station ? 
  

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm If it ain't broke don't fix it! 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm an aqueriam to visit and also to buy fish 
 
more restuarants and cafes 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm dvelope the shops / strip dont tie them up in knots - you need new buildings 
and hence new shops - the future in the street is medium to high density 
and that includes adjoing side streets near the station. 
 
You want to improve the shopping strip do this and get new shops and 
better food and cafes and things that attract people 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm tattslotto / restauramts 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm that the Council refuses to fix the car parking by making it 2 hours only in 
every street on a 24 x7    

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm More variety. Too many $2 shops, discount centres, op shops, nail parlours. 
We have few really good restaurants 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Restaurants, late cafes on weekends especially. better CLOTHING shops. 
There is literally no classy clothing shops.  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm plant nursery, hardware  

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm Men's clothing 

Feb 19 17 06:30:51 pm Seed 
Witchery 
Forever New 
Portmans 

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm Middle eastern or Lebanese style food 

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am As the area increases in value it would be good to see some higher end 
boutiques arrive. As well as the basic shops we already have.  

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am See Glenhuntly Rd Elsternwick. 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm More 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Bigger range 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm More department stores 
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Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm More restaurant 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Shoe retailer 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Multicultural 

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm 2nd hand book stores 

 
 
 
 
Date  Community Services  
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Bring back the Medicare Office 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm Council youth services don't have very youth friendly hours and don't want 
to connect with local community services providers, they should want to 
work together with other local providers  

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am There doesn't seem much available. 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm Perhaps another set of public toilets, maybe near the rotunda. 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Ok 

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Good 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Medibank. 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm We're reasonably well served by Doctors and Dentists I think, and there's a 
few chemists so that seems okay. Beyond that I'm less sure what we'd 
need. 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am maybe some historical landscape architecture to give the place some 
historical validation 
new public toilets that are not the entrapment auto versions 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Good community serviced 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Would be good if there was still a medicare office, but if not then some sort 
of youth services would be good and a community centre in the main strip 

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am Public toilets 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm N/A 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm not interested in community services 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm ? 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm Library shoul d reduce their penalty fees . It's a community service !  

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm No suggestions  

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Centrelink is really needed, removal of local Centrelink was a big lost 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm What community services besides the library? 

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Love the library  
 

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm N/a 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Are there some of these? Don't use so not really aware of them. 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am Good 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Adequate 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm Perhaps a mall with greenery where shoppers can try to relax and feel safe.  
Easy access to various food outlets and tables and chairs to eat calmly. 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm all good 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm Sadly much is moving to online eg. Medicare so nothing much you can do 
about that. 
 
PSOs at the train station is great but these guys also need to be present on 
the whole of the strip to show that petty crime is not welcome. 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm I have found it difficult now that medicare isn't located on Centre rd 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Not sure what this means for Bentleigh shopping centre. We do have the 
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library close by and that has plenty to offer 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Medicare 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm All good 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm ?? 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm No 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Bus stops aren't great (see around Bent St), not great for waiting for buses 
and hard to get a car through 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm Pretty good. 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm None 

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm more assistance for the elderly 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm Glen Eira does a good job with community events and services I think 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm I go elsewhere for almost everything therefore I have no idea 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am enough to cover need of the bentleigh residents 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Separate from retail outlets 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Good 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm No 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm ? 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm NO 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Music in the Rotunda would be nice, and would give musicians a place to 
be heard 

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm Medicare office 

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Cafe with kids area 

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Bring back Medicare (sorry I know this isn't possible, just saying) 
Additional toilets and maintain the current ones better 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm N/A 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am Bentleigh gets more and more Asian background elderlies. Would be nice 
to see the library stocking more Chinese magazines. 

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am I love the libraries  and use them all the time, so no complaints  there. 

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Ageing population means there should be more facilities for the elderly. 

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm Ok 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Get medicare back 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm really missing medicare outlet. 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am more police 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am The library is good but perhaps better flow from main road to the community 
center would be good.  Better use of Godfrey Centre would also be nice to 
see.  

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Would like to see Medicare back. 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Okay 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am The toilets should be cleaned more frequently.  

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am Not needed  

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Post Office to be closer to the centre of shops. 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am A local council drop in place for people who would prefer to talk to a person 
in person without needing to go to Caulfield or pay account.s 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am Not sure - I never seem to miss anything.  

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Pity that we lost medicare shop. Although this is not a local govt matter, the 
replacement model disadvantages many in the community, especially the 
older demographic. 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm neigborhood house for houses and skills train. 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Street festivals & celebrations 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Security cameras 
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Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm ok 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Too many advertisements for real estate... 
It is not all about sending parcels! 
This makes local people feel uncomfortable, in a sense.  

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Besides the library, there are none  besides the mhcn.  

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Street security 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Council enquiry office one day a week to interact with local community. 
Could run out of library or have a consistent "go to " location 

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am police prescence  - have you conisdered sceurity cameras to make people 
feel safe 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am some open air games for children and old people in the side open spaces, 
water taps, a space for street performers, information stand 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm A community/information booth at the new station 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm library there if u need it 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Provide learning sessions offered at Carnegie library to Bentleigh. 
Educational workshops for teenagers 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm ok 

Feb 07 17 11:53:03 pm a much better library 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Cleaner public toilets!!! 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am Its not in your hands but a local police prescence would be great 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am toilets - what about at the Rotunda ? thats not being used properly - waste 
of money if you ask me 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am more seats /  more toilets // secuirty cameras 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am Info Centre or a brochure/leaflet printed that could be handed out by the 
store owners showing what stores are on the strip and where they are 
positioned. 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Good 

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Bring back medicare 

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Love the library 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm It would be nice to see some more community services certainly. The library 
is good and high quality.  

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Medi care was great now just an empty shop  eyesore .  

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Community House provides a drop in centre, that's good I think. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm The library is really good. Maybe extend hours of opening 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm no comment 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm OK 

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm good 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm Centre Link cervices  
Medicare cervices  
Legal aid cervices  

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm There seems to be a few churches which do have community outreach in 
the community 
There doesn't appear to be much community services from Glen Eira 
council given the taxes we pay.  The Library service is very good.   

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm Toilets 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm Bowling alley, Laser tag, pinball parlour like Time Out, Indoor 
Basketball/netball or courts, jewellery making, cake decorating shop (like 
the ones on Nepean hwy just past southland on the left), some activities to 
keep young ones busy.  

Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm Medicare Office 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm Needs a better public baby change place (none of the public toilets outside 
the library or in the park have a baby change).  
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Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Don't know 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm library is great and staff excellent,  shame Medicare left,  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Library is great but that's it. 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Don't know 

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Post Office to be closer to shops. 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm Services, such as dental, doctor, etc are sufficient. 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm Cardboard drop off 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm Medicare/Centrelink closed more than 2 years ago. 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Yes please 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm WELL CATERED BY THE COUNCIL  

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Bring Medicare back. 
Bentleigh festival needs to be back.  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm Not sure 

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am Medicare 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am We have a library, neighbourhood house, pollies office, doctors, dentists, 
physios, opticians,  etc. that I think we are covered for all eventualities! 
There is also quite a number of close by nursing homes/retirement villages. 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm There are too many doctors, dentists all in one strip 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm No 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am nothing you can do here - maybe more toilets and seats 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am nothing available 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am Police prescence 

Feb 10 17 12:45:58 pm A community hub where people can meet up for meetings,entertainment 
and for casual drop-in spaces.  Aplace where local groups can perform for 
entertainment a bit like that which happens at Southland. 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm Fine 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm do you ahve any ? 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Glen Eira Council representative / advice and info on council related issues. 

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm Not aware of any community service offerings, so more details on these 
would be great. 

Feb 10 17 06:03:40 pm Information boards 

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Adequate 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Loss of Medicare office 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm annoyed medicare went 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Library good 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm we need medicare back 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am Perhaps the State Bank could be another annex for the Library and include 
short term Day Care 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Perhaps the use of vacant shops in the main shopping strip to give better 
access to  some Council services  

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm Safe injecting for drug-addicted individuals 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm is there a youth drop in centre ?  or art  gallery or community theatre group. 
We have a neighbourhood house, but it doesn't feature greatly, maybe 
more could be done there. 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Currently sufficient. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Encourage connectivity with youth hub, historical society, mum's and Bubs, 
upgrade of farmers market on weekends, organic produce  

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm Good. 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Miss Medicare 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am security station 
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more lights  
security camera 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am need more toilets and seats and rubbish bins 
 
maybe a small section where people can leave trolleyes instead of in the 
local streets because they cannot be bothered returning them 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm The fact that Medicare moved out is disappointing; services need not follow 
same economic principles as private businesses. 
There appears to be no Glen Eira council representation on Centre Rd 
(other than next to RSL), or? Chance to pick up some vacant shops for 
(re)locating some community services that have foot traffic? 

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm No comment. 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am whats that 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am hospital  / police  

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Bring back Medicare.  Happy with lots of medical and dental care.  

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm A Medicare office would be a big plus. 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am whats that 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am there is not much for the elderly 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am N/A 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am umm Police and Cameras 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am secuirty is of concern 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Don't know. 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am not sure what you can do there and is it necessary ? 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm Medibank. 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm that the Council refuses to fix the car parking by making it 2 hours only in 
every street on a 24 x7    

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm ???? 

Feb 19 17 06:30:51 pm Public toilets 
 

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am N/a 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm Library and post office at opposite ends of strip 

Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm Library should be in middle of strip 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Library is modern 

 
 

 
 
Date  Transport  
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am More parking places. Remove trees from street and relocate them on 

footpath (the type of tree is OK, nice flowers in spring). 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm greenery at the train station, look at European stations to see how its done 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm This has been addressed brilliantly with the new station - a great asset to 
the area. 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm The strip is well serviced by transport. The council and traders need to take 
advantage of this fact. 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Fine as is, especially now the train station is completed 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Ok, like the new stations  

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Good 

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am Parking near transport needs to be increased and improved. 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Good 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm Trains work well. The last time I'd cause to check I found the bus services 
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too infrequent, but I got a taxi within a few minutes so no bother. Other's 
especially older people wouldn't be so lucky. 

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Free local transport for my children would be amazing  

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm good 

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm Great transport system 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am train underground - tick 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Great public transport 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm transport is ok but would be good if bus services operated later in the 
evenings 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm More buses  

Dec 19 16 11:32:16 am Parking 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm ? 

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm All good 

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Good as for now 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm Better acces by bicycle.  Maybe on Centre Road alternate parking (one side 
mornings, other side evenings) to free up a lane all the way from East 
Boundary Rd road to Thomas St. 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am much improved since the recent work to remove the level crossing and build 
a new station. 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm N/a 

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Buses later in the evening going to and from Brighton. Running to and from 
bentleigh to Brighton on a Sunday  

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Great 

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Improved bus depot hub that doesn't block the traffic flow on centre rd 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Good transport  

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am Good 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Saturated with traffic. This will only get worse thanks to the large number of 
new residents in side streets and soon to be in Centre Road itself. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm OK 

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm More parking for public transport 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm Station redevelopment is good, was a temporary fix for the congestion - I 
expect that this will be impacted when the Bent St developments come on 
line. 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm Bus and train access is great.  

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm Public transport is excellent! No improvement necessary. Private transport 
however is a different matter as it can often be a struggle to find a car park 
during peak times. 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm Train station redevelopment looks good and easy to access 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm It would be good to make Frankston Line express trains to stop at Bentleigh 
Station.  

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Good public transport in Bentleigh.  

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm Transport is good now. 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm Transport is excellent 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm Buses are a nusicance 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Bentleigh has a great range of transport. 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Papers fine with train and bus services 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm Transport is ok 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Station is great, bus stops no 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm Now that train works are finished, transport seems great. 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm None 
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Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm I think the bus/train service is good 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm The new train station is amazing - such a shame that this is so brilliant but 
the drug addicts in the street ruin it for everyone 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm I think the new bus stops outside Noisette and neighbouring shops was a 
big mistake. could have planned the train bridge better to include a bus 
stop. the bridge over the trains is so cold and useless and the buses block 
the connection from these shops. 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm My daughter walks to McKinnon Secondary College, with her heavy bag it 
takes 30-40 minutes. The bus stop is actually outside our house but she 
won't use it as the bus is so unreliable, always late. 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am The tram on Hawthorn Rd should continue along the median strip on 
Nepean Hwy to Moorabbin Junction as was planned. It would take 
commuters past Centre and Patterson Rd shopping strips and connect 
directly to Moorabbin station.  

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am all available and now with the new railway lines all is good 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Station is good, but traffic benefit of level crossing removal is not being 
exploited. 
Creation of alternatives traffic routes for through traffic (reducing traffic in 
the shopping strip) 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Good public transport. Bentleigh station is an improvement. 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm Train is great now 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm I think it's great. 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm Trams 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm NO 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Pleased with the transport. 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Less cars 
More bike lanes!! 

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm I live locally and walk most of the time but car parking needs to remain 
priority with areas cared for.  

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Bicycles for hire on street.  
More bike parking  

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm All good 

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm Transport links and availabilty are excellent. 

Feb 04 17 04:47:30 pm Less cars 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm N/A 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am If there can be direct bus go straight to chadstone and box hill, that would 
be nice. Currently have to go all the way to city to catch train to box hill.  

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Great transport.. 

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am The new Bentleigh  station  seems great,  more car parks perhaps needed. 

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Great new station. 

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm Ok 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Open an entry to the station on the south side of centre road so people do 
not have to cross the street , also helps with traffic  

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm More buses to places Chadstone, city, South Gate 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am more regilar trains   

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am More frequent buses. 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am Nil 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Keep large trucks out of Centre Road. 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am The train station is very impressive (even though I don't catch public 
transport!) 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Great  

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Adequate with buses and trains. Though a 'bus hub' would be helpful - as in 
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Oakleigh or Moorabbin. 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Okay 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am More work on traffic control down the main strip to improve flow  

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am More bike and bicycle parking can be good 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am No comment.  

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am Adequate  

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Easy to get to. 

Feb 06 17 11:21:46 am More bike parking places. 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am Transport is great 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am Fine but I get there on foot or by car. The new train station is excellent!  

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Much better since railX removal. We should improve access for vehicles to 
turn off Centre Rd to side streets (left and right hand turns). 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm good 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm More trains 

Feb 06 17 04:00:47 pm Not relevant to me. I drive.  

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm ok 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm Fine 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Bus times need to be updated, either on PTV or the bus stops. 
There is too much delay or large time differences, which makes it stressful 
and confusing when trying to commute. 
Also, some streets are very hard to access due to people parking there for 
the whole day (probably workers); something needs to be done. Thank you. 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm Good  

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm The bentleigh station area needs more mature trees.  

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Good 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Refer earlier response. 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Covered 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am separate lane for bicycles and places to park them 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm clearly visible signs to the taxi rank at the station. 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Close centre rd from jasper rd to pass station from cars, only allow buses. 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm fine 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am The train station pedestrian crossing needs to be an overpass or 
underground as it holds up traffic every time a single person presses the 
button to cross the road. Almost as bad as having the old level crossing 
there! 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Good  

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm All good 

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Not applicable to me  

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm The flow of traffic along centre road needs serious improvement. The 
junction of east boundary and centre is horrible, particularly at the weekend.  

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Transport is good  

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm Bicycle parking points 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Adequate Train service. Bus transport during the day is good. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm The train station is very handy to the shops. Buses come and go. Seems 
fine to me. 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm no comment 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Don't use 

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm good 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm More direct Bus routes from A to B 
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Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Transport appears to be adequate.  Could use a bus service (as in the 
olden days) up and down Patterson Road from the station in a westerly 
direction and then heading around to Bentleigh Station.  It is a long walk for 
the elderly to either station from the west Bentleigh area.   

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm Does not affect me 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm All good on that front. Though Bentleigh used to be a premier station that 
the express train used to stop at (only).  

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Never use public transport 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm good bus and train access  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Great because its close and new but not enough parking and trains 
regularly cancelled or late 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm I drive or ride there and there's a train station. 

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Buses good 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm Train and bus service sufficient. 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm good enough for me, especially with renovated railway stations 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm No need - tis good 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm SUFFICIENT  

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Train is done  

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Less traffic please, more car parks 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am The new train station is brilliant and the continual communication during its 
construction was really appreciated. I don't use the buses but if necessary I 
can walk to the station and the tram so the world is easily accessible to me. 

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm Drop off zone for train station 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm No issues here  

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm Tram 

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm More buses - the 626 bus finishes at 9.30pm and only runs every 30 mins in 
the evening! 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm No 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am nothing you can do here // maybe put some angle parking in on the street 
and reduce the width of the footpaths 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am excellent 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am is good 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm has all i need 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm Stupid pedestrian crossing out front of the station. Three pedestrian 
crossings in about 200m. 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm How come you walk down or up the ramp at the trains in the rain and they 
are not covered over - my brother is a roofer and said it was easy and 
cheap to cover the ramps 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm more trains - if one is cancelled its agess for the next one ie 40 mins since 
they are only every 20 mins 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm parking for transport 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm Wheelchair taxi pick-up/put-down. 

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm Too many trucks, cranes, materials, etc 

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Adequate  

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm good i think - don't use it much 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm public transport good 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm transport is ok now the rail is under ground 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Perfect 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am Pretty good. Buses are in short supply on a Sunday 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Better access to disabled parking - there are no disabled parking spaces in 
the main street. This means the elderly or disabled have to walk from one 
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street back at all location    

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm better bus route information along centre road and jasper road - with clear 
maps of where the routes actually go 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm great, we have train and bus 
Way too congested with cars though 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Future two storey car parking off Centre road for increased traffic. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm More efficient bus service to beach areas 

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm Good 

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am trams 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Stay the same. Bentleigh station improvements are great!  

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am  

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am Cover the walkwyas going up and down the platforms 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am more regular trainstops and buses 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am The new station has been great. But some landscaping around the area 
would be nice. Perhaps a little greenery rather than just concrete. 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am a tram line would be good 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm Transport is good. 

Feb 13 17 09:59:03 pm The bus stop was moved close to Noisette coffee shop, possible it is most 
convenient, however, the bus drivers do not turn off the engine it creates 
noice and pollutions  

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm More car parking needed for train station.  

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am he have a bus and train - you cant fit a tram  

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am a tram 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Great...but I only use the train occasionally  

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm it has buses / trains 
 
Build on the station as well  - otherwise its a waste 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm Needs to be concentrated on improving suburban rail. We need more lines 
fanning out across the suburbs so that you could, for instance, travel from 
Frankston to Dandenong without having first to travel to Caulfield to change 
lines.  

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am Train 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am we have the trains but they need to be more regular - and you get wet 
walkking down the ramps when it rains -why dont you cover them ? 
Elsterniwck has and they doing it for Caulfield 

Feb 15 17 08:28:48 am Car Parking 
 
sack the council and the traffic engineers 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am N/A 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am we have a train and buses 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am trains  how about food places above the station 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Don't use public transport very often, therefore can't comment.  I must say 
the removal of level crossing has greatly improved traffic flow on Centre 
Road. 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm what about it ? 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am train station is new but its all ready old - no covering on the ramps to the 
platforms 
 
why dont you build on the station more shops ?  
multi level parking over the car parking ? 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am train station has been fixed - except disappointed in design and how come 
you didnt build on it - would be good spot for more offices or restauramnts 
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or shops on a few levels 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am Build on the station put the market here and then it will also cover the ramps 
so people dont get wet 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm Perfect. 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm need high density on the station but also shops or a car park but dont waste 
the space 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm more trains and cover the station ramps and over the street 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm that the Council refuses to fix the car parking by making it 2 hours only in 
every street on a 24 x7    

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm The 1 hour parking is a joke! I can't meet a friend for coffee and a browse. 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Buses need to come regularly to places people actually want to go.  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm Seats at all bus stops in the shopping strip 

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm Adequate 

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am All good.  

Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Shuttle bus 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm All good 

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Buses 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Parking 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm Railway great 

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Great station 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm LRX good 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Station improvement was good LXRA gave good updates on works during 
disruption  

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm LXR is great 

 
 

 
 
Date  Private development  
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Could see more flats on single-storey properties. But flats must have their 

own car spaces. No more than four stories (the last stories recessed from 
street and adjoining houses). 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm too much over development 
flat balconies looking like laundries - aren't there any regulations on this? 
 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm The enormous apartments being built (corner of Rose St and Centre Rd) 
and the proposed development on the old Broadbents Landscaping site are 
of serious concern. They dwarf the area and are completely out of character 
with the neighbourhood. The area also doesn't have the infrastructure to 
cope with so many news residences. 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am Too much happening. Far too many units in the one block. 

Dec 03 16 01:02:46 pm Overdevelopment of adjoining streets not good 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Needs to be kept to a minimum.  Already there are big changes being made 
which detract from the village atmosphere which makes Bentleigh so nice to 
shop in. 

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am NO to more housing. Enough already. 
 
Yes if it means sprucing up the street - lighting,  bins (more please) and 
seating  

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am No more large developments and apartment blocks. 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Adequate. 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm There is too much now and the infrastucture won't support. Local schools 
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are at capacity especially McKinnon Secondary 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm Please put some kind of cap on the appartments. Too many too quickly is a 
bad idea. There are concerns about their suitability, character etc of course, 
but the major difficulty is going to be that they're making a large 
commitment to a business proposition that may not last, so in a few years' 
time there's a good chance we'll be left with low rent dumps that nobody 
wants.  

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am None 

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm too many multi story around  and on center rd. Traffic is so congested !! in 
morning and late afternoon 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am apartments are good but state government needs to instill a community feel 
to final design and not let them build with short term exterior products that 
fail in 2 years 
The apartment entry points lobbies need to be enviable and not just 
SEPTED errors and late night urinals 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Too much, and too big and not enough parking allocate for each 
development. Should be at least 2 car parks per apartment. 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm Apartments 

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Freshen up shop signs to have a modern, classy feel. 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Keep the profile low - don't allow to much overdevelopment 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm The apartments in the area are out of control. The development on the 
corner of Centre Rd and Rose St dwarfs the surrounding homes. Equally 
the apartments directly opposite are giant and aren't at all in keeping with 
the neighbourhood. It is hard to know how council has approved these 
developments let alone the proposed monstrosity on the site of the old 
Broadbents landscaping yard. As rate payers the council must level with us 
about its plans for the area because it appears blind to the concerns of its 
residents. 

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm It needs to stop.  

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm More apartments  

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm Please stop these ugly high rises. The area is getting ruined. Council must 
begin listening to the residents of the area on this issue. 

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Too many apartments high-rise going up 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm too much multi story development adding to congestion 

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm Less Appartments. 
A gym would be great. 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm 5 storey cap 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am the suburb is being inundated with multi-dwelling developments 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm Stop giving out permits like it's candy 

Jan 06 17 10:14:02 am definitely 

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm N/a 

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm No more apartments  
It is now a joke 

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Perhaps improved modernised stores and apartments.  

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Too much and too high, Bentleigh is losing its charm with too much 
apartment development  

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am Keep the multi story developments (Stella developments etc) away from 
Bentleigh all together 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am Nothing you can do as you failed to put mandatory height limits in Centre 
road.Shame on you 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Thanks to years of doing nothing, Centre Road is a target for private 
developers who get a very easy ride through their approvals. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm Hmmh.   
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Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm Better quality unit development 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm TOO MUCH PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT - almost appears unchecked.  
Clearly there is a need for development, but understanding the ethos is 
important - there appears to be no clear plan.  I feel that the character of the 
neighborhood - Bentleigh/Mckinnon area has been irreparably damaged by 
the ridiculous level of development over the past 24 months.   

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm Don't want too much apartment development in the strip...will change 
everything too much,  pushing the small traders out of Bentleigh. 

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Too many small apartments in high rise buildings. This is a disaster for the 
once regarded suburb called 'boutique Bentleigh ' with gorgeous 
Californican  bungalows.  Shame on the council for allowing this to happen.  

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm Less high rise!!!!!!! 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm The influx of highrise apartments are a disgrace and there is not the 
infrastructure to support the new residents coming ie car parking, check 
outs at supermarkets 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm N/A 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm So many high density housing developments in vicinity of Center Rd will be 
detrimental to the area traffic and car parking. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Good heavens this is a nightmare in Bentleigh, McKinnon and Ormond 
where I walk regularly. Constantly have to cross the road because of 
roadworks or building of those awful housing complexes going up. Hate it 
and no longer enjoy walking in the area. I see in Centre road that more are 
coming pity the poor shop owners still recovering from the level crossing 
works which were necessary though. 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Less flats 

Jan 31 17 11:05:34 pm no many units/townhouses 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm No more apartments  
It is ridiculous 
The train crossings were removed to decrease traffic however with all the 
apartments it is ridiculous 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm ?? 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Area is becoming grossly overdeveloped with high rise house and 
apartment buildings. Centre road will be a wind tunnel if you continue to 
allow developments over 4 stories to be built. Developments that have been 
built already are ugly with no setbacks and no landscaping. Development in 
surrounding streets  is also changing the whole community feel of the area. 
This puts a strain on parking which is getting increasingly more difficult with 
traffic in the residential streets also becoming challenging. This will only 
increase with more development which has an impact on the the 
infrastructure,drains etc. Parts of Bentleigh are in a flood prone area so 
stormwater and sewerage may become an issue in the not too distant 
future. The more development makes for increased water runoff and 
therefore potential flooding of existing homes. 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm No more needed in area!! 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Limit density and hight of new appartments buildings 
It appears to create alienation 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm Development above shops should be encouraged. Council valuations 
based on highest and best use for the tired old commercial shop fronts will 
increase land tax and rates notices and encourage turnover and 
rejuvenation. 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Someone seems to be happy with selling out the local culture to developers 
wanting to make a cheap buck, is shameful 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm  

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Far less demolition and building of soulless high density housing 
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Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm Do not want lots of high rise apartments  

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm Most of the shops are shabby...why not allow shops along the strip to build 
up? 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm Too many new homes 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm Bent St is scary. Such a narrow street that connects two main roads was 
already busy, now overloaded. 
Am all for developing near existing infrastructure, but much of it is so quickly 
done and is cheap build with poor architect. it will date quickly from its 
design and quality and won't add to the character of Bentleigh 
 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm The amount and height of apartment developments is a disgrace and 
mostly very ugly. 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am  

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am too many high rise units and this brings too many cars into the area and 
parking is difficult 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Too many ugly apartments. Too high and ugly appearance destroy any 
chance of creating a pleasant streetscape. Traffic increases and amenity 
reduces with development of apartments and townhouses not just on 
Centre Road, but also in adjacent streets. 
More restrictions on development (height, size, parking) for any future 
developments 
Create a moratorium on future development in this precinct until a 
comprehensive plan is  approved for the Bentleigh shopping strip and 
adjacent areas. 
 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Bentleigh has lost its identity with over development and what appears to be 
no limitations on height restrictions ie development on Broadbents sight!  

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm  

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm No More Apartments  

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm Not too much multi level developments 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm Not too much please.  They beauty of Bentleigh is less appartments.  Many 
people move here because they want to get away from it. 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm Less of it 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm MUST BE CONTROLLED TO MINIMISE ANY DETRIMENTAL FFECT ON 
BENTLEIGH'S SHOPPING STRIP 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm No more ugly square looking units and townhouses.  

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm No thanks!! 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Minimum of 5-6 stories but do want medium dense neighbourhoods as 
research supports.  

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm Needs to be very closely regulated. Quality constructions with the 
appropriate services supporting it is fine, 

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm  

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Control the height and scale of developments and ensure quality of design 
and construction. Don't allow the strip to become a canyon. 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm  

Feb 04 17 10:54:08 am no high rise apartments 

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm  

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm Given Melbourne's population grwoth I understand that we need to build 
more medium density houseing however some of the developments in 
recent times I'm not really impresses with. I dont think we should be building 
apartment blocks move than 3-4 storeys high with storey 3 and 4 set back. 
These apartment blocks should not be built in the middle of a suburban 
street. We have some streets (Mavho St) where you have single houses 
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and half way down the street this large complex.  
My other bug bear is we are not building a diversity of medium density 
housing. We don't all want to live in apartments. We need developers to 
single storey  2 and 3 bedroom units that will appeal to downsizers and first 
home buyers..  

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm N/A 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm Too much of it and high rise apartments. 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am Less apartments. Start seeing too many new apartments being built. 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Over development of apartments in small streets should have been 
stopped. .a real eye sore. 

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am Stop over development  we do not need 1-4 story apartments  in residential 
streets come back to creating a decent charming Bentleigh with the  
character properties that are still around, but so many have been pulled 
down to develop on that land Betleigh is fast becoming  an unbecoming  
suburb, which is such a shame. What the area needs is for more houses to 
be done up and renovated,  not pulled down.   

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm Stop overdeveloping the area!  There are already too many cars in the main 
street.  Traffic congestion is a huge problem.  

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm Limit number of large apartment complexes 
 

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm Maintain the balanced development approach and not allow more than 
current heights to manage height and density impacts. 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Keep all buildings at a maximum of 4 levels. 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm We need greater control over the height of what is being built around the 
strip & the impact it will have on surrounding streets. Having 6,  7 & 8 story 
building is inappropriate. 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm Allow residents to select and plant from a range of approved trees for the 
nature strip 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am increase development to allow for more people - multi development is good 
for the local shops - but make the 4 streets on either side of the railway only 
for development but both sides of the streets ie burgess / loranne / mavo 
and campbell 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am No more high rise. 4 stories along strip is high enough. Otherwise you may 
as well go to Southland. 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am NO MORE!! 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am more multi level developments in the streets close to the trains and with 
better parking restrictions 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Definitely no. 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am No more approvals for flats/ apartments/ High Rise living PLEASE!!!!!  

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Less cheap ugly apartment building. They oppose the uniqueness of a 
shopping strip  

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Restrict high to rise to an area rather than spread over many streets. It 
spoils the character of the suburb and makes for ad hoc congestion. 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Okay 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am I realise that we need more accommodation but we also need the 
supporting infrastructure and services.  
I am concerned about over development in residential streets and lack of 
parking.  

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am No more high rise residential developments  

Feb 06 17 11:11:38 am Too much 

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Over development of the whole area. 
 
Driving in the surrounding Streets a nightmare. 
Too many cars parked in the Streets.. 
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Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Ridiculously too much past the station.  

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am There should be medium density housing but height restrictions to four or 
five stories. 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am Now that's a problem. The trashing of beautiful period homes in the side 
streets is a disgrace. Has no-one got any regard for heritage values? Ugly 
apartment blocks going up left right and centre. It also is making parking a 
real problem.  Nice flats over the top of the shops is not a problem IF they 
provide some sort of parking.  

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Unimpressed with high rise and proliferation of apartments along/adjacent 
to Centre Road 

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Too many apartments being planned and built, but economic reports 
indicate that there is a glut in the Melbourne (not just CBD). Will lead to 
problems of vacancies, reduced amenity of the area. Council needs to 
monitor design and building quality (beware jerry-built housing). The 
inspection regime is not working and is vulnerable to corruption and lack of 
compliance - overall in Bentleigh, Glen Eira. 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm Depends what it is 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Reduce multi-storey building developments 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Over development of  apartments 

Feb 06 17 03:51:23 pm Definitely too much in the side streets off Centre Rd. 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm na 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm Four level shops/apartments may change the atmosphere. Currently more 
down toward the Wheatley Rd end than in the main shopping strip.  

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Please ensure proper set backs and architectural design as a minimum. 
Too many boxy crappy apartments are springing up either side of the 
shopping strip.  

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm Reduce the density of development! 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am needs more development in the strip and streests around it  - if it is to have 
sustanable future in the future 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Limit four-storey development adjacent to existing three & two storey 
developed properties. Eg. Townhouse/ boutique apartment style 
development better than large/tall apartment blocks in sections of Bentleigh 
shopping zones such as Bleazby St. 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Hate the number of multi-storie appartments going up. Concerned they will 
be an eye saw in 10 yrs. parking in side streets now impossible. Destroying 
the fabric of Bentleigh. Enough is enough. NO MORE PLEASE 

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am more apartments allows for younger people to move inot the area 

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am No more multi story residential buildings with not enough of their own car 
parking! 
 
I am not interested in a shopping complex in Centre Road.  I go to 
Chadstone or Southland for that. But perhaps a cinema like the Classic in 
Elsternwick would be very handy and give another dimension to the village 
atmosphere.  

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am Difficult to answer  Struggling suburban shopping strips are being saved by 
the arrival of new apartment dwellers who tend to shop, eat and gather on 
streets near their homes 
 
But you are not fixing the parking issues -  you need to have restricted 
parking around the strip  between Centre Rd and Brewer Rd - ie 2 hour 
parking only - 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm Bentleigh is becoming so built up, so development is not a priority for me 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm growth in apartment living has been shown to increase cafes and 
restaurants and hence the other shops in the areas. 
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therefore the more apartments in the local streets the corresponding 
increase will be reflected in the strip 

Feb 07 17 01:19:57 pm Layer new buildings back from the street so each level has a balcony, even 
if you have to go higher. 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm hearing people dont like developments but i am for them - in East Bentleigh 
its becoming apartments but its increased number of people and its a 
happier cheery place - Bentleigh has been cold enviornment  

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm Less apartments!! There are too many high rise developments and there is 
not enough infrastructure to support them. It is so hard to get a parking 
space or event to exit your street. I find it hard to pull out of my driveway 
because there are cars parked everywhere so I have to do a 10-point turn 
to get out. 
 
Apartment buildings should not be more than 3 stories tall and should not 
be allowed in the streets, only on Centre Rd. 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Too much high density development 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm plenty happening already 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm More controls over subdivisions and medium density developments. 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Allow more 2/3 storey office and residential developments along the 
shopping strip. This will bring more trade for the small retailers.  

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am more density apartments - allows for more people and more activity in the 
strip - 
allow developments in the strips and in the closest streets to the station 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am Increase the number of apartments on the strip and side streets to attract 
the young people who will help the strip to survive. 
 
Suggestion : Make MAVHO and LORANNE and Burgess streets - full 
development areas ie the full streets both sides and only allow 
developments similiar or even allow them to exceed the restrictions you 
now have  to this corridor - that way you can still have more people without 
laregly impacting the rest of the streets.  
 
The more people you can concetrate in a smaller area close to the stations 
like Bentltgh and Patterson  is better ? 
 
Parking only by permits for house residents not apartments (we dont need 
cars on the streets) or 2  -3 hour restricted parking 24 x 7 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am Stricter regulations on what developers can built and what is appropriate for 
the street 
being built in. 
 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am allow more development - if you want the strip to survive 
too many laws and restictions - you are compromising the strip 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am This is conetentious - I was reading the forum and was disgusted by the 
attitude and opinions of a majority of the people - it sounds like a rowdy 
demonstartion. 
comments like i would buy in bentligh if prices where back to normal like 
$300,000 for houses. etc 
These comments are being made by people outside the area who have no 
concept at all. 
 
Development is necessary - where will people live ? how will shops survive 
? where can they get the train etc. 
 
The way they carry on is incorrect - development has not occured in the 
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majority of the suburb - it is in a couple of streets and  not the whole of the 
streets. 
 
You should say to people we need development but will restrict it to close to 
the stations / railway line eg Campbell street doesnt qualify but the others 
closer to the station should be devloped ie restrict development to idnetified 
streets - but dont say half the street - you make it the full street both sides 
that way you have your growth and people can be sure of what they getting.  
 
Have the growth along the lines ie mavho / loranne / burgess    then at 
Patterson Station Bendigo and Daley Streets. But make it the full street 
 
The rest of the suburb is safe  then and everyone is happy -just fix the 
parking in the streets espcially close to the station 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am No residual living 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Too heavy around the shops makes parking a nightmare. STOP 
OVERDEVELOPMENT .  

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Too many apartments and constuction 
Difficulty parking  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm N/a 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm Had enough private development. You seem to be slamming more 
apartments, which means more cars and you haven't done anything to 
improve the access.  
We also don't want these apartments to turn into china town like they have 
at Carnegie, which has completely lost it's multicultural identity  

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Far too much I apropriate development causing traffic and parking problems 
. 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm Cant you modernise Coles / Safeway and Target - build new builins with 
more parking and better use  

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm make sure there are no apartments at all in the bentleigh shopping strip. 
Getting out of hand and looks horrible. 

Feb 08 17 01:30:02 pm Limit developments of apartments. We will lose parking spaces and the.m 
no one will come to shop there. It happened in Elwood when I lived there 
and again on Martin and Bay st in Brighton. No parks, no shoppers.  

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Multi storey development should be limited to two storeys, and car-parking 
should cater for everyone in the building with provision for visitors. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm OMG this subject gives me heart palpitations! The development - all the 
new town houses and apartment blocks going up are out of control. Its 
devastating to see beautiful old period homes being demolished, really, just 
for profit and money-making. The worst thing is that it brings more cars with 
it because everyone wants a car whether they live near shops and transport 
or not. The roads are so unbelievably congested its ridiculous. 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm no comment 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Limit encroachment and drastically increase parking requirements and 
ratios for all developments. 

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm Gah too much already.  

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm I am concerned about the 3-4 storey unit blocks that are going up around 
Centre Rd for the parking and infra structure 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm Restrain private development to low density  

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Far too much over building happening.  But then the Council is probably 
enjoying the extra rates they are raking in (and giving the existing Bentleigh 
resident very little in return apart from shadows on their properties and 
clutter in their streets from too many cars being parked on the roadway 
instead of in driveways.   

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm I fully support development as long as we have inferstructure to support it. 
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The more people the better but you will always need more parking to go 
with it 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm Already has many apartments down Aldi end. 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm No high rise apartment buildings 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm ok I like Bentleigh being a busy thriving hub  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm NO NO NO NO!!!!! 
Enough already.  Council and state government is getting greedy and totally 
changing the landscape of the neighborhood and not for the better.  NO 
more development!!! 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm much too much development of units 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm I don't want to see more blocks of flats (apartments) being built  

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm No more development, side streets are over crowded with cars. 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm No thanks 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm If strictly controlled. 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm There is actually too much of that for my taste. I hate all the new multi-
stories building that popped up in the last year. It destroys the suburb look 
and feel. 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm stop it 

Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm Appartments are reducing available car parking 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm No no appartments please.  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm Less apartment buildings 

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am No - I like that there are no apartments. Parking is a challenge as it is. 

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am less high rises 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am Hate to see all the apartments being built in our 'village' ! Down Centre 
Road itself I don't mind, but there is so much development in the side 
streets that takes away the original ambiance and removes a lot of the next 
door neighbour/over the fence friendly communication. It also increases the 
number of cars in the streets , which is a nightmare. I worry about the 
children not being able to play out in their gardens because they haven't got 
one. I can't imagine how my grandchildren would have survived without 
swinging round on the Hills hoist and playing cricket down the garden path!  

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am Too many inappropriate developments in side streets , restricting parking.  
Side streets too narrow for traffic. 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Gentrification is Pushing low rentals out and creating unaffordable housing 

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm  

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm need more younger people / younger people will liven place up and use the 
resturamts and cafes //  having more people means more money is spent 
for the traders. 
 
to have more younger generation people you need accommodation ie 
apratemnts - to have apartments you need private development. 
 
So we need private development on the strip and on the side streets 
especially near the station Loranne and Mavho on the one side are perfect 
for this make the whole streets apartments and have people going to the 
shops. 
 
Also encourage more devlopmenet on the strips but make sure can have 
more shops or bigger to accomoddate cafes / restaurants 

Feb 09 17 03:21:41 pm too much high rise developments now! 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm No 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am State Govenrment will prevent that with land tax and then Council will grab 
it via rates. 
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we need devlopment but its so hard - reduce those costs and we can then 
devlop shops and land and then you have more places to levy so you wont 
loose out.  But eveyone gains 
 
Need more apartments in the strip and surrounding streets to encourage 
more people into the area. 
 
Without people and with land tax and rates the strip will see more closed 
shops or shops that dont attract people 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am more devlopments are needed - i noticed I also got more patronage since 
apartments started but we need more but also to fix the parking issues.  
 
Why did you ever make parking all day for ? Give residents of houses 
permits but make the parking 2 hour only -its not hard decision to do and for 
all the streets near the shops but bith sides of the streets and all the way 
 
If you do this it will disperse the main issue people have  - traders / 
customers and residents will be happy as there will be more spots for 
people to park and shop and then move on 
 
Also you can increase REVENUE by making sure inspectors do their jobs. 
 
You can also have parking in Burgess st - angle parking against the railway 
bewteen the trees and enlarge Nicholson St parking 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am I studied econmics so I know what im talking about. For shops to survive 
they need lower rates and they need more people to visit them and spend 
money. 
 
If people cannot find parking they will go somewhere esle simple as that. So 
if people from outside cant park well you need more local people -local 
people need accommodations hence Units being popular and especially 
near stations. 
 
So you need devlopment to help the shops survive - ideally it should be 
encouraged on the shopping strips (Bentelgih / Elsterniwck / patterson etc) 
but also on the couple of streets near the station in Bentleigh. This has the 
effect of increasing the population density where it is required and reducing 
the need for Units needing or parking on the streets. These spaces should 
be reserved for the House residents ie with parking permits and for 
shoppers coming to the area for a couple of hours. 
 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am more development -means more people to meet and who can then shop 
locally or spend time in the cafes / food places 
 
can you build on the station ? can you build on Safeway thats really run 
down 

Feb 10 17 12:35:15 pm Too much ugly apartment buildings going up that are low grade and without 
adequate outside natural areas. 

Feb 10 17 12:45:58 pm  
Too much badly made apartment blocks going up 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm my Boss complains about lack of people - our store is good but not enough 
younger generation. we did see a pickup since the housing unit boom and 
thats good. 
 
But we also hear people complaining about lack of parking  
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and  
also lost of people who come park in the all day zones and then catch the 
trains without stopping in the area or spending very little time here maybe a 
coffee or something thats only on the way to or from their cars to the station 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm Far too much. No more apartments PLEASE. The place is busy enough and 
they look crap. Bentleigh used to be made up of beautiful old homes. 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm good quality units / apartenmnts or shops that are clean and maintained 
this leads to more people being proud and happy and easy going 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm people /people you need more people  think swantson street peopleeee  
how ? give them places to live // to work or make it easier to drive to the 
shops and park for a couple of hours 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm why even ask - you need to devlop the area need new people and money 
spent in the strip or it wont survive 
 
but mnake sure they can park while they shop or eat  

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm ? 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm if you want to attract people then spend money and develop the area the 
shops and the streets close by - if you dont spend money why waste time 
with surveys blah blah 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm How come Ormond can get developed over the station but not Bentligh ? 
you could put a cinema or coneference centre there etc or even car parking 
 
Ask for it or make it an open centre quare with food places around it 
 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Limit - enough apartments in Bent Street already! 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm ask for ideas to develop the area -you have  
1. the station it doesnt have to be high but 4 storeys should be good 
2. some prime large spaces ie paintspot etc let devlopers develop these but 
put in food courst or enterinment or live music 
 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm increase devlopemnts near the stations / railway line two streets on both 
sides and the full length of the streets - so you restrict impact but gain the 
people and patronnage for the traders 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm The number of high rise developments already shows a lack of community 
values and care 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm encourage new developments like East bentleigh - the change has been 
great - more people more shops 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm Manage high-rise apartment to acceptable heights to reduce 
overshadowing. 

Feb 10 17 04:55:29 pm Stop over developing the suburb, consult with residents affected by 
proposed developments and ensure parking restrictions are enforced daily 
where development is occurring (not just when have had enough and ring to 
complain).  

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Too much overdevelopment with huge blocks in side streets. Should be 
kept to the main road (e.g two levels of apartments above the shopping strip 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Some new development is too big and ugly with poor style and form. Good 
design is essential. 
Need to retain old heritage shop fronts and buildings in the centre 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm ? 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Height limit to 4-5 stories 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm less apartments ruining the lanscape 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Stop the multi rise devlopments 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am Most of the strip is and this trend seems to be continuing as residential 
living becomes more of a feature of upper stories of Centre Road 
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Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Please NO - not in the main shopping strip or surrounding streets 
ANY development/developer needs to give back i.e. provide at least two on-
site parking spaces and needs to build to a higher quality than is currently 
the case  

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm no higher than 3 stories 
 
No more blocks of flats in side-streets off centre road 
 
PLEASE NO MORE CONCRETE/RENDERED BOXES - Centre Road 
Bentleigh developed between the wars - there is a clear architectural design 
- which is mainly art-deco - THIS IS THE VERY ESSENCE THAT HELPS 
MAKES STREET SCAPES WHAT THEY ARE - IF THIS ISN'T 
PRESERVED, OR NEW BUILDINGS SYMPATHETICALLY DESIGNED, 
THE AREA WILL LOSE/IS LOSING THE VERY QUALITIES THAT MAKE 
IT DESIRABLE AND PLEASANT - and we will all end up living in 
gardenless/flat/rendered/poorly built/ cheap-looking boxes that meet the 
needs of selfish and greedy developers who have no connection or 
commitment to our community 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm Oh my god if I see another multi storey appartment block go up I am moving 
out of the area.  It is shocking to see how these change the whole 
streetscape and character of the area 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Limited to three storeys. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Building development needs to cease in order to let community services to 
catch up and involve. The development is too rapid and not regulated. 
Bentleigh is quickly becoming soulless  

Feb 12 17 05:42:31 pm No more large apartments in the surrounding areas as you can no longer 
drive safely down any of the side streets due to cars park either side of the 
street.  

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am the strip is dying - without new developments in a few years it will be a 
ghost town as people will go elsewhere 
 
you need development to drive the economy - look at Australia if we dont 
develop we will stagnate 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Keep restrictions on height of buildings. 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am develop a cinema complex with Village and Coles or Safeway 
but also develop the strip you need more modern buildings for the people 
the bring 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am large scale developments that can allow for more shops / or a centre 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am dont yell - but you need to encourgae devlopment if you want more people 
who want to spend money in the street 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am The fact that residence on main roads have to install turntables is quite 
ridiculous. I'm sure if the people making these decisions were placed in the 
position of having to pay $23,000 for one of these turntables, what would 
they have say about it. 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am i have a devlopment near me in my residential street, and i think it looks 
good well designed - and ive seen the ones on Centre Rd near Mavho etc 
and they look nice. 
 
I understand that we cannot live as we used to - we have more people and 
they need to live somewhere  -its progress and I think it benefits everyone. 
 
The people who complain about developments are the ones who live and 
sell and leave an area they dont committ l;ong term they have ants in their 
pants. 
 
The traders need more people to live in the area and who will walk to the 
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shops to buy things, to do this you need to make it harder for them to park 
and only make it 2 hours only. As epople are loath to take cars out of 
garages or underground parking  - but if you allow them to park on the 
streets then go anywhere except loaclly 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm The idea of a multi story development on the old garden supply story site 
opp. Aldi and CK is ridiculous; please no multi-level facades because what 
matters - and what people see - is the street frontage; look at how deserted 
Ormond strip has become... 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Limit development on centre rd 

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm Reduce multi level apartment blocks. 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am if a developer wants to develop - let them what is the issue - you will end up 
as you now are with old dericlt shops and houses where the rates etc are 
too much 

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am you need devlopments to bring you new shoppers - you have a few big 
places which should become big stores. 
Big stores retsuarants attract more people 
More people means more money 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am if private devlopments brings more people and more and better shops - go 
for it - suburbs have to accept that they need people esepcilayy around train 
stations and  railway lines - it reduces cars and increaes the local 
population. you cant have a single house with one occupant. 
If you have a house block with 10 units or more then you could be looking at 
10 plus people - who will patronnage the area - its a good trade Also 
enourage the shops to devlop as well but make sure shops are included in 
designs 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am encourage people to develop the area - shops and residnetial ie around the 
post office its a dead klind of area - newer developments encourga emore 
people and shopping 
and then you can fix the pedetsrain crossing and make it nice like at 
patterson or even at brighton  but with red light camera l  

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am new shops required with appartements on tops - yesss 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Far too many new multi apartment blocks, bringing in more cars and 
heavier traffic. Every house being demolished is being replaced by 20 
apartments.  High density living is not desirable to live amongst. 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am Suggest Council and Traders read these if they want any of the shopping 
strips to survive 
 
http://www.afr.com/real-estate/apartment-boom-stimulates-melbourne-retail-
strip-recovery-20160309-gnelu3 
 
https://www.domain.com.au/news/apartment-dwellers-saving-australias-
muchloved-suburban-shopping-strips-20160531-gp81h5/ 
 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm all of the above - apartments are here to stay - you need them on the shops 
in ALL THE SHOPPING CENTRES 
you need them in the sourrunding streets as well - your aim is to get as 
many more people into the areas to help the traders and this helps the 
shops and community to survive 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm unless you increase development on the street and also on spme of the 
surrounding streets and give people 2 hour only parking  - you are wasting 
your time and the traders time. 
 
You need devlopment or you will be sitting outside in a dust bowl 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm library area could be devloped into a cinema // and library on another floor 
shops need to be told develop or close down as you need people to survive  
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put up an "open for business sign" tell developers to come and modernise 
the place 
 
Safeway adn Coles prime for developing above or below - too much wasted 
ground 
 
Parking put multi story 
 
develop the station and over it - stopping being old fuddy duddies 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm ohh for goodness sake - -dont you realise yet - you need to develope the 
street and surrounding streets for the shopping center to grow and thrive 
 
Othre subrubs are booming because of there encouragement for 
developemnets 
 
 but Bentleigh is going backwards - because of self centered narrow minded 
residnets around developments and Councillors pretending they care and 
doing nothing 
 
Council stop saying we have to balance the needs of everyone -you cannot 
do that. 
If you develop then you have more people more people means more 
shoppers more shoppers more movement in the area 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm Insist on improved quality of developments so they will stand the test of 
time. We need large balconies, little play areas on site for children, and 
larger apartments (four bedrooms) to suit those who wish to downsize from 
a full suburban block. All developments should have to set aside space for 
the planting of trees to improve air quality and to help keep buildings cool. 
And there needs to be a percentage component of second car spaces to 
serve apartments where a couple/family might have two cars or more. 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am where you have new developments you have more people and better shops 
 
suggest you encoiurage that and you may be able to revive the street 
otherwise just close it down complelty. 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am Okay this is hard - i like the old shops but they are not suitable for this day 
and age. 
Allow newer and brighter and safe shops to be developed - allow 4 plus 
storey develoepments in all the shopping centres over shops dont hinder 
them. You want more people to congregate in the shopping streets or even 
close by like my Loranne street and Mavho. 
Without shoppers the shops will die - you need to encourgae buidlings - ive 
seen them and they all look nice. 
You cannot afford to have a house on a full block of land with one person 
living in it or 2 .  The area needs more people to make it viable and exciting. 
Ive been around a while and can see things have to change - i dont have 
closed eyes or say "but it used to be better" or "things were better in my 
time" even then we wanted more people and a growing and evloving area 
otherwise people just moved away to more excitingplaces 

Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am Brings new people and new shops - like here in East bentleigh 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am simple  - new developmenst  = new people = new shops = new money 
 
without developments  (u tell us) how do you expect to attract people to the 
area  
1. to shop or have coffee or eat 
2. to live 
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You have no idea of the potential you have in Bentleigh to make it a place 
where people want to go to or come too 
 
Your narrow sighted ideas are stifling the shops 
 
You need to encorgae developmenst ie medium to high density especially 
in the street and in the streets surround the station and rail way lines -  2- 3 
side streets each side would suffice for the local streets (but all the way)  
 
and also for the Center Rd  beween the railway and up to and including 
Fresh Cut  -  
the other side you can do Coles  / target safeway and the library as well as 
all the little shops as well. 
 
make the parking restricted or 2 hours only 24 x 7  and you will have the 
necessary people to help drive a shoppers paradise 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am N/A oops sorry you need to make Bentleigh as a whole sustainable - to do 
this you need an influx of new buildings and poeple and new shops. I notice 
that places that do this are thriving 
 
Do you have an aversion to bringing new people into the area ? ie with the 
parking rules and developent restrictions 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am Yes please - will bring some life into the old lady - need new and exciting 
stores and more people. 
More people means more excitment and new people to meet 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am dvelopements required to bring in more people and new and more shops 
 without this the area will find it very difficult to continue 

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am  

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm you want development but not prepared to do anything about it except a slip 
slop haphazard attempt. 
 
Listen coucnil / traders if you want to go into the future accept the fact you 
need developments. You need people and you need safe  modern stores . 
You need to embrace apartment accommodation on Centre Rd and across 
all of GlenEira shops.  
You need to encourage developmenst around the railways and Station 
especially Bentleigh and Patterson or the shops will die. 
 
Im not sure if further questuions ask  if we shope elsewhere - I can say I do. 
I go to Safeway in Middle Brighton because its cleaner and easier to park. 
Coles at Bay Street same thing. Target I go to Southland. 
 
Do you get the picture I have no need to buy locally and you are  not doing 
anything to encourage it 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Double storey houses and multi level units to have frosted windows as they 
are too close (nowadays new builds are from fence to fence line) with no 
much privacy.  New builds to be more aesthetic friendly.  The brown and 
cream square town houses are ugly. Parking restrictions on street where 
residents have garage and driveway to park their cars but to lazy and park 
on the street restricting flow through. 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm you know you need it and you have so many things you can do and 
encourgae this but all you do is talk and in the meantime shops decline and 
shppers go elsewhere 
 
encourage shop and apartment developments as this improves the shops 
and brings people and foot traffic 
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Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am dvelopment is good especially on station and nearby streets - i notice street 
around post office is dead not much happening there at all - if you 
developed street and the station and the streets off centre rd  you have 
more people. More people means more foot congestion and more people 
going to shops. 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am you need to appraoch with opne mind. "progress is impossible without 
change" . You need to change Benteligh to make it progress and 
prosperour. 
 
1.Build over the station - medium to high density - shops / apartments / 
market  
2. More parking in Nichol;son and Burgess st 
3. encourage developments of all the shops in Centre rd especially near the 
station 
4.Renovate and invogorate Coles / Safeway / Library - multi level  
5. Concentrate and encourgae aprtaments in Loranne and Mavho streets all 
the way both sides so you have concnetration of people in and around the 
station. Not in the other streets. You then have a Hub of density as well as 
people being close to the shops without impacting. 
6. Fix the parking - 2 hours max 24 hours a day -especially in the Hub 
streets - this will allow for people to park and shop in the new shops . 
7. encourage new developments - other suburbs have enteratinment 
precinets  

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am I love the look and feel of the new aprtment blocks going up (yeah I know 
some people hate them) but you have to have them and even more if you 
want an are to keep growing. 
 
If you dont grow you will not have shops or businesses. People need more 
people and more people means more people to shop locally 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am Build more nice new buildings - why is the Shopping center so devoid of life 
and run down - you need to make it exciting modern 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm No way more "development"  (greater density)! 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm build an aquarium over the station with shops  
 
you need to develop the shops in the street especially near the Post office 
as that is a very quiet zone - except for Aldi hardly anyone goes there 
 
you need more apartments 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm same as above 
dvelope the shops / strip dont tie them up in knots - you need new buildings 
and hence new shops - the future in the street is medium to high density 
and that includes adjoing side streets near the station. 
 
You want to improve the shopping strip do this and get new shops and 
better food and cafes and things that attract people 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm no developemtnts you have to rethink this.. the economy lives on 
developments - you need to encourage developments not hinder 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm that the Council refuses to fix the car parking by making it 2 hours only in 
every street on a 24 x7    

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm TOO MANY APARTMENTS!!! We are considering leaving the area we have 
lived in for 22 years. It used to be lovely. Now its getting too crowded with 
multistory dwellings. Today I saw a sign for another new development of 9 
stories!!! and 72 more apartments. Seriously?!  
This used to be a lovely area of California Bungalows and similar houses - 
what is the use of our Significant Heritage listing that was foisted upon us - 
so we can't put up a garage - but yet there are all these extremely modern 
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houses and apartments going up. So not fair to the residents who have 
lived here for a long time. I'm very disappointed. 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Stop the overdevelopment. The traffic congestion is awful and we n fact we 
go to Brighton more as it's easier to turn toward Brighton than go to centre 
road.  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm I'd like all private development to be low rise, of good quality and with 
attractive landscaping. 

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm ??? 

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm More emphasis on greener/more sustainable good quality development.  

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am Limit it to a certain number of floors (maybe 3-5) as we don't want tower 
blocks there or they will block out the light.  

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Too many big apartments. 

Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm Not high rises 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm Refurbish older buildings 

Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm Parking related to apartments is inadequate. 
Limited visitor parking for aparments 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Better astetics and quality 

 
 
 

 
 
Date  Other 
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am A car accessory store would be convenient (we used to have an Auto 

Barn!). The shopping strip has been declining over the years (we had Auto 
Barn, RACV, Medicare, BBC harware house.....all gone.....fewer incentives 
to shop at Bentleigh) 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm I feel the council has been completely unprepared - it has encouraged 
development with no regard to the amount of traffic congestion created, the 
behaviour of developers in de treeing our streets and blocks. Who wants 
high rises? Go to some European cities where  development is limited to 3-
4 stories, developers have to pay regard to what already exists, streets are 
treed, cyclists have separate paths, cars just can't go wherever etc. The 
style of development encouraged by this council should follow the European 
concept (eg Netherlands) and take into account how people want to live in 
communities. Our infrastructure is over stretched. The council should be 
trying to make up for the poor decisions that have been made in the past 
few years. It is interesting that Port Phillip Council does not seem to be 
making the same errors but is trying to make that area more liveable not 
less. 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm Christmas decorations are definitely missing this year. Don't underestimate 
how significant they are in creating atmosphere and a reason for people to 
visit the strip - and spend money! 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm I don't know if this is going to be a permanent issue, but I don't see the 
railway station parking areas coping at the moment. There's too many 
people cluttering up back streets all day, which I don't mind in the short 
term, but I really don't want to have to go to permit areas and stressful stuff 
like that as the apartments start to fill up either. 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Shops that are offices and employs a lot of staff should have enough car 
parking on site for staff instead of using public car parking.  

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm The market on Sunday's is great. It would be nice if there were some music 
events or similar festivals organised for the main strip - use the gazebo as a 
band space. Also parking areas need maintenance and rubbish at back of 
shops needs collection more often before it ends up blowing around the 
streets. 
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Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm N/A 

Dec 18 16 04:11:49 pm Better accessibility for people with limited mobility 

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm Maybe a little playcenter for a run time after visiting library 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm More parking and less congestion.  

Jan 12 17 07:53:16 pm A decent bar or pub 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm More variety in retail stores  

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm Car parking. 

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm I think the focus needs to go on developing the main roads, rather than 
terrorising local streets.  There has been the wholesale destruction of 
various streets around the area, which is now starting to tear at the heart of 
the community - and this is just not an acceptable or sustainable position....I 
hope that the current planning process can restore some sanity in respect 
of the damage that has been caused over the past 24 months in particular - 
and that a genuine, strategic and sustainable plan is created that is clearly 
community to the community! 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Unfortunately the area is getting too crowded and the shopping centre is 
suffering. 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm More parking spaces 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm N/A 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm No 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Do something about the quality of developments. They are beyond terrible 
and are destroying any local pride that exists 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm I'd love a green space with a pond! There are lots of health benefits to being 
near blue space.  

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am Parking could be improved/increased. I suggest an upper (single) level car 
park over the existing east car park adjacent to the railway station. It would 
also allow for the successful Sunday Market to operate in poor weather. 
The upper level could provide all day parking for train commuters and 
Centre Rd shop employees. It would free up street parking for shoppers. 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am cant think of anything . This area suits me and fills all me needs as far as a 
shopping strip is conerned 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Increase in traffic and limited parking. 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm Put a round about at the end of Oak Street and Centre Road.  Nightmare 
spot with Aldi on the corner. 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm The only complaint I have, is that there are too many new developments 
that are changing the character of Bentleigh. This has always been a 
beautiful suburb with great architecture and pretty gardens 

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm Improvement to footpath by surfacing with say blue stone or paving bricks 
Improved street lighing 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm N/A 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Some shops could be updated as need to be modernized.   

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm Renew the footpaths or at least give them an acid wash clean.  They look 
dirty and awful.   

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Bentleigh population is increasing so with increased density there should be 
more security measures like police and PSO patrols. Perhaps there should 
be a police kiosk at the station. 

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm Make sure that ALL development includes sufficient  street parking--- to  
prevent local streets becoming clogged with resident parking 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Get trains running at 5 minutes intervals during peak & 10 off peak 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am bring back the brick footpaths its better than the ugly tar - this was wasted 
money putting it in and then ripping it out 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am Getting too congested with all these new dwellings!  

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am More greenery would be nice - rotunda area and along the footpath. Would 
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give a more aesthetically pleasing shopping experience.  

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Cinema 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am I like the convenience,  open space and ambience of living in this area.  

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am NO massage parlours 

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm This project should result in a useful strategic and tactical planning for the 
Bentleigh strip, including ability for it to be reviewed and updated/improved. 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm I would not put up any more apartments in streets that run into Centre 
Road.  The road is congested (Bent St ) in particular, cars come along this 
road from McKinnon Road and it is impossible at present to drive because 
of all the buildings that are been developed. 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm na 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm Cinema 

Feb 06 17 06:45:29 pm Still a bit grungy but changing for the better. Look at what Oakleigh has 
done. More vibe in the evening would be good 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm Maybe a brochure could be produced and available in the shops, with a list 
of what you might want to buy, and the possible shops that sell this (see 
comment on buying thread above). This would only be useful if it were 
updated fairly often, and covered all shops, not just those that wanted to 
chip in/advertise. Maybe this could be maintained on a website, with some 
brochures printed off periodically. Of course this could include advertising, 
and such a list may encourage shoppers to venture to the 'other' side of the 
shopping centre from where they live.  

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Parking 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Clean up rubbish behind some shops near carparks 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am more 2 hour parking in side streets 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Not enough car spaces. 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Do not take away any parking areas. Easy parking is a key feature to the on 
going appeal of the shopping strip. We lost too many parking spots along 
centre Rd in the last "update" about  6 years ago when the council put in all 
those areas of synthetic surface and trees surrounded by concrete blocks. 
Those concrete blocks make parking difficult. Go and take a look...lots of 
tyre marks and chipped edges from frustrated drivers. 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am From the above allow full developement of these streets 
Mavho / Loranne and Burgess   
 PLUS 
Bendigo and Daley ( these would probably be more from Pattersonn Station 
end)  

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am Please consider the above 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm More 4 hour parking spots needed!!!!  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Also love the op shops!  

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm The  empty shop fronts are not attractive. 
Probably eough of the $2  shops and Op shops  now. 

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm i have already mentioned so artistic additions around the new rail station 
area, please see prior question, answers for this in detail. 

Feb 08 17 01:44:38 pm Keep it authentic,  do not over construct 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm I prefer that fund-raising drives be limited to local endeavours. I don't think 
foreign students representing save the planet, wwf and etc should be 
encouraged. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm As mentioned above, road congestion is a major issue - contributing to 
pollution, waste of time, waste of petrol, increased frustration and anger. 
And ban 4WDs - they make it doubly bad. 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm ban parking in Centre rd 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm Preserve the PERIOD character in the area  
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Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Retails and school services/facilities will not keep up with the building that is 
happening as young families enter the area needing school placements.   

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm No comment 

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Cleaner and safer  streets and footpaths.  

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Bentleigh will become clogged with cars if unit development continues. 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm There used to be open concerts near rotonda, I don't remember those 
happening in a while 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Council is ruining a great area 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm The Bentleigh festival was fun for everyone l was a StJohn volunteer & for 
3years in a row, until it  stopped enjoyed the festival.  

Feb 09 17 03:07:53 am MoreTrees 

Feb 09 17 10:55:59 am I love Bentleigh and must trust in the Glen Eira Council to do the best it can 
to for us to keep it such a livable, friendly little place. 

Feb 09 17 03:21:41 pm traffic management in my street - Oak st! 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Parking >2hrs 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am What about some lights or large signs across the beginnings of Centre Rd  
saying welcome to Bentligh Shops  - not a small sign but across the whole 
of the width of the street. 
 
The street is tired it needs revamping  

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am Train commuters have parking at the station you could increase this easily 
by making it multi storey. 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm shouldnt commuters have their own parking but not in the local streets 
where parking is a premium which should be for shoppers. 
 
I drive to my station and park in the train parking spots not in the streets 
 
this is the only council im aware of that encourages train commuters to take 
car spots away from shoppers. (my frend will also do the survey hope she is 
as honest) 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm how come you dont want the Target store to be developed ?  
or Coles to be made multi storey ? 
this would attract more people etc 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm What makes people go to the shops ? for food or to meet people but you 
have to want the people to come to do that and not drive them away. 
 
Encourage people encourage devlopment encourgae think outside the 
square 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm Why does council dither around - you need to drive development AND 
progress not go backwards with head in the sand 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm Fix the parking - streets developed should have 2 hopurs only all the way 
on BOTH sides 
 
Not a hard decisicion 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm just fix your car parking 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am A cultural hub could be established with a gallery (eg old National bank site 
near rotunda) 
A cinema and would be good 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Improved facilities for bicycles 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm too many apartments 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am I like Bentleigh and have known it for a long while. Please resist the "Big 
End of Town' approach as that will not suit the demographics and purses of 
the majority of people who live in the area. Keep it clean every day. 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Limit building hights to three storeys on Centre Rd. 
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Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am Ask the Council - why did they take the bread from your mouths traders ? 
Why are they the only council who dont want more shoppers to come ? 
Why did they take away 2 hour car spots ? and give them to commuters 
and the inhabitants of the developments (who are not allowed to parking 
permist - correctlY) but who have now been given half of the streets parking 
- isnt this hyproctical ? 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Nil 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am You need 
1. cinema 
2. More health and traffic inspectors 
3. parking for shoppers / vsitiors (owners have their own parking) 
4. multi storey parking for train commuters 
5. Shop signage and shop owners must speak english and signs in foreign 
langauges should be smaller equivalents of the english language 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am Coles is perefct and even Safeway for a multi facted development  - that 
would allow for Coles and other shops like a food court etc 
combined with multi storey parking you could make it a mini Southland 
esepcially as its close to the station 
THINK BIG PICTURE ON A SMALL SCALE 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am allo side street developments the chance to have a samll cafe in them 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am I'd like to see the roads around Bentleigh fixed of all the potholes that have 
been left by the trucks removing dirt during the station build. 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am also need more checking of shops by the council 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm I wish any residual road works on Centre Rd, between station and Jasper, 
would finally get done... 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Stop  

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am you also need a pedestrain crossing near the Greek Church  at the other 
end - there are a few churchs there and lots of elderly people - put a 
crossing there and save lives and less accidents 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Glen Eira council are responsive and have been willing to resolve any 
requests we have made to them. 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am Struggling suburban shopping strips are being saved by the arrival of new 
apartment dwellers who tend to shop, eat and gather on streets near their 
homes 
Rapidly rising property prices in inner and middle ring suburbs and 
developer-friendly policies encouraging higher density projects on suburban 
retail strips have resulted in a population boom in suburban shopping 
streets across Melbourne. 
' 
"Adding to the popularity of these strips are the new four to five-level 
medium-density residences, which are more prevalent in these suburbs,"  
one of a number of inner and middle-ring suburbs benefiting from apartment 
development, which brings with it rising resident populations and, often, a 
younger, more affluent local consumer  

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am Only issue do not allow shops to develope past Fresh Cut market  - you can 
let them develop or the old spot light store but not further away  
 
Further in tworads the raiway station yes - encourage devlopments - all the 
suburbs do especially in the streets around the stations and railway lines - 
only this Council seems lost and adverse to improving the lot of traders 
 
They even prevent shoppers parking in the streets by turning them into all 
day parking for commuters which means less parking for shoopers which 
means less money for traders which you are doing this survery 
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Which means Council will not do anything 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am Listen to someone who knows - encorgae devlopments on the shopping 
street / encourgae parking in Burgess and Nicholsn street. 
Encourgae developments in Loranne and Mavo all the way up and then you 
can have all the people you need in the closness of the station and railway 
lines. 
 
But restrict the parking dont leave it at all day parking - it doesnt make 
sense. I have friends in other surbubs and they dont have this or other 
issues 

Feb 15 17 08:28:48 am Car Parking 
 
sack the council and the traffic engineers 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm clean the orads and spruce up the shopping center it looks like well old and 
gross and tired 
neon signs across the streets anything 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am Foot paths too wide you can park carks there as well on angle 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am Unless you do the above you are not thinking properly -concentration and 
desnity are necessary for the shops as they provide variety of people and 
increased pedestrain flow. 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am ? 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm Im from East bentlegh  and we are going to outdo Bentleigh 
we have developments apartments and people are happy 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm that the Council refuses to fix the car parking by making it 2 hours only in 
every street on a 24 x7    

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Stop overdeveloping. It's awful. There won't be any family homes with 
gardens left. You clear a whole block of trees to put two townhouses up, 
with not enough room so then everyone uses the garage to store things and 
has to park their car on the street!! The greenery in the suburb is coming 
from people's gardens! There is no infrastructure to support all these flats in 
the streets with traffic. Doing this in the city is expected - in the suburbs it's 
terrible. Yan nick from Metrope 'the guru of development' says we all have 
to get used to more population density. I wonder when he's moving into his 
250sqm townhouse!  

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm ???? 

Feb 19 17 06:30:51 pm Public toilets 

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm Butchers 

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm Signage 

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Not many public toilets plus info directory 

Feb 21 17 07:44:11 pm No McDonald's which is good 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Property owners pay high rates plus fast chargers 

 
 
 
 
 
Date  What are three things that would make Bentleigh 

shopping strip fantastic? 
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Nothing 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm Fix the rotunda 
More color, banners brightness 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm good shade trees, 
planter boxes 
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do up the Rotunda area 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm Well known brand fashion stores for men and women. 
Better presented shop fronts 
Better landscaping and greenery. 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am High end shops 
Restaurants 
Homewares  

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm 1. Christmas decorations (good ones!) 
2. More upmarket shops and a better selection of eating establishments, 
and less $2 shops and charity stores. 
3. A revitalisation of the rotunda and surrounding area. 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Nicer shops for clothing and get rid of many of the cheap shops.  We don't 
need expensive shops just decent ones.  We get more and more junky 
shops which is ruining the area. 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Better quality shops, more established trees and attractive seated areas.  

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Different shops 
Less messy and cheap looking 
Trendy cafes 

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am Better parking, more family owned businesses, and more community events 
for shop owners (ie. street markets). 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm International cuisine,trees and cover. 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm Bars/wine bars,  more clothing shops,  

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm Public art spaces. No 40kph speed limit. Free wi-fi.  

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Local cinema  
Bowling  indoor  
 

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm A young person's clothing shop 
A facelift 
More choice for gifts etc 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am no litter!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
awesome plantings that are maintained with pride 

Dec 08 16 11:47:02 am clean up shop fronts and signs, especially variety stores, get rid of some of 
them. Have better clothing stores and more modern cafes/restaurants. 

Dec 09 16 04:55:05 pm Better street scape 
Quality shops 
Parking 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm More retail instead of offices , medical centres or cafes. Should be a cap on 
each type of business. 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm Good shops, good transport and a clean street 
 

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm More activities - bands, performances to provide a community feel. 
 
Better quality shops and less $$ shops 

Dec 11 16 10:24:28 pm 1) renovation of the buildings to make it look more beautiful  
2) better shops  

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm Friendly butcher. (L&l) 
Tommy tuckers 
Target 
 

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Cleaner streets. More public art on the streets/lamposts/sculptures etc. 
Less empty shops. 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm Convenience, community appeal. 

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am More restaurants open at night. More activities during the year. Cleanliness 

Dec 14 16 02:42:55 am Leafy trees! 
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Country road 
Less $2 shops 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm The shops 
The people 
The cafes 

Dec 14 16 04:16:40 pm Less high rise 
Less high rise 
Less high rise  

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm New, modern and appealing shops for younger people. Quality fashion 
labels. 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm Trees, seats although the rotunda area is nice but could be greener  

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm More green spaces and better cafes and restaurants (although it is 
improving) 

Dec 18 16 04:11:49 pm Better accessibility. (I even had to change dentist's because of lack of 
access). Get rid of some the outdoor tables/chair at cafes (they block 
access) 

Dec 19 16 11:32:16 am more parking and patrol 

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Easy to get too 
Friendly shop owners 
Village atmosphere 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm Coffee shops 
Fresh food 
Feels safe 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm less traffic congestion, a face lift, shops that appealed to younger people 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm More nightlife, pop up park, better supermarket 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm Modernise and remove the dark gray foot paths, more modern restaurants 
and shops .. no  $2 equivalent shops 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm Smoke free. 
Another pedestrian crossing near station. 
A good bar. 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm Cheaper market price groceries and meat  
Outdoor  cafes  
Live music  
 

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm More Men's fashion shops. 
Less $2 shops. 
 A decent home ware shop. 

Jan 02 17 11:21:13 pm - a good open space to have a rest , a takeaway lunch 
- a big variety of quality takeaway food ( Japanese, Indian etc) 
- wider pedestrian strips 

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm A pedestrian only area,  food stalls/vans and music,  more emphasis on 
sustainability. 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am a vibrant night life - good restaurants and drinking venues 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm - less traffic 
- more car parks 
- no huge high rises 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm Better restaurants/cafes, Kmart and clothes stores 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am better streetscape (more modern, quality, better trees, cleaner, more 
attractive) 
fix the square and remove the rotunda 
improve the traffic flow, provide right turn lanes to coles  (when heading 
west) to improve traffic flows 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm More restaurants open at night, a 'local' pub they have in places like Fitzroy 
and clean up the derelict old crappy shops.  
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Jan 09 17 06:56:55 pm More restaurants  
Bigger supermarkets  
More parking  

Jan 12 17 07:53:16 pm Bar/pub, better quality restaurants, healthier takeaway options  

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Larger target 
Make centre road - no parking  
Close methadone clinic / chemist 

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Improved retail,  
More atmosphere 
Cleaner facilities and street scape 

Jan 17 17 10:45:40 am More car parking available  

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm More outdoor areas with shade 
More trees, stop removing them. 
Greater variety in retail stores  

Jan 17 17 08:11:56 pm Clowns 
Activites for children  
courtesy bus for elderly 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am More outdoor dining 
More night time trading (restaurants cafes) - it can be very quiet after 5pm 
Better landscaping 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am More variety of shops 
More Mature trees but not natives as they are too messy 
Take cars of the road like the city do for section of busy centre road; see 
Swanson street Melbourne 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Stop the inappropriate development through structure plans. Probably 
already too late. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm Less noisy local construction work. 
Less noisy trucks and heavy vehicles going right through the main shopping 
section. 
More security personnel. 

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm Variety  

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm - shops 
- accessibility 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm Fill those empty shops. 

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Cleanliness,  cafe culture, quality shops 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm A more varied offering of retail for the demographic. 
Better quality retail. 
Restaurants that are worthwhile going to. So many of them, yet there are 
less than a handful of really good ones. Bentleigh is like a ghost town at 
night. Does not compare to the buzz of Koornang Rd, and why is that, I 
have to ask? 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm Better quality shops and food outlets with aesthetically pleasing shopfronts. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm Clear footpaths,. 
people crossing at the traffic lights rather than taking the risk of being run 
over,  
Pedestrian entrance at Safeway 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Public toilets 
Kids playground 
Cinema 

Jan 31 17 08:39:11 pm Diverse food options 
Multiple supermarkets  
The amount of shops 

Jan 31 17 11:05:34 pm get rid of buskers, and the people asking for money (unicef) that hound you 
when you shop.  

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm A Kmart or general household goods store.  More greenery, and less cafes. 
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Feb 02 17 02:15:43 pm Maybe some more greenery along Main Street. 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm Clean appealing strip 
Nice new restaurants 
No junkies or homeless 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm Less trees 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Better streetscape. Something more colourful than grey footpaths that show 
every grubby mark. Clean the street and car parks more often. 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm Greenery 
Cleanliness 
 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Accessibility  
Village spirit 
Community orientated  

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm Reduced number of op shops and cheap junk shops. 
More quality restaurants  
More clothing/homewares shops 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm 1. Less development 
2. More local specialities 
3. Better traffic management 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm An awesome cafe at the rotunda, more big brands and get rid of Chemist 
Warehouse. I have boycott them from the beginning. They should not have 
been allowed in when we already have Amcal and Priceline on either side. 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Great restaurants, more good bars & cafes, stylish clothing and home 
goods shops 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm A bulk/cheap health food store 
More trendy health based cafes  
 

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm longer opening hours 
greater variety of shops 
cheaper rents 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm NOTHING - it's declining rapidly 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm Wine bars / Tapas bars that bring some life to the street early evening 
Better traffic flow for turning traffic so centre rd flows better 
medium to high end clothing chains 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm 1.Decent retail shops 
2. restaurants/bars 
3. good delis/food shops 

Feb 03 17 08:29:17 am 1. More parking particularly the West end of Bentleigh. As more apartments 
are built with inadequate off street parking it will draw on the parking 
available for shoppers. 
 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am Good cafes, and all the major supermarkets and its close to where  livg 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Better traffic control and easy alternative routes 
Better pedestrian access to both sides of Centre Road (not necessarily at 
ground level) 
Less residential development in Centre Road and adjacent streets 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Improve the overall look, stop going cheap on Bentleigh and spend some 
money to improve image. 
Better shops. 
A village feel. 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm Fix the Rotunda area 
Wider footpaths 
Maintaining the streetscape and furniture 

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm more restaurants / cafes so there is more of a Buzz in the early evening 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm Existing is good.  Access to some shops for wheelchairs is limited 
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Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm Variety, 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm LOWER RENTS TO MAKE THE STRIP MORE AVAILABLE TO 
POTENTIAL OUTLETS. 
RESTAURANTS TO ATTRACT PEOPLE AT NIGHT. 
 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Music and seating/shelter in the rotunda. 
A windbreak in the rotunda to make it a nicer place to sit. 

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm More places open in the evening. But no bars please! 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Variety 
 

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm More pride shown in the strip - planting of garden beds, trees,  
Cleaning up rubbish  
Great range of shops  

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm More evening restaurants. Bring a bit of quiet nightlife and culture to the 
street. Cafes open late for families and friends to socialise.  

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm It is fantastic 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm 1. Improve and update Target 
2. More upmarket deli, butcher etc 
3. More options for dinner - with kids 

Feb 04 17 10:54:08 am more shade 

Feb 04 17 03:16:05 pm change the landscaping 
xmas time - some solar xmas lights and decent decorations  
it needs a more village feel - like Patterson and McKinnon rd strips 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm 1. More upmarket restaurants open for dinner (e.g. Contemporary wood-
fired pizza restaurant, upmarket hotel/pub) 
2. More asian eateries (Korean BBQ restaurant woudl be fantastic!) 
3. Retail shops targeted towards a younger generation (people in their 20s 
and 30s) 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm Restaurants, cinema and specialty stores  

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm More restaurants of diff types...too many chinese thai etc. 
Live music bar 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm To maintain level of cleanliness, presentation and to maintain its old world 
charm and village atmosphere. We would hope that the objective is NOT to 
create a totally modernised strip that lacks character but to incorporate both 
old and new into future designs. 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am 1. Few More dinner type of restaurants/finer dining  
 
2. Connect to box hill/ East suburbs better. 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Good restaurants.  
Great supermarkets.  
Lots of parking.  

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am Good clothes shops, and gift shops etc. Plus great Restaurants, not 
Chinese, fast food, .something like a French, Italian, or  modern Australian 
cuisine.  
 

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Better quality shops 

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm If is was cleaner, less traffic and better quality shops.  

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm More specialty businesses, more multicultural businesses, improved 
security patrol by police and PSO. 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Wider clean footpaths 
good lightning  
increased shopping houirs 
no opshops 

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm Spread out the variety of shops throughout the strip 
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All shops to have roam access 
A cafe with kid friendly activities 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm more people using it, bringing it alive at night, no over development. 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm 1. Less $2 shops & Vinnies stores 
2. More cafes and eateries 
3. More retail chain stores 

Feb 05 17 11:40:15 pm Even spread of shops. Nicer looker. Possibly make it a mall and send traffic 
around it. 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am more parking in side streets  
make burgess street - angle parking for communters //  build a muti story 
train parking  

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am More restaurants. 
Cinema 
Less $2 shops and charity shops. 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am More high end eateries 
An open space for 'picnics' to encourage people to linger with takeout! 
 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am more parking for 2 hours // more people living in the area  //  

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am Less cheap stores, more quality stores. 
 
A place for pop stores. As a business owner myself I'd love the opportunity 
to open a store in my local area.  
Use of the rotunda   

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am Pedestrian mall 
Medicare/Centrelink office 
Movie theatre 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am less footpath billboards/seating.  No one wants to breathe in all that car 
exhaust (except smokers!) 
A Bendigo Bank Branch! 
 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am An attractive community space.  
More trees.  
Not too many ugly multi story apartments with retail space underneath.  

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am A multi-level shopping development (three levels?) near the train station - 
notwithstanding the nearness to Westfield Southland. 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Cinema  
Under ground parking  
Multi level  parking 

Feb 06 17 10:21:50 am everything in one location and easy to walk up and down the whole strip 

Feb 06 17 10:22:15 am  A useful purpose for the rotunda area. 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am A few higher end shops 
Improvement to outdoor public seating areas 
Better traffic flow  

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am Easier traffic flow around the area, it can extremely congested at peak times 
and parking spaces are not enough and often cramped. 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am A hardware shop. 
Later closing hours for some cafes. 
A local minibus for older and disabled residents. 

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am Improved rotunda area. Maybe some enclosure around it. 
Improved shop outdoor areas. 
Cinema Centre. 
 

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am It is pretty good at the moment. 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Model around Church St Brighton. I stopped going to a major as they have 
all we need. 
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Feb 06 17 11:27:40 am Passive entertainment 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am Do something with the bandstand place. 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am Better parking 
Another grocery selling Asian/Indian goods like the ones in Glenhuntly 
More fabulous cheap Asian restuarants 

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am More high street/retail shopfronts, 
Less clutter on the footpath  
No massage parlours 

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Cleaner streetscape, more (suitable) trees and discourage heavy vehicles 
from using Centre Rd though the shopping centre. 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm I can't think of one thing that fits that term the library is excellent though 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Late time trading 
Cinema 

Feb 06 17 01:49:30 pm Security Cameras, additional parking and more restaurants 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm It's needs a menswear shop as 321 is closing 

Feb 06 17 03:14:27 pm Variety  
Friendly staff  
Easier to park than Southland. 

Feb 06 17 03:39:51 pm Some outlet shops 

Feb 06 17 03:51:23 pm Full Target store. 
A really good bakery. 
 

Feb 06 17 04:00:47 pm Concerts at the nearby park. Music store. More restaurants open at night. 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm i have already answered this question 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm Cinema 
Hardware Store 
 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm More joyful music being played on the street; not just on special occasions 
or the week-end. 
Parking on the street should be looked after more thoroughly. 
 

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm More trees and green.  

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Some decent trees and more maintenance.  Even some of the banks like 
the Commonweath looks a bit down at heel.   
 
There seems to be trees removed but not replaced. 
 
A little more life after hours, always seems a bit empty, more village-like. 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Maybe one or teo more clothing retailers 
No parking on centre rd 
 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm More Trees, return of the old cinema, more bars/ nightlife /outdoor dining 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm Less $2 shops, fill empty shops, tidy the street 

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm More retail stores, eliminating cheap $2 stores and massage places, better 
restaurants 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am parking / less cheap outlets including KF Market near Aldi / 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Parking bays restored, improved parking arrangements, drop off zones on 
Centre Rd, pedestrian management vs road use (people still not using 
crossings), landscaping, online shopping for locals 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am 1. Asthetics, seats, gardens, paint 
2. Rotunda revamp 
3. Any tables or merchandise on the street to be of quality. Cheap shops 
have cheap displays which detract from the strip. Need to maintain a 
standard.  
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Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am 1. urban renewal ie higher density near train stations along the corridor 
could provide greater housing choice for individuals, couples and families 
2. flowers  
3. parking 

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am a small cinema theatre 
a restaurant with entertainment, eg Russian theme, belly dancing, karaoke 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am more people and more parking leads to econicnc growth a vibrant 
community 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am central attractive open space and several side spaces with food and drink 
outlets for the shoppers to rest 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm More police presence,  PSO's patrolling the shopping centre as well as the 
station. 
removal of the methodone program at Bentleigh corner pharmacy. 
Streetscaping 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm more people // more food places // but with more street lighting even if solar 
and maybe secuorty cameras ? becuase you have more drinking 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm Sunday Market 
roof for improvment is not stuck in the past 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm 1.More variety of mainstream shops as found at Southland 
2. Street mall atmosphere 
3. Eliminate traffic through centre road 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm ? 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm -More landscape / green 
-Improved night time offer 
- 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am More colour/street embellishments. The retaining and support of small 
traders. More events to encourage local groups to encourage younger 
people to stay connected to the area. 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am a - blank canvas that can be developed 
b - train station that has covering over the ramps walking down to the 
platforms - its easy fix 
c - no drugs  / grafitis   
 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am Follow my suggestions increase accommodation  along the corridors 3 
streets  either side of the station / railway line from Bentleigh down to and 
including Patterson station. 
 
make this your development area 
 
Also consider allowing little cafes / shops (nich ones) to open in the side 
streets under the the new aprtments 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am more people and more parking spots 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am set area for developemnt ie the state government corridors along the 
railway tracks / stations 
 
increased parking araes ie Burgess st angle parking /nicholson st multi 
storey  parking 
 
A cinema -there used to be one near the station - maybe you can appraoch 
Village and have a small  one built above the station ? 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am - no parked cars on Centre Road 
- more places to cross safely 
- more "greenery" 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm retail chain stores 
Trees 
Getting rid of op shops  
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Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Shops I need are there 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm Ambience  

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm No smoking  
More clothes shops  
Improve target  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Remove some of the $2 shops. 
More independent, unique shops. 
More greenery. 

Feb 08 17 12:44:43 pm More parking 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm Actually having some better restaurants close together in a shopping strip. 
So you can walk to them and have a choice 
 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Better shops selection 
Jb hi fi or similar 
Less empty dirty looking shops  
Cinema 

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm ease of access.  Uncluttered 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm Make safeway / coles / target into developments with either apartments or 
more parking and more shops maybe even cinemas like Church st and Bay 
st Brighton 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm more shopping options, outdoor seating,  not sure what else. 

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm Wish spotlight could return, gift shops, plenty of parking. 

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm Better Trees, Better Christmas decorations in December.  Last years 
(pieces of plastic around trees) very very lame.  You might need to consider 
hiring someone with a bit of flare in visual outdoor presentation.   

Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm A play area in the mall/rotunda area 
Market days  

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Restrict  riding bikes on the footpath to young children only. The population 
is elderly to large degree and fast moving bicycles present a hazard. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm 1. Make it easier to cross the road. I avoid the pedestrian crossing because 
I have to stand there for so long waiting for the little green man. 
2. Another public space like where the rotunda currently is, for people to 
meet, rest, chat, eat take-away, etc.  
3. More greenery  

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm no parking in Centre Rd as it stops the traffic flowing; reduce the space for 
tables/chairs outside cafes if the owners can't manage it properly; even 
though the railway crossing has gone, there are pedestrian lights that stop 
the traffic just as often as the trains! syncronise these lights with the other 
pedestrian lights. 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm ??? 

Feb 08 17 02:25:00 pm 1. A great restaurant 
2. Getting rid of the druggies that frequent the chemist and doctors surgery 
3. Less $2 shops 

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm Choice of providers, ease of parking, proximity to home.  

Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm Organic produce 
Organic cafes 
Organic Meat 

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm Greater diversity of shops and restaurants 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm Lighting  
Visible security 
Parking availability   

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Less heavy duty trucks 
Trees to be planted to replace those destroyed and removed during the rail 
crossing removal 
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Clean up the drug scene 

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm Genuine fresh food 
A community campaign on being nicer in car parks 
Filled shops 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm Plant out Rotunda to reduce graffiti, restore charm and provide a relaxing 
sanctuary for shoppers. 
Sports and music store, amusement arcade. 
More teen stores, to give so many of them in this area a job and shops they 
like. 

Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm Better traffic flow. 
No increase in retail chains - stick with independent traders 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm Live music 
Place to learn crafts - like pottery, painting  
Safer pedestrian crossings 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm More interesting shops .. better quality .. excellent greengrocer with top 
produce .. salad bars type cafes for cheap, healthy lunch (eg as in Houston, 
Texas, USA) 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm More community open space for connecting with friends and family. 
Redevelopment of rotunda area, a side street blocked off and pedestrians 
only for alfresco dining etc.  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Cleaner,  better shop options for eating and shopping and use the rotunda 
in a meaningful way. 

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Less surrounding development 
Cheaper prices at Fresh 
Some greenery 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm less street stalls by shop holders 
more attractive streetscape 
more trees to hide the high rise ugliness and shade parked cars 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm A mall closed off to cars that contained restaurant/cafes with a mix of 
outdoor dining as well. Very much like in Oakleigh, Eaton Mall off Atherton 
road.  

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Good parking 
More greenery on strip. 
Less junky shops 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm Talented, Professional and Engaging entertainers that were supported by 
the traders association and the Council together. Not buskers where you 
feel worried that they are going to ask for money but supported 
entertainers- roving musicians, Costumed performers.  
More places to sit without having to buy 
More shade 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm Less traffic congestion in Centre Road. More space for pedestrians and 
cyclists. 
More night life, places to listen to music. 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm A rebuild of the shops 
A wide walkway that accommodates out door meeting areas (including 
outdoor heaters for all year round use) 
Treas and plants 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm More cafes and restaurants variety, them being open till later, more shops 
that I mentioned previously 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm CONVENIENCE 
Freeish parking 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm More parking, more retail clothes shops, a Bupa and Medicare private 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm KEEP STRIP AND PARKING AREAS CLEAN  
UNDERCOVER ND OPEN REST AREAS  
SOME STALLS ON SPECIFIC DAYS  
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Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm Wider walkways or less tables and chairs. 
Modern shopfronts. 
More car parking. 
 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm A closed car section.   
Cinema 
 
Big w store  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm something that would make it different from other similar shopping strips - to 
have a face of Bentleigh 

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am More Clothing stores. Burger restaurant  

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am 7-11, something that is 24hrs like 7-11, or Coles. 

Feb 09 17 08:37:11 am Facelift and variety.  

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am A festival to be proud of each year to make out ground 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am Perhaps a mall. 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm More night venues, better access for cars, and perhaps a revamp 

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm Better garden beds and trees to make it visually more beautiful 
Better xmas decorations 
REdo gazebo area at end of Daly street 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Arts 
Live music 
Bars/night life 

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm Piazza 
bike lanes 
less cars 

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm young hip people 
cafess / restaurants 
modern buildings 

Feb 09 17 03:54:12 pm cafes opening later in the evening  

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Modernisation of fashion shops 
Nicer restaurants 
more outdoor eating areas 

Feb 09 17 08:16:21 pm high quality restaurants, bars and retailers 

Feb 09 17 08:46:42 pm Cleaner footpaths 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm More parking 
Better clothing and shoes - boutique shopping is average 
Better restaurant options 

Feb 09 17 10:09:08 pm good parking, good range of cafes and shops, great library 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am development ie apartments on the strip and surround streets 
 
more 2 hour parkingfor shoppers and restaurant goers 
 
also build on the station have more people living in the area 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am remove parking on center road. 
 
make side streets one way. 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am people and lots of them 
parking availabilty 
something special to attract people 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am Conference Centre 
a Motel or accomodation built on the train station 
Movie theatre 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am a night life 
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upgrading and developing safeway and Coles similiar to MooneePOnds - 
you can spread the shops around they dont need to be concetrated 

Feb 10 17 12:35:15 pm Community parkland.   

Feb 10 17 12:45:58 pm Community hub 
Parkland 
More inviting Rotunda area 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm atmosphere 
more tables and chairs 
security cameras and lightining 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm -less people 
-more parking 
-no more developments  

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm stop the car parks in the streest - get cars moving  
can u have angle parking as well ? 
secuirity 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm Make Target / Coles an entrtainment precinet 
Increase car spots for 2 hour parking 
More stores and peopl 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm Oakleigh type atmoshphere or a square type centre with open food places 
parking of course 
reinvigorate the strip 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm a soul 
a centre 
a place of gathering 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm a New precient dedicated to enetrtainment or food 
cameras to to monitor survelliance 
toilets and rubbish bins 

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm A green area with seats/trees. 
Community activities. 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm entertainment live music 
quick and easy parking 
more new buidlings around the shops and station 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm defined devlopment areas 
enciuragment for shops to be modernised and developed 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm More attractive environment. Cleanliness.  
Higher usage by locals. Me 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm more car parking or fixing the current council created issue 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm 40km/h zone 24-7. Playground. Trees. 

Feb 10 17 04:51:25 pm Keep it clean, cut down on the junk type shops and maybe a street festival 
again?  

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Better Dining 
Better shopping 
Return of the street festival.  
 

Feb 11 17 11:25:42 am More restaurants, less cafes and ?????? 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Less $2 shops 
An arts/culture/community hub 
Good restaurants 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm shade. cars driving slower. more outdoor seating 

Feb 11 17 12:53:18 pm a park 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Cultural diversity 
Variety of cafes, restaurants and shops 
Village scale 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm restaurants more parking and cctv up and down the strip. 
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Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Kids cafe & play area  

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Friendliness of traders and high quality of customer service  
Open low rise street scape 
High level of street maintenance and cleaning  

Feb 12 17 10:33:12 am rent all the empty shops out 
remove on street cafes 

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm Less car traffic, increased foot/cycle traffic 
Better lighting at night 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm I love the music they have.  I love the multiculturalism with Glicks and cafe 
Europa and the Indian and asian groceries. 
More of all of that 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Lush greenery, no leaking verandahs, building heights limited to three 
storeys on Centre Rd. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Proper gastronomic pub outdoor family area 
Nice retail outlets 
Array of evening restaurants 

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am Parking 
more developemnts and more people 
fresh look -the street is stganant - old and tired 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Have cafes open for coffee later. 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am cinema 
developemnt over the station 
more apartments 
more parking 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am developemt of Coles and Safeway areas 
mutli story car parking 
food courts  

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am security 
police station precences 
food court 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am A few more upper market clothing stores.  

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am modernisation 
more people 
more 2 hour parking for shoppers 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm - Less vacancies 
- more clothing stores; chain stores are ok because they bring foot traffic 
- let's make the sidewalks a bit greener 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Good clothes retail shops;  diverse shops 

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm Better variety of cuisine, more trees, a bike riding path.  

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am less discount stores  
stores which are packed so you cant move if there is a fire should be 
cleaned up -its over use of space (where are the inspectors?) 
encourgaement for new shops and devlopers to revitalise the strip eg why 
dont you allow Target to be revitalised as they had asked 
 

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am A new Council 
developments like Coles at Bay st Brighton 
mutli story parking in nicholson st  /// angle parking there as well along the 
railway 
(that is a normal thing) 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am more people and a carefree atmosphere 
welcome to Bentleigh signs with fluors 
a centre 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am able to be reonvated and improved on - you have the space and the money 
- you just need brains 
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1. better crossings with cameras and speed bump (and one at the church) 
2. more people and developments mean more money for the council which 
can then use it for security cameras and private guards 
3. more rbbish bins and flowers would be nice and more regular street 
sweeping - street and footpaths 

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am more of everuything 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Upmarket clothing shops. 
A more diverse mix of shops. 
One or two decent restaurants. ..not cafes. 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am hiigher density building 4 -5 storeys 
greater mix of of shops and their opening hours 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm apartments and new shops 
a variation in the mix of shops 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm newer stores / more and increased high density developments 
mavho and loraanne are good for this encourage developments into these 
streets both sides all the way up and then you can releive pressure on other 
streets 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm major developments - cinemas / shops / parking  (you had a cinema and 
closed it - have Village open one up - you have the space)  
shopping centre mentality rather than small hamlet mentality 
new food places 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm Council getting its act together and saying we want new shops / 
developments and parking 
1. apartments 
2. big name stores 
3. high density living 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm It is pretty good now. Solving the car parking problem that will increasingly 
develop along with five-storey apartment buildings would make it great. 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am Developments that will attract people 
Developments that bring more shops 
Encouragement of name brands and big stores 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am No all day parking in the streets 
New developments and newer shops 
Have you thought of a food court or developing the library not sure if you 
own coles and safeway but they could be made into nice shops and 
apoartments and over the railway station - what a wste if you dont - you 
could put shops / food restaurants but make sure big enough to 
accommodate large numbers and apartments 

Feb 15 17 08:28:48 am Car Parking 
 
sack the council and the traffic engineers 

Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am Fixing the stupid parking rules you have - why cant it be one or two hours 
only ? 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am cafes galore 
restuarants of good quality 
parking to get to them 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am a coffee / sweets or eating culture 
new and happy feeling shops 
restuarants with atmosphere 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am more stores  
more people 
more sweet stores 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am exciting shops 
thinkking forward 
more housing ie flats 
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Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am Better cafes/restaurant - clothes/homewards shops 
Grill'dburgers would work well in the area too. 
Great health food shop fruit shop Like leaf in Elwood  
 

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm a reason to want to stay or visit Bentleigh 
better and larger shops  
first calss restaurants  
Parking 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm 1. better quality retail 
2. cleaner and tidier shop fronts and footpaths 
3. a kiosk at the station for commuters to purchase coffee, papers etc. 

Feb 15 17 01:39:27 pm To not have high rise buildings. Keep it at two storeys only. 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm clean up 
new buildings 
conevnetion center 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am Build over the station - like Box Hill 
more parking 
more store variety 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am Follow the Private development ideas set out before 
Entertainment  /  Food Precient 
More people living in the area 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am a vibrant growing shopping centre 
multi storey shopping 
Medicare office 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am a Market 
traffic inspectors patrolling 
new shops and buildings 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm Keeping it the way it is! Keeping it the way it is!Keeping it the way it is!  

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm an aquarium 
apartments in the street near the post office 
apartments in the streets either side of the post office  
 
this will give you more people and help to increase the viablity of the stores 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm dvelope the shops / strip dont tie them up in knots - you need new buildings 
and hence new shops   
 develop the station -shops / market or car park 
invigorate the area with new people -dont stagnate 
 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm another tattslotto 
more developments 
different new shops 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm that the Council   fix the car parking by making it 2 hours only in every street 
on a 24 x7  
Cpuncil does it now   

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm It used to be a an 'old fashioned' strip with character.  Now it's not - the new 
extremely modern railway station has begun the complete destruction of 
that.  The council need to decide what the overall look and feel of the 
community is supposed to be. I'm all for new development - but not at the 
sake of the destruction of the heritage of an area.  
Keeping Bentleigh shopping strip as one look not the hodgepodge of 
building styles we are becoming would be fantastic. 
More variety in the types of shops located int he area. 
The development of a single 'character' that would make the shopping 
centre stand out 
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Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Restaurants, trees, less tacky shops.  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm Beautiful landscaping. good maintenance. a movie theatre 

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm More restaurants and café open late at night 

Feb 19 17 06:30:51 pm Nicer looking stores (store facades) 
Cleaner streets  

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm Redevelopment of the Rotunda area 
Greater variety of eateries  
Better landscaping and planting of Australian natives. 

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am No cars 
Bigger pavement so cafes and restaurants can spill out.  
More upmarket shops and fresh produce 

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Rotunda area with food trucks, free wifi and astro turf; lane way near Benn's 
Books closed to traffic and turned into park; get rid of methodone clinic at 
Corner pharmacy.  

Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm More benches in side streets 
Nature strips turned into herb gardens 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm Plants and greenery 
Colour and vibrancy 
Art 

Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Gallery  
arts 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Tram line 
Parking 
Smoking area 
Legal street art walls 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Cinema 
Medibank/ medicare 

Feb 21 17 07:12:38 pm Parks 
Good restaurants 

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm Taxi ranks 
Signage 

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Theatre 
Gallery 

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm More open space 
More food 

Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm Street stalls 
Festival days - good for youth 
Joinery so don't have to go to Bunnings 
Office equipment plus nursery 

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm Detour all the traffic 
Evening life- music and restaurant venues  

Feb 21 17 07:44:11 pm A motorbike shop 
Cinema 
Something for teenagers to do 

Feb 21 17 07:47:47 pm Lower prices 
Fewer people  
Drinking water fountains 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm  

Feb 21 17 08:07:35 pm Get rid of pigeons 
Improve rotunda 

Feb 21 17 08:09:54 pm Open space 
More nightlife 
Outdoor seatin 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm Liven up at night 

Feb 21 17 08:15:27 pm  
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Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm Make it look nicer 

Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm Variety of shops 

Feb 21 17 08:25:21 pm Bike parking 
Map and information about strip for people who don't know area 
 

Feb 21 17 08:29:41 pm Easy access for kids open space 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm Rotunda 
Quality designer 
Clean  

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Night life 
Rotunda 

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Cinema (independent) 
Shared use path on centre road  

 
 

 
 
Date  Name another shopping strip or centre in Melbourne 

you'd like it to become like and why? 
Dec 02 16 03:05:51 am Brighton - Church St 

Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Elsternwick, Brighton, Chapman Rd 
 
Because these shopping strips are more lively and colourful, have a higher 
variety of stores, more restaurants (not just cafes or eateries=. 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm Chapel st Acland st 

Dec 02 16 06:54:07 pm Church St, Brighton - its green and you actually want to sit in the street 
there. Cars don't take over. Has a community feel. 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm Church St, Brighton or Hampton St, Hampton. 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am Church st 
Hampton st 
Elwood  
Hawks burn 
Albert park 
Sth melb etc 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm Chruch Street, Brighton or Hampton St, Hampton. If that's aiming too high, 
I'd settle for something that resembles Koornang Rd, Carnegie. I like the 
variety of fresh food available there, as well as the decent variety of good 
restaurants. 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Similar to Brighton but not such expensive shops 

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Church st 

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am Elsternwick  

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am None. It's pretty good as is. 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm Oakleigh with it's mall. 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm Carlisle St St Kilda. Something for everyone and more appropriate for all 
demographics 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm I do like Acland Street, except you can't park anywhere.  

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Acland st,without the homeless  

Dec 07 16 12:51:54 pm Elsternwick  lots of different shops 

Dec 07 16 01:44:39 pm Carnegie - community feel library with play area good food outlets 

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm Glenfeirre Road Malvern 
The type of variety of stores there 

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am Mornington main shopping strip 
church street brighton especially the detail which has break out paving 
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areas which allows passing of electric scooters & prams easily with 
pedestrians and much less street junk from retailers, nice seated areas  
 

Dec 08 16 11:47:02 am Chapel st, a lot more culture. 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Each has its own identity so shouldn't copy anyone. Every strip has its own 
type of customers and their requirements 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm Chapel st  

Dec 10 16 05:05:30 pm Church street 
Hampton st 
Sandringham village 

Dec 11 16 10:24:28 pm Church street in Brighton  

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm Parkdale (near station) 
Has dinner options and a wine bar. And small shops for gifts.  

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Chapel Street Windsor has a range of interesting shops. Malvern Glenferrie 
Rd has a nice range of shops and cafe's and is generally clean and inviting. 
Acland St, St Kilda prior to the tram terminus redevelopment was a nice 
area to wander around and had a good atmosphere - is slowly improving 
now its finished but too many empty shops. Elwood Village has a lovely feel 
so perhaps could try to introduce more of a village feel with community 
events and street sculptures, Footpath inlays etc. 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm Church St, Brighton, Hampton St, Hampton. 
The Concourse, Beaumaris. 

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am Sandringham. Better atmosphere. More cafes. Cleaner 

Dec 13 16 10:21:20 pm Glenhuntly Rd, Elsternwick 
Church st, Brighton  

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm Chapel street  

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm Church St, Brighton. Glenferrie Rd Hawthorn. 
Whitehorse Rd, Balwyn. 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm More like Church or High sts but with more green and open space!  

Dec 16 16 06:28:34 pm Maybe more like Church St Brighton  

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Koornang Rd with a wide variety of eating establishments or glenhuntly Rd 
elsternwick 

Dec 20 16 10:00:00 pm Chapel st sekf explanitory 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm Clarendon Street - great food and dining options 
Hawksburn - nice shopping and village feel 

Dec 22 16 08:52:09 pm Yarraville pop up park 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm Church St, Brighton - good mix of retail, cafes and restaurants 

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm Yarraville 

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm Maling Road.  It has a nice village upmarket feel. 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm Chapel st  
More retro antique shops  
Fabulous retro clothing  
Better groovier bars and cafes 

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm Church st Brighton. 
It has everything .  

Jan 03 17 02:22:45 pm I like the Oakleigh pedestrian/ one way traffic system.  It's popularity shows 
there's a desire for cafe outdoor seating away from cars.  Even if only on 
weekends, something similar in Bentleigh would be great. 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am Church Street, Brighton 

Jan 06 17 10:14:02 am church st brighton. it is lively and filled with people at all times with great 
cafes and retail outlets 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm Church St Brighton for variety, Mordialloc for bars, Smith st for good bars 
restaurants, also richmond has more variety/good food 
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Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am chapel st, windsor - good quality modern streetscape, furniture, facilities, etc 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm Church Street in Brighton because it has good parking, excellent cafes and 
looks beautiful.  
Or Bellair Street in Kensington as it looks beautiful and it is a place where 
people sit outside, enjoy the sunshine, take their dogs and enjoy cafe life.  

Jan 12 17 07:53:16 pm Albert Park 

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm Swan street or Brunswick street - I think a bit of quirkiness would do well 
here .  But I also think something like Mornington - all the shop fronts are in 
line. 
 
I feel the demographics of bentleigh is changing and think it needs to  
progress to meet the change 

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Bay st and Martin street in Brighton with a touch of church st 
The housing is expensive so this is the standard expected  

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Chapel st Windsor. Great food, bars and great mix of retail 

Jan 17 17 10:45:40 am Puckle Street in Moonee Ponds is an awesome shopping strip.. 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm Like Bentleigh 

Jan 17 17 08:11:56 pm Glen Huntly Road  Elsternwick great cafes and cake shops  

Jan 17 17 08:22:37 pm Glenferrie road Hawthorn 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am Oakleigh has a great mall / foot traffic only area.  A section off centre road 
should become like this to encourage more outdoor dining and night time 
activity. 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am Melb CBD 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm Charman cRoad, Hampton Street, Church Street. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm The Esplanade Williamstown. 
It is pleasant and trucks don't rule. 

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm  

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm church st Brighton - they have got the balance right between development 
and commercialization. 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm Should be like BENTLEIGH not like any other strip 

Jan 25 17 11:14:50 pm Church st Brighton, mix of retail, food, cafes and restaurants to make 
shopping a pleasant experience. Bentleigh is half way between Southland 
and Chadstone.  
Well kept outdoor areas for downtime; street entertainment that is pleasant 
to listen to 

Jan 26 17 06:53:41 pm Glenhuntly road elsternwick 
Glenferrie road 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm Church St, Brighton for it's bars, restaurants and retail. This shopping 
precinct has a good cross-section of what my family needs. 
 

Jan 30 17 03:00:47 pm Glenferrie Rd, great retail shops and café's 

Jan 31 17 03:21:47 pm Hampton Street, Hampton. Over the years it went from the Center Rd look 
to a nice clean strip. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm It is ok as a shopping centre for me. If I want a strip centre like Malvern,  
Glenhuntly, Middle Brighton or Camberwell I can go there. 

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm Elsternwick 

Jan 31 17 08:39:11 pm Windsor end of chapel st 

Feb 02 17 12:08:34 pm Nil 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm Brunswick has a nice shopping centre, with several grocery stores and little 
restaurants, plus a nice square in the middle you can sit or walk through. 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm Church Street  
Bay street 
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The price of a home in Bentleigh is very high so the surroundings should 
match 
We are not a Variety store area 

Feb 02 17 02:45:57 pm I like the strip for the reasons previously stated.  I'd rather it not become 
more like other strips which I see as crowded (narrow), non-diverse, over-
priced and lacking plant life. 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm Nothing in Melbourne 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Church st Brighton looks more inviting. More large trees. 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Chapel Street but on a smaller scale 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm Koornang Rd 
Beattie ave Armadale 

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm I'd rather Bentleigh worry about being Bentleigh 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm As mentioned, Puckle Street, Moonee Ponds. 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm Northcote 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm Ormond Rd Elwood- trendy healthy cafes and health food stores 

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm Chapel street windsor = it is vibrant and open late 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm Church Street Brighton or somewhere in Sandringham.... 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm Church St, Brighton - nice feel with trees and street scape 
Glen Eira Rd, Ripponlea - nice village feel 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm Hampton, Brighton, Elwood & Ripponlea, 
They all have great retail, clothing, homewares, restaurants, bars, clean, 
trees/shrubs, all have a buzzing, village, social community atmosphere. 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am nan't think of any 

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Church St Brighton. 
I want to shop there because it has a good array of shops and restaurants. 
It has a nice village feel. 
It's clean and I feel safe  at night. 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm Carnegie I see has a really good range of restaurants, more than Bentleigh. 
 
 

Feb 03 17 03:08:54 pm similar to bay street brighton  or church st brighton 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm Elwood - Ormond Road because great clothes, food, homewares and other 
shops. 

Feb 03 17 04:54:31 pm Bay Street, Brighton or Sandringham 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Camberwell is another nice shopping area 

Feb 03 17 07:04:12 pm I hate other strips. They are too chaotic. 

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm Church Street, Brighton 

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm Victoria avenue in Albert park. Cafes are good and stay open later for 
dinner service. Quiet family lifestyle but with a little bit of an evening buzz.  

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm I can't 

Feb 03 17 11:04:27 pm Glenferrie Rd Malvern  

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm Chapel St  

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm Church St. Brighton. Nicer restaurants for going out at night. There doesn't 
seem to be many contemporary restaurants that you can go out for dinner 
in the shopping strip. Most of the shopping strip is closed after 5pm and it 
resembles a bit of a ghost town in the evening. 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm Church St, Glenhuntly Rd, Glenferrie Rd 

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm Mt Alexander Rd 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm I prefer for it to have its own uniqueness and for it NOT to become like other 
strips. 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am Mmm it's pretty hard to name one. 
We like the restaurants in Carnegie and Hampton. We love nice cafes for 
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breakfasts too. 
 
We do think Bentleigh shopping strip is fantastic already with a good mix of 
everything ( GP medical centres, library, cafes, grocery shops) . This has 
made our lives so much easier.  
 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Glenferrie Road ..better variety of shops & restaurants.  

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am As I said before Church Street Brighton is a top  shopping  area it has 
everything you want or need in the one place. Also Hampton Steet is my 
next best. 

Feb 05 17 10:44:44 am Church Street Brighton 

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm Brighton - wide footpaths, very dog friendly, decent shops, clean. TREES!!! 
Nice seats to sit on and eat lunch.  Covered for shade.  
Hampton - As above.  

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Elsternwick near Classic Cinema, or Church Street Brighton. These are 
welcoming and vibrant strips and we go to all the time. 

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm Church St in Brighton, has a nice feel with space / gardens in the middle of 
the road, 45 degree parking, and good range of retail and dining options for 
every day living.  

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm Carnegie because of the night vibe 
Glenferrie rd because of shops 
 

Feb 05 17 08:42:26 pm Elsternwick and Oakleigh 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm Bourke Road Camberwell 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm Church St, Brighton 
This type of retail shops and cafe brings in the high spenders and therefore 
increases the value of Bentleigh  

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am Brighton Middle - friendly / lots parking /  trees 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Burke Road, Camberwell. 

Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am Koornang Rd 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am South Yarra - vibrant lots of people and better shops 

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am Albert park for its constant bustle of people and it's unique stores. 

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am None. I like Bentleigh as it is 

Feb 06 17 09:37:22 am Church Street Brighton- it is open, has lots of trees, and more fashion shops 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am I like it as is, but Glenhuntly Rd Elsternwick is another great area. 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Church St Brighton in terms of aesthetics. Trees, shade and seating make it 
a more relaxing experience  

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Oakleigh - built around the 'square' of streets which has a variety of 'ethnic' 
shops. Specialist grocers, cafe's etc. 

Feb 06 17 10:15:21 am Bay Street Brighton  
 Where there are cafes/ restaurants with outdoor seating. 
There is a Coles supermarket with 2 levels of underground parking, and a 
few dedicated Seniors car parks  

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am Not sure  

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am Ackland Street and Oakleigh Plaza. 

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am Elsternwick. It's open later. Has restaurants as well as cafes. 

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am Brighton Church Street 
Camberwell Shopping strip 

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Don't go to any other shopping centres. 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Church St Brighton....has a fantastic vibe, modern, trendy feel. Incorporates 
all types & variety of shops, cafes, restaurants etc... 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am I like it as it is ... maybe like Church Street 
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Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am To me it's better than all the others!  Let them become like it! 

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Glenhuntly rd elsternwick 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm The nearest one I like is Church street Brighton it has a small village feel  it 
has a centre strip and the right balance in shops , cinema etc 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Church St, Brighton - local entertainment (cinema & restaurants ) 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm Other shoppingcentres would envy Bentleigh 

Feb 06 17 03:51:23 pm I love Church St Brighton, but don't think Bentleigh can become like that. 
It should develop its own character. 

Feb 06 17 04:00:47 pm Carnegie with a great choice of restaurants. 

Feb 06 17 04:44:50 pm Elsternwick - plantings 
Carnegie - Library forecourt and access 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm i dont 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Chapel St for its variety of shops and people. 
Music playing, people having fun, etc. 

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Church street Brighton. Better mix of shops. Nicer street scape.  

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Church Street Brighton, Hampton Street or Main Street Daylesford.  More 
attractive and still retains things like a cinema for instance and a greater mix 
of shops. 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm None 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm Church Street Brighton. It's always clean, there are lots of nice plants and 
lovely people always shopping there 

Feb 06 17 10:40:11 pm Camberwell Junction as it has the three things listed above 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am Church Street Brighton -its vibrant parking is good / envioronment is friendly  

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Vibrancy of Malvern would be nice but not essential...ie to become a 
destination shopping strip in addition to local. Might need more famous 
delis, cafes, restaurant chefs, etc.....European style shopping. 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am Create our own sustainable and future ready hub. Perhaps a community hot 
desk area as well as library. Lead with technology.  

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am Chapel Street  -vibrant / up market and lots of people 

Feb 07 17 09:36:14 am I like Glenferrie Rd Malvern shopping strip.  
I'm not exactly sure why but the shops have a different feel about them and 
the cafes have food that doesn't seem to be easily found on Centre Rd.  

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am Glenhuntley Road, Elsterniwick  
Glenferrie Road, Malvern 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am Elsternick - vibrant lots people / foot traffic and feels more secure or safe 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am Oakleigh shopping strip is much more attractive as its long strip has been 
broken up by side areas 

Feb 07 17 12:49:03 pm Toorak village, which has an identity, with unique street signs and great 
window displays. 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm Church St Brighton 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm South Yarra - lots of people and its dynamic 

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm Church St, and Elsternwick shopping strip. 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm Church St Brighton. Has a fantastic vibe, I shop there instead of a major 
shopping centre. Offers diversity & variety in all services & food/cuisine. 
Church st has class 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm church st plenty of shop options and cafes 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am they are all better - they want people to come to the shops and make it easy 
to find parking to shop  / they encourage developments and this allows for 
more people who in turn spend money at the local shops 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am South Yarra - lots of apartments / vibrant / cafes 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am I dont  go to any other shopping strips 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am Chapel street - lots of people variety of stores 
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Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am Church st Brighton 
1. great steet to walk its light iits airy has trees and flowerrs  
2. it has a cinema 
3.parking in streets is 2 hours 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm Brighton.  
Has greenery , chain stores but also great specialty shops  

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm Carlisle st balaclava. 
 
Amazing restaurants and bars 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm Bourke Road Camberwell 

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm Church street Brighton lots of retail some good restaurants and very clean 
with little smoking  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Not at all like any shopping centre... this is its appeal.   
I love it as it is with some minor tweaks.   

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm Chapel street, lygon street. These have a good mix of retail and dining 
options.  

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm Bentleigh East 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Church st Brighton  
Williams town  
 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm Bay St Brighton - modern and cool - has apartments / shops / cinemas 
restaurants 

Feb 08 17 01:13:35 pm Carnegie for food 

Feb 08 17 01:19:10 pm chapel st or brighton as it attracts many customers and would be very 
convenient 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm glenhuntly road, elsternwick or church street, brighton 

Feb 08 17 01:30:02 pm Elsternwick. Modern cafes and bars. Good speciality shops. Adequate 
parking and good vibe.  

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Only know Bentleigh. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm Can't think of any. Maintain its uniqueness, develop its own individuality 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm Glenhuntly Rd Elsternwick. Good Variety of shops, eating places and bars 
and a cinema. 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm ? 

Feb 08 17 02:25:00 pm Glenferrie Road 

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm Albert park. Still community but more on offer.  

Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm Brighton - Bay St 
Great vibes 

Feb 08 17 03:25:29 pm Glenferrie Rd as it has a large diversity of shops and restaurants. 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm CHAPEL STREET STRIP IN PRAHRAN  
It is bustling with life day and night. 

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Church Street, Brighton.  No heavy trucks and beautiful trees, that soften 
the look of the bricks and ashphalt 

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm Elsternwick, glenhuntley road. I've always loved it. Doesn't seem to have so 
many junk shops. Better cafes/restaurants/bars. Better clothing.  

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm The Jam Factory or AMF bowling offers a variety of activities and another 
point of interest to complement the strip and provide for teens.  

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Hampton St 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm Oakleigh as it has a nice community feel and an environment that caters 
towards this  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm Glenferrie Rd, Malvern.  Nicer and more commercial shops available  

Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Better it keeps its own character 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm Albert Park - greenery, relaxed and less cluttered 

Feb 08 17 05:54:49 pm I think this is the best outdoor shopping strip there is.  
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Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Don't shop in any other strip. 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm Coburg-they have great food and coffee that is really cheap but oh so good! 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm Glen Huntly Rd, it had more of shops I like and need that are not on Centre 
rd 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Carlisle street - Variety 
Church street Brighton - has trees and is classy 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm I like it as it is. I dont want it to change into something else 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm BRIGHTON 

Feb 08 17 10:25:40 pm Ackland Street 

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Don't think it should resemble another lets be unique.  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm South Yarra 

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am Maling Rd.  
Very classy 

Feb 09 17 06:27:11 am Camberwell, there are really nice restaurants and shops. Everything is open 
later, so there are people out later. Not bars, just nice places to eat. 

Feb 09 17 07:58:03 am  

Feb 09 17 08:37:11 am Malvern central shopping strip  

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am St Kilda 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm Brunswick street, because it has good nightlife 

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm Church street Brighton - they,ve improved the streetscape 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm Smith street Collingwood 
Brunswick street Fitzroy  

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm Carnegie, I like its piazza  

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm Brighton Middle and North Brighton  
 
even Hampton is encouraging development and has more people on the 
streets 

Feb 09 17 03:54:12 pm Chapel st but clearly not as big for variety and to keep you closer to home 

Feb 09 17 03:55:58 pm Church Street in Brighton has a lovely quaint feeling to it - better shops. 

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Malvern shopping strip - Glenferrie road 

Feb 09 17 08:16:21 pm Carlton, Camberwell, Malvern, South Yarra, Prahran  - quality 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Church St Brighton - better retail shops, bars and food 

Feb 10 17 08:13:08 am Chappel Street is a good exampel, cosmopolitan. 

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am Hampton / Brighton both encouraging people and devlopments 

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am Chapel street  ie Jam Factory 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am Moonee Ponds - you go off the main strip and you have Big W etc 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm Oakleigh  lost of shops devlopments 

Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm NA 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm Camberwell 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm Swanston Street Melbourne - you can walk out of building and whooosshh 
lots of people and the shops are busy. 
 
The more people you have the more exciting a shopping area becomes  

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm Oakleigh - its full of people, sure it has some dead areas but the centre is 
full 

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm I dont go anywhere else .. 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm Camberwell especially ear the market - coffee places /breaksfast places 
patiserries . 
 
Your market is under utlised - look at Camberwll market 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm Oakleigh - aliev and filling 
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Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Don't want it to become like another shopping strip - it already has its own 
character. 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm each place has something special but Benteligh cant think of anything 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm Hampton - shops being developed esepcially near the station allows for 
new shops and more people its vibrant 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm Church st Brighton has wide pavements where it's possible to walk. Angle 
parking means that cars exhaust is not next to footpath, pedestrians and 
cafe tables 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm Hampton its developing bceoming more alive after stagnating for years like 
Bentliehgh is now - development has made a difference 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm Keep it the way it is. 

Feb 10 17 04:51:25 pm Church Street Brighton is a great example of a larger quality suburban strip, 
it has a village feel, trees and most importantly quality shops.  

Feb 10 17 07:00:40 pm Glenferrie road Malvern  

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Already better than Hampton 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm south yarra and oakleigh 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Brighton  

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am Coburg Mall as mentioned previously 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am NO - it has its own character and I would like to see this maintained 

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm Yarraville, Clifton Hill 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Like no other shopping strip this is Bentleigh! 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Middle park lovely village feel good mix of general services, unique 
homeware fashion stores, pub, and various cafes and restaurants  

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am Chruch street Brighton 
its modern / devloping happy place and has 2 hour parking in side streets 
so you can get parkig and its monitored 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Keep as is 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am Bay st  -has a modern Coles with parking and housing / has a cinema has 
variety 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am Oakleigh crossed with Church Street Brighton 
food variety /sense of pride and have parking 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am Oakleigh 
it has a police station / food court / sense of community 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am Church St Brighton, High St Armadale 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am Brighton - church street you fell safe and comfortable and their is an 
atmsohphere of welcoming in it.  I go there for the cinema and can also 
shop as well 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm See Church St Brighton, for the way they revamped the drab concrete into 
fresher and greener look. 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Hampton at as it has diverse range of good shops 

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm Be unique  

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am Brighton Church street -they have a variety of stores / no discount stores / 
firendly traders and they all speak and show english signs and parking is a 
dream for residents and for shoppers  

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am Bay st Brighton 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am moonee ponds  -  its old but has a variety of stores and parking not an issue 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am Bay St Brighton - safe and nice looking  -I love the Coles development 

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am Church street  - has everyghing and cinemas as well and lowers and nice 
crossings 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am Church Street in Brighton  because there is a more upmarket and diverse 
mix of shops and eating places and more trees/greenery. 
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Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am High Street Prahran  - love it here live in apartment and have so many food 
places and places to go to 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm whitehorse rd Balywn has many more stores and varity of large and well 
know stores 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm any street that is developing itself - even east benteligh is grwoing faster 
than Bentleigh 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm chapel street - its alive its bbreathing its not stifled 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm were to start 
chapel street  / high street / essendon etc etc - all asking for developments 
and the traders are happy 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am High Street 
 
it has everything that Bentleigh doesnt 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am Bay street Brighton - it is nice and has people and the crossings are nice 

Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am East Bentleigh - new vibrant and GROWING 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am Chapel street - variety 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am thats hard but try South Yarra or Oakleigh - they have a food culture  

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am Ackland St - St Kilda - lots of food cafes and it the place to be seen and its 
not boring like Bentleigh 
 
People her shop at coles or safeway and leave 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am St Kilda it sings it hums 

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am Hampton or Elsternwick  
 
Lots of variety but not the itty bitty crappy shops (although Elsternwick had 
a lot it also has great restaurants cafes bars )  

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Church Street, Brighton.  It has great eateries, clothes shops, and it's so 
clean! 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm Oakleigh they encourage the gathering of people 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am Box Hill - you come up or down the station and you enter into shops and 
markets its like you go to southland or chadstone 
 
shops always busy. 
 
But Bentleigh is drying up and withering - you not dreaming strategically just 
pretending you care about the traders 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am SouthYarra 
has conecnetration of people in and around the station which means more 
people for the shops 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am Southland - it has lots people and all the shops are then busy or visited. 
Okay maybe you cant build  that big but if you have people in the area and 
shops on the streets are also developed then you will have a growing place 
- not a declining place. 
 
Except for the Weekend  - it really is not very busy for a shopping center 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am South Melbourne it has everything Bentleigh doesnt have 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm East Bentleigh - its becoming more modern / has more people that will shop 
in the street 

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm Betleigh East - it is always busy and grwoing because it is getting more 
people 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm Hampton - they encourgaiung developments and you can see more people 
on the streets 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm  

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm I liked Bentleigh as it was, but cleaned up, more than anywhere else, but 
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maybe Martin St Gardenvale. 

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Brighton and Hampton. Classier shops, clean, tree lined, very dog friendly. 
Shade through the street when it's hot. Benches looking at nice stores. 
Outdoor places to heat with nice furniture. Wide footpaths the list goes on. 
No huge developments going on around it! Trucks not going through the 
Main Street when you are eating dinner!!!!  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm church st Brighton is a joy to visit with its mix of shops theatre and beautiful 
trees and interesting paving.  

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm Brighton  Better selection of shops 

Feb 19 17 06:30:51 pm  

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm  

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am I think Centre Road has the potential to be better than all the rest. But 
maybe Chapel Street or the Glenferrie Road as they have plenty of shops. I 
would say Bridge Road Richmond but it feels too crowded.  

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Glenhuntly Rd Elsternwick: multicultural and more sophisticated.  

Feb 21 17 06:57:56 pm Brunswick street 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Camberwell 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm Melbourne central 

Feb 21 17 07:12:38 pm King way glen Waverley where sops are open till midnight or 24 hours 

Feb 21 17 07:17:29 pm Bentleigh reminds me of chapel street 

Feb 21 17 07:28:09 pm Lygon street 
 

Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm No like the character the way it is why try become like chapel street 

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm The area around elsternwick station 

Feb 21 17 07:56:20 pm Chapel street 

Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm Church street Brighton 
 

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Balaclava funky electric 

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Glenferrie services and restaurants 

 
 
 
 
Date  What would you like Bentleigh shopping strip to be like 

for future generations in 30 years time? 
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am A bright, colourful  shopping strip, with clean toilets and a variety of stores 

and public services. 

Dec 02 16 03:02:31 pm no vacant shops 

Dec 02 16 10:13:44 pm Modern, contemporary, clean and practical. 

Dec 03 16 04:20:27 am I'm pretty sure it will look like Clayton or springvale. Crap 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm The malls will service clothing and homewares, as will online shopping. 
Bentleigh should offer everyday items, a variety of fresh food and a 
selection of quality restaurants. Malls will never offer these as well. 

Dec 04 16 06:36:04 pm Still to maintain the village feel with trees and maybe some flower tubs here 
and there.   

Dec 04 16 09:55:54 pm Quality retails, food 

Dec 05 16 10:41:15 am A go to destination which i am proud to promote  

Dec 06 16 10:10:43 am Easily accessible and preferable over major shopping centres. 

Dec 06 16 01:26:10 pm A big village/mall. 

Dec 06 16 09:59:29 pm Clean, diverse and with sufficient parking 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm Not too different, about the same population density, with all the benefits of 
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progress and none of the negatives of social engineering missteps. A few 
more and better shops always helps and what they need to be will 
constantly change to keep up with resident's needs. 

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Not sure  

Dec 07 16 02:12:21 pm I would like it to move with the times and not go stale and cater to the 
demographic  

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am car free 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm Keep it a mix of small business , it keeps in with the community spirit. 

Dec 10 16 12:33:29 pm More gentrified 

Dec 12 16 01:46:03 pm Somewhere with a good community feel. So you don't need to go to 
chadstone or Southland.  

Dec 12 16 05:05:03 pm Would like it to become a favourite destination that offers an alternative to 
the major Westfield and Chadstone type shopping centres. Would like to 
know that people knew their shop keepers and vice versa. 

Dec 12 16 08:22:54 pm Contemporary, clean and able to meet the needs of the community. 

Dec 13 16 07:02:58 am Not much different. Just more choice in dining 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm Have more high rise apartments  

Dec 14 16 04:16:40 pm  

Dec 14 16 09:00:36 pm Clean, contemporary, practical and appealing. 

Dec 16 16 06:20:22 pm Family friendly great for popping in to get food cafes, a nice wine bar and a 
good restaurant. Good unique specialty shops!  

Dec 19 16 08:33:13 pm Still retaining village and friendly atmosphere 

Dec 21 16 09:21:29 pm A safe place to shop and dine. 

Dec 22 16 05:33:08 pm less traffic congestion, a face lift, shops that appealed to younger people 

Dec 23 16 08:16:26 pm Vibrant, quirky, good mix of shops and services.  

Dec 24 16 07:46:36 pm It needs to continually change and move with times...  

Dec 28 16 02:08:27 pm Easy parking. 
Maybe group certain types of shops together so it's quicker to get in and 
out. 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm Selling the most competitive grocery prices in Melbourne .  

Jan 02 17 09:36:32 pm A one stop shopping centre.. 

Jan 04 17 10:03:02 am the centrepiece of the community day and night 

Jan 04 17 05:38:59 pm Not what it is now, or what it has been quickly becoming 

Jan 06 17 02:56:18 pm A local place to go for bars/pubs rather than city, good restaurants and 
shopping 

Jan 07 17 11:35:24 am great modern fun place to catch up with friends for dinner or drinks, and 
return in the morning for all the important things you need to do or buy in 
every day life. Can life close to shops, but have green open streets and 
quality public spaces to hang out 

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm A local area shopping strip where people actually want to go to.  

Jan 12 17 07:53:16 pm Not too different or over developed, better parking options, easier to drive 
around (traffic management) 

Jan 12 17 09:22:32 pm To keep improving to meet the ever changing demographics  

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Church street  

Jan 14 17 10:52:19 pm Well utilised  

Jan 17 17 10:45:40 am Like Puckle Street 

Jan 17 17 03:41:19 pm As above but no more high developments especially along Centre Rd 

Jan 17 17 08:11:56 pm A lot of variety in a compact space clean, welcoming and safe 

Jan 19 17 11:01:40 am It could do with minor improvements but t should be kept largely 
unchanged.  I remember these outdoor strips as a kid and loved them.  My 
kids are enjoying centre rd now, and I want my grandkids to enjoy the 
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same.  Southland and Chaddy are not very nice places. 

Jan 19 17 11:20:53 am More up market shops like Chapel street was once the fashion centre of 
Melb we should capitalise on them not having parking potential that 
Bentleigh has it used correctly 

Jan 19 17 04:59:46 pm I don't want Bentleigh Shopping Strip to cater for the entire development 
guidelines for Glen Eira. Sensible planning in line with infrastructure 
availability,  Some public space would be great. 

Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm I think the decisions have already been made.   

Jan 22 17 02:05:25 pm  

Jan 23 17 05:09:41 pm Like Church Street in Brighton - a lively strip shopping centre with great 
access and a village feel - we are currently losing the village feel due to 
extensive over development. 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm A place where you can walk down the street and say hello to people...that it 
still has community...where people know each other. 

Jan 27 17 12:46:38 pm In 30 years many of the buildings will be decrepit (as it is very tired now) so 
my hope would be for money to be invested in the buildings to put polish on 
them - retaining the historic buildings if salvageable rather than demolishing 
them (history is fast being lost in Bentleigh) - and to be a supplier for what 
the demographic require, rather than any old business that wants to start up 
which is not needed. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm I have been in Bentleigh for 45 years and have seen changes, but really the 
shopping strip is pretty much the same as when I came except the quality 
shops are not here anymore.  

Jan 31 17 07:58:58 pm To include the extra 3 amenities I listrd above 

Jan 31 17 11:05:34 pm i don't think it will survive that long 

Feb 02 17 12:08:34 pm More of a village feel 

Feb 02 17 02:00:36 pm A clean and wholesome place for local families and couples to walk and 
shop in and enjoy their community. 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm Excellent  
Bay street  
Church Street 

Feb 02 17 04:40:01 pm Congested. 

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Attractive and a good mix of shops. Somewhere that looks clean. 

Feb 02 17 05:48:19 pm Still there! 

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm Open and friendly with retained character 

Feb 02 17 07:01:00 pm Less tired looking  

Feb 02 17 07:24:48 pm Something that's inclusive of local nationalities and those who came before 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm A cool, progressive area. I know there are a lot of old people, therefore 
there are a lot of older style shops, but do we really need 2 jewellers and 
about 10 of those old lady clothing stores?? 

Feb 02 17 08:02:19 pm A place to gather as a destination in the evening for families 

Feb 02 17 08:06:43 pm A thriving expansion on what it already is now 

Feb 02 17 08:12:25 pm if you guys do not have a vision you should not be holding positions of 
responsibility 

Feb 02 17 08:56:29 pm Free of drug addicts who bash and rob people 

Feb 02 17 09:10:06 pm Nicer street scape, better traffic flow 

Feb 02 17 09:44:20 pm Somewhere to enjoy spending time rather than doing the grocery shopping 
and $2 shops.  

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am I am 80 years old so  cannot answer this question...I just need to progress 
with the needs of the bentleigh residents 

Feb 03 17 01:17:47 pm Easy pedestrian access across Centre Rd, open space and 
greenery/shade. 
Separation of different uses. Common theme for an attractive streetscape. 
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Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm All of the above. 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm Retain it's diverse mix of shopping.  
Be more and more pedestrian friendly 
Have no cars at all. 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm Less car traffic. Limited multi storey developments 

Feb 03 17 04:37:19 pm No idea. 

Feb 03 17 05:39:07 pm SEE ABOVE 

Feb 03 17 06:06:19 pm Safe, and friendly! 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Vibrant with medium to high density and no high rises to help prevent urban 
sprawl.  
 
Multicultural society with corresponding community services.  
 
Only walking and cycling along centre road shopping strip.  

Feb 03 17 08:57:54 pm A hub of the community  

Feb 03 17 10:06:39 pm General improvement on what it is now. All comments above.  

Feb 03 17 10:49:03 pm Retain a community feel. 
Not overdeveloped and filled with temporary residents in apartment 
developments 

Feb 04 17 12:47:27 pm more upmarket shops 

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm A better hub for night activity, but not to the point of resembling St. Kilda or 
other inner city shopping strips as it can cause issues with violence and 
disorderly behaviour which is what I do not want. I want the shopping strip 
to still have a family/village feel but with just a little more options for night 
dining/entertainment. 

Feb 04 17 06:58:46 pm A vibrant strip shop 

Feb 04 17 08:01:47 pm Less congestured 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm Maintain its cleanliness and diversity. 

Feb 05 17 08:12:19 am A shopping street gets everything but yet not too crowded and messy (eg 
Clayton road shopping strip looks messy and crowded and dirty. Carnegie 
probably has too many restaurants. ) bentleigh one gives me a way better 
feel probably because of the cafes and not as many restaurants as those 
two. 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Lots of variety & enough parking.  

Feb 05 17 09:45:28 am That is a tough  question!  I woild think a lot of eating places and great 
shops. As I will not be here then very hard to visualize.  

Feb 05 17 12:10:50 pm no chain stores,  

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm As above 

Feb 05 17 04:19:37 pm Better traffic flow and parking facilities, vibrant shops with multicultural 
flavour, safe and welcoming environment. 

Feb 05 17 05:16:53 pm Looking like it has been well maintained--  

Feb 05 17 07:53:06 pm Community area where Locals shop, meet neighbours and there is a 
community feel to the place.  

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm A focus of local community, in a family oriented suburb. 

Feb 05 17 08:44:52 pm Bourke Road Camberwell 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm Safe and vibrant shopping strip, keeping up with the trends 

Feb 06 17 08:22:29 am lots of apartments as they attract people to the shops // more police // more 
security cameras // parking inspectors 
 
 

Feb 06 17 08:32:55 am Maximum 4 stories along shopping strip. 
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Feb 06 17 09:18:10 am Similar but a bit less cluttered.  

Feb 06 17 09:21:29 am Clean. Smoke free (so that I can breathe and enjoy going anywhere I 
choose. 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am vibrant with lots of people and housing  

Feb 06 17 09:29:17 am Some where that my children can go and find familiar faces rather than a 
constantly finding shops are closing and for lease signs up  

Feb 06 17 09:35:55 am The same 

Feb 06 17 09:55:44 am Much the same, just more proper shops / less op or junky shops as 
mentioned previously 

Feb 06 17 10:11:34 am Busy, successful, pretty and full of shops/eateries rather than all multi 
storey apartments  

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Greater concentration of retail near the train station rather than spread out - 
as it is becoming now. 

Feb 06 17 10:21:50 am have all the necessities and keep its friendly charm 

Feb 06 17 10:29:54 am Not sure  

Feb 06 17 10:53:56 am Move the market to a place that is not in a parking space. Give it a location 
where it can reside as a real market more often than just Sundays, and be 
in a place with more open space for people to browse and sit and eat!  

Feb 06 17 10:55:02 am Same family and convenient feel.  

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am Full of community activities and involvement. 

Feb 06 17 11:15:35 am Still have the good variety of shops. 

Feb 06 17 11:16:17 am Centre Rd closed off to cars and a Mall type environment 

Feb 06 17 11:32:37 am More medium housing above shops. Protect the parking. 

Feb 06 17 11:45:56 am Like it is now, with the same charm and value.  

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am Thriving businesses, safe community feel 
 

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm For pedestrians, cars and bicycles to be able to co-exist easily. Ensure that 
the parking areas are sufficient for shoppers, and that there is a logical flow-
through of traffic between them. Also stop RH turns out of Horsley Street 
onto Jasper Rd during peak periods as this is dangerous. 
To have a great variety of shops and related businesses that are renewed 
(ie they don't just decay away) 
Make the precinct a non-smoking one. 
 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm As above. 

Feb 06 17 01:41:44 pm Late time trading 

Feb 06 17 02:00:46 pm No idea 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm more green and with an eclectic mix of retailers 

Feb 06 17 06:59:46 pm Safe, lively and welcoming. 

Feb 06 17 06:59:49 pm To still be a bustling shopping strip like it is now, and not to be 
overshadowed by too many apartments over the shops. Sitting at tables on 
the pavement drinking coffee needs some sunlight. 

Feb 06 17 07:47:27 pm Good mix of shops. Better rear car parking areas. 

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm To be fun and welcoming. 

Feb 06 17 09:01:58 pm Kept. Along the same lines 

Feb 06 17 09:38:18 pm Retain it's current feel 

Feb 06 17 10:14:44 pm I would like shop owners to take pride in the way their shop looks, adding 
coloured and nice tiles to some areas, more speciality shops 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am need developments in the streets close to the train station and railway lines 
-this would encourage more people into the area and this would lead to 
more people on the streets meaning more local traffic. 

Feb 07 17 09:05:59 am Refer preceding question. Nice balance of good local shopping & amenities 
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& not overdeveloped to extent of 'chinatown markets'. 

Feb 07 17 09:12:49 am The place where you see things first ever evolving with community input.  
Continually evolving and good middle class.  

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am modern and hip - allow the younger people to be able to access the shops 
and public transport - if this means apartments go for it - thats what we 
need 

Feb 07 17 09:36:14 am Much the same but making sure the buildings are looked after.  

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am stay village atmosphere but still be a one stop shop 

Feb 07 17 11:18:16 am a vibrant modern community where people will feel safe -  people can sit on 
balconies and watch local traffic and or go have cofess and feel safe 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am a convenient place to shop, an attractive place to stay for other reasons 
than just shopping, to proudly show visitors, a place where old and young 
can meet to rest and have some fun  

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm drug free precinet // lots of people - you cannot have a strip survive without 
people and you need more people for that to occur so if you need to 
encourage development so be it. 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm vibrant modern full of people not a little hovel - the shops will never survive 
if you dont have more people living in the area 
 
just fix the parking - whose smart idea was to give away the parking spots in 
the local streets - friends and I have gone to Brighton several times instead 
beacuse of this issue. 
 

Feb 07 17 04:24:58 pm Similar to now, no more high rises. A community feel. 

Feb 07 17 04:54:44 pm A street mall with a great vibe. 

Feb 07 17 05:50:18 pm ? 

Feb 07 17 09:38:40 pm Tree lined, greened. 
High quality housing surrounding it. 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Retain the village/personalised/community connectivity  feel. 

Feb 08 17 07:46:15 am modern and vibrant - not a broken down disreputable shopping centre 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am Lost of young people in the areas able to shop locally and to get to the 
stations 
 
if you stick to tradtional houses the area will die 
 

Feb 08 17 08:46:07 am I would like it to be able to offer the same convenience and variety that we 
currently enjoy. 

Feb 08 17 09:58:15 am modern airy pleasant with loads of people not afrid to walk at night // 
apartments that allow people to pop on down to the shops 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am a cinema near the station with appartments along the corridors  ie burgess  
/ loraanne / mavho then with normal housing further away. This gives 
everyone the best. 
 
Also the shops need to be developed and apartments also placed there 
ontop of the shops so you concetrate the apartments as well. 
 
You move back from the shops and the identified streets and you are in the 
"normal" suburb 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am To stay the same.......not to become commercialised........not full of chain 
stores. 
To keep the community feel by lots of Owner-Run stores. 

Feb 08 17 12:22:45 pm As above.  

Feb 08 17 12:24:15 pm ? 

Feb 08 17 12:33:43 pm Not sure 
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Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm Smoke free  

Feb 08 17 12:38:09 pm Same as it is now 

Feb 08 17 12:44:43 pm Crowded 

Feb 08 17 12:45:33 pm It could be a vibrant classy little shopping strip. but that requires the council 
to be more selective as to what shops they try to attract and what shops 
they don't give a licence to run.  

Feb 08 17 12:46:33 pm Don't know 

Feb 08 17 12:48:22 pm Still great shops and cafes with some landmarks for people to talk about 

Feb 08 17 12:53:25 pm Greener. 
Cleaner. 

Feb 08 17 12:55:32 pm along par with Brighton but with more people 

Feb 08 17 01:13:35 pm Modern shops and apartments above 

Feb 08 17 01:20:42 pm warm, welcoming place to eat and shop as it has been for me for the past 
30 years! 

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm Still plenty of small shops to avert the need to go to big shopping centres. 

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm I would  to see Bentleigh have some after hours bar/cafes.  At the moment, 
if I decide I want to meet a friend for tea at 7pm (any week of the day).. I 
have to drive to Brighton.  Bentleigh now has the demographics to support 
such businesses.  Just need someone to be bold enough to start it. 

Feb 08 17 01:43:05 pm A family friendly place to take a stroll and have lunch at 

Feb 08 17 01:44:38 pm Still be the place where people meet and shop versus goi g to shopping 
malls 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Like the present, only more of it. 

Feb 08 17 02:01:53 pm A fabulous alternative to the Chadstone and Southland complexes which 
are exhausting and unhealthy. Maintain the diversity of shops, ensure all 
the basics/essentials can be obtained, and encourage the 
boutiquey/specialty places for that extra enticement to browse and linger. 
Add some greenery for aesthetics, health and well-being 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm no comment 

Feb 08 17 02:04:57 pm Probably unchanged 

Feb 08 17 03:04:15 pm Very similar to what it is now.  

Feb 08 17 03:23:57 pm Less cheap $2 like shops. More healthy eating and lifestyle stores. 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm To be easily accessible and to offer the needs of the residents of the day  

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Safe, practical, affordable and accessable for the all.   And attractive with 
trees 

Feb 08 17 04:01:09 pm A place that locals feel embraced and welcome that you choose to go to 
first for ease and convenience. If you have good shopping you will then 
attract visitors  

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm More big brand stores. Capped to a very small amount $2 shops or Asian 
stores with Australian/English signwriting and menus. There's plenty of that 
in Clayton, Springvale, Footscray to name a few.  
 
We are different, providing an intimate stylish and quality shopping strip. I 
know residents from Bayside that enjoy shopping at Bentleigh because of 
this.  

Feb 08 17 04:17:43 pm Serviced allowing for increased population - keep as many independent 
traders to allow the community a large range of choice 

Feb 08 17 04:21:03 pm I hope it retains it friendliness, has shops that supply all the essentials and 
doesn't become overrun with high rise apartments over the shops. 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm Safety first .. maintain adequate carparking .. good bus service 

Feb 08 17 05:11:02 pm maybe road closure and walking space with parking at strategic points - 
access from behind shops  

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm More modern and less trashy and cheap looking  
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Feb 08 17 05:23:15 pm Open, less traffic and reasonable prices. 

Feb 08 17 05:23:26 pm I would like it to still have shops that matter rather than just $2 and massage 
parlours 

Feb 08 17 06:02:40 pm Shops to cater for families 

Feb 08 17 06:11:39 pm Not built up and aggressive looking. More green areas and heaps more 
engagement with the public. 
The railway station is great but so aggressive with all the black and grey 
and severe lines. This is not good to keep the people happy. 

Feb 08 17 06:18:12 pm More gardens and open spaces.  Less traffic congestion. 

Feb 08 17 06:48:02 pm A social hub that people enjoy rather than just use. 

Feb 08 17 07:35:59 pm I don't really want it changed drastically. We have CBD and Chapel street to 
provide different vibe, I don't want ti here. I would like it to have a same feel 
as today. 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Free of Developments 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm Just keep up with the trends and future 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm ALL SHOPS TO BE MODERNISED WITHOUT CHANGING THEIR 
FACADES  

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm A place to still shop outside without the stress of a huge shopping mall 
centre. Easy to park at or by public transport. Relax outdoors & have food 
but still shop at good stores.  

Feb 08 17 11:10:00 pm Modern, vibrant, art 

Feb 09 17 12:46:48 am As above  

Feb 09 17 08:37:11 am Vibrant, full of options  

Feb 09 17 08:42:42 am Community friendly 

Feb 09 17 11:54:39 am No traffic, wider footpaths. 

Feb 09 17 12:36:42 pm A place where people of all ages can enjoy its presence and use 24/7 

Feb 09 17 12:39:50 pm Vibrant, with a lively night scene - restaurants, bars 

Feb 09 17 01:47:11 pm An eclectic mix of generations with great meeting/social venues.  
Promoting a post ice youth culture that embraces arts, and cares for and 
appreciates their community 

Feb 09 17 02:12:04 pm A place for family and friends to gather to socialise and shop 

Feb 09 17 02:52:47 pm Rivalrying Chapel st or Brighton for the place to be seen // but you need to 
have opne minds and want this  // dont stick to the "traditional" things have 
to change  

Feb 09 17 03:54:12 pm Family friendly strip 

Feb 09 17 04:37:16 pm Cater as well for the younger generations. It is very old fashioned at the 
moment so make it more modern. 

Feb 09 17 08:16:21 pm A quality strip and desirable location 

Feb 09 17 08:46:42 pm Abundance of Art Deco Buildings with a café/cosmopolitan atismoshere 

Feb 09 17 09:00:38 pm Great local food and specialty shops with a friendly vibe and accessible 
parking 

Feb 09 17 10:09:08 pm a great place for people of all ages to hang out 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am lots of people and car spaces  

Feb 10 17 09:58:34 am - Full of you and old people not afraid to walk or shop 
 - security available 
- parking 
- apartments  

Feb 10 17 10:51:45 am a growing commutniy - with conference centres / cinemas / accommodation 
- parking. 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am A mini Chadstone 

Feb 10 17 01:03:33 pm open care free atmoshphere with secuirty and lots of shops to have coffess 
/ cakes food or clothing - somehwere to sit and chill for awhile 
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Feb 10 17 01:17:06 pm -less people 
-less pedestrian crossings OR less cars on the road. Have any of you been 
to Europe?? You often can't park in the old towns so everyone walks. 

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm combination of sothland / pharan /camberwell but alive and hip and not 
stagnant and dingy 

Feb 10 17 01:33:21 pm full of people and a modshopping centrte - not just a strip of shops but a 
whole shopping centre with developments etc 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm Oakleigh styl but with a mixture of different cultures not a stagnant strip of 
boxes called shops 
 
Build on the station increase people // make a muit level car park in 
nicholson street ? over the exisiting car park and further down // more 
parking at Burgess street - angle parking for the train commuters as well // 
make the other streets 2 hour parking and then you will have more people 
moving in and around 

Feb 10 17 02:17:39 pm ? 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm an alive place a safe place a place you can let kids go to the shops wiothout 
fear 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm Not just a strip of shops but a place people can also enjoy theslevs and also 
shop and eat and drink  

Feb 10 17 02:55:11 pm Modern, open, a mix of small shops (no big department stores). 

Feb 10 17 03:00:03 pm entertainment area filled with people shopping / catching the train or easy 
quick parking 
 
You should encourage buidlings in the precinet not outside - i have friends 
in Loranne street they rent their but if they could buy an apartment there 
they would be happy. You could make this and Mavho streets just 
apartments - they are close to the shops and dont impact on the houses 
further out like Cambell street - you could still have the old homes but you 
would have a a new area close by which would bring new people who 
would shop and coffee etc and be close to the trains. You then have more 
people to spend more money. 
 
East Bentleigh is going the correct way - encourage development of shops 
dont put rules in their way 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm have a busy hub - make the hub the station - develop the station develop 
Mavho / loranne and burgess / encourage people to use transport / reduce 
street parking except for shoppers  
these streets do not impact on the character of Bentleigh thats why they are 
defined as development - dont waste the opprotunty again and again 

Feb 10 17 03:20:16 pm Still here 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm alive and thriving with new shops and a thriving heart 

Feb 10 17 03:49:15 pm No cars. This would open up space for pedestrian and bike traffic and for 
vendors. 

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am Vibrant, viable and a safe and welcoming centre providing a good range of 
goods and services to the community. 

Feb 11 17 12:38:48 pm not too busy, good range of shops 

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Vibrant, friendly multicultural centre 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm more art work, unique shops less apartments 

Feb 11 17 09:09:02 pm Variety of shops 
Lots of festivals, activities eg Halloween Easter, street party, kid cafe 

Feb 12 17 07:02:01 am It will no doubt evolve as younger people than I come to live in the area. 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Pretty much the same as it is now  

Feb 12 17 01:56:47 pm Safe 
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Lots of trees 
Less cars 
More bikes 
More interaction with shop keepers who offer excellent quality, affordable 
goods (eg. L+L Butchers are a fantastic business - the guys are incredibly 
good at making the effort to get to know customers....)  many shop 
owners/retailers along the strip might benefit from lessons in customer 
service - actually learning how to interact with customers might improve 
their sales and customer loyalty 

Feb 12 17 03:26:09 pm Clean, green, with a great array of shops for all ages.  Great cafes and food 
outlets.  A strip that is a joy to shop and browse along, stop for a drink listen 
to music. 

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Walkable, good car traffic flow and parking and good variety of shops. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm Green, inviting, connected with community, safe  

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am a modern safe community full of younger people rather than a one horse 
town which has seen better days 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am Keep as is 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am a better strip than what it is now maybe even better then Brighton 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am thriving and bettering itself instead of burying head in the ground while the 
worlkd marches by 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am Oakleigh 
it has a police station / food court / sense of community 

Feb 13 17 09:39:06 am More greenery, less cars 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am like Brighton 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm People will need food and want to sip their coffee in a nice and familiar 
setting (e.g. cafe), despite Nespresso and online shopping. This part is 
likely to still exist in 30 years. We will need a greener environment to 
survive, so maybe a bit of planting now to achieve a boulevard (tree-lined 
street) type of environment - most shop houses are 2 stories only and are 
not rented upstairs for the view, so this could be doable... 

Feb 13 17 08:02:10 pm Safe, community oriented & friendly for all ages 

Feb 13 17 11:10:46 pm Maintain the community shopping strip feeling.  Avoid becoming a Box Hill. 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am a mini Church street 

Feb 14 17 08:24:41 am modern and clean 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am a place you can go for a coffee or to eat and feel safe and secure at night or 
day 

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am like a moden Bay st  

Feb 14 17 11:02:21 am like church street but with nicer shops and apartments over them which 
means more people on the streets which makes them safer at night 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am A total shopping, eating and entertainment precinct with pleasant open 
green spaces for  outdoor eating. 

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am High Street Prahran 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm hip safe and modern 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm alive and thriving 

Feb 14 17 01:46:58 pm a place that you can walk into and feel something nice not a dried up dingy 
street claiming to be a shopping centre 

Feb 14 17 02:10:00 pm better than what it is 

Feb 14 17 04:13:44 pm Much as it is now - people friendly. 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am not a run down ghetto  
not a ghost of what it could have been had the council opened its eyes and 
looked outside their junket wine glasses 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am A lot better than what it is now - I wont be around to see it but hope my 
words take root and you actually do something that i will see sooner. 
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Feb 15 17 09:12:16 am bigger but same as Bentleigh East is going through ie a revivale 

Feb 15 17 09:54:49 am a foodies mecca thriving 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am cafetrias with lost of seats // modern a place that you would be happy to 
spend some time in 

Feb 15 17 10:46:11 am Excciting and hip like St klida 

Feb 15 17 11:10:36 am a place people will say lets go to Bentleigh for " coffee / food / movies"  

Feb 15 17 11:22:35 am As above with great transport and community facilities  

Feb 15 17 12:51:43 pm something that has everything i have mentioned - you inists on keeping the 
shops and houses low storey thats like having your head in the bucket 
instead of reaching for the sky. 
Not talking skysrapers but if you want the stores to survive you need to give 
people a reason to shop there 
 
Not some of these dark / dirty shops - you also need regular inspections 

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Less apartments, particularly over shops. Pockets of open spaces where 
residents can sit and meet. 

Feb 15 17 01:39:27 pm To not have high rise buildings. Keep it at two storeys only. 
To have a large variety of small shops. 
Also, easy to walk along the shops. 
 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm its a matter of where narrow minded people will take it - by rights it should 
be devloped into a high end shopping center new / active electrifying and 
where people can feel safe and happy and hold heads high 

Feb 16 17 07:06:25 am like Box Hill - full of people 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am a mini city with its Hub in and around the Station 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am Happy continuing to grow and evolve 

Feb 16 17 10:44:15 am Better than South melbourne but with lost of new shops and aprtaments 
and people 

Feb 16 17 12:42:45 pm Keeping it the way it is! 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm a vibrant small city - with various shops and more people - dont look back 
look foward. 
Build on your station  
Build on Centre Rd 
Build in the streets around the Post office - cocnetrate people in there  

Feb 16 17 03:06:29 pm can it be a small city instead of a group of shops on a street 

Feb 16 17 03:19:49 pm full of people instead of half empty 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm my vision is that the Council r fix the car parking by making it 2 hours only in 
every street on a 24 x7    
 
Coiuncil vision is a car park with no Bentleigh shops but a wide plain for 
parking  

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm As a heritage to this area and it's origin.  

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am It's going to be an absolute nightmare in 30 years. All the apartments will be 
built so traffic will be a huge problem.  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm A classy, interesting mix of retail shops, cafes, amid a beautiful and 
interesting landscape 

Feb 17 17 03:53:29 pm ? 

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am A hub of local activity. Bustling. Business meetings in cafes. No cars. Plenty 
of trees and green.  

Feb 20 17 10:04:24 am Completely car free, inclusive, multicultural, fun, friendly. Have coworking, 
makerspaces, entire strip should be energy independent running on 100% 
renewables; water harvesting. A biophilic suburban strip. Need way more 
trees for shade and birds! 
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Feb 21 17 06:46:24 pm Retain current ambiance 
Community small business feel 

Feb 21 17 06:51:09 pm More open community including traders, more market like. 

Feb 21 17 07:02:54 pm Big and thriving 

Feb 21 17 07:07:07 pm More food variety 
Different cultures 

Feb 21 17 07:12:38 pm Still as clean as now 
Not too crowded 

Feb 21 17 07:23:04 pm Less cars/ trucks driving through 

Feb 21 17 07:32:25 pm Not too many high rises 
Not too much traffic 

Feb 21 17 07:39:55 pm Don't develop too much height not to dense in population 

Feb 21 17 07:44:11 pm Leave it alone don't develop it too much. 
Eg. Frankston was once quiet now not good 

Feb 21 17 08:12:56 pm More trees 

Feb 21 17 08:17:29 pm More lively at night  

Feb 21 17 08:21:34 pm That it is still here and hasn't been overwhelmed by greedy developers 

Feb 21 17 08:25:21 pm Less commercial more small businesses 

Feb 21 17 08:29:41 pm More area for kids less developments too many apartments 

Feb 21 17 08:34:23 pm About the same  

Feb 21 17 08:45:27 pm Maintain strip feel 
Not mega mall 

Feb 21 17 10:14:38 pm Looks good now. Small scale local 

 
 
 
 
 
Date  Any other comments?  
Dec 02 16 11:08:47 am Please, renovate the shopping strip. It looks dull, dirty and ugly 

Dec 03 16 01:02:46 pm I quite like it as it is! 

Dec 03 16 02:39:43 pm As I said earlier, the neighbourhood demographics are changing. Bentleigh 
is no longer a poor bayside suburb, and the shopping strip needs to reflect 
this fact.  
 
As a last comment - please, please, please can you put up decent 
Christmas decorations? 

Dec 06 16 10:11:13 pm The keynote of a shopping strip like ours to me would be serving the 
residents of the area and meeting their needs. I don't think we've the space 
or location to become a hub for passers through or tourists. It's a domestic 
suburb and always has been. We neither want to overdevelop it or fall 
behind the pace of progress.  

Dec 07 16 07:08:35 am Safe and friendly  

Dec 08 16 10:30:12 am keep going with supporting strip shops 

Dec 09 16 10:06:48 pm I love Bentleigh and how a lot of the shops are run by the owners. A much 
more friendly atmosphere. 

Dec 14 16 01:05:44 pm N/A 

Dec 30 16 10:21:14 pm Love the fact we have 4 op shops in Walking distance from each other . 
Fabulous ! Don't lose this  asset  .  

Jan 09 17 01:22:21 pm You could also get a cinema, I much prefer to go to a local cinema than look 
for a car park at Chadstone or Southland.  

Jan 14 17 07:13:10 pm Get rid of the crappy $2 shops  and salvos and meth clinic 
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Jan 20 17 08:35:32 pm It is a pity that the community were not kept better informed of the plans that 
had been made for it.  Just being asked to love the shops during changes 
told us nothing.  This is just spin and cover up about what really is 
happening. 

Jan 24 17 04:03:34 pm once again I would like to stress the need for a parking permit for traders. I 
need to be able to park close to work for loading and unloading. Also 
sometimes you can't get out of your shop due to staff issues or just being 
busy , which is what we all want to be. 

Jan 31 17 05:11:39 pm If we could only stop the vandals things would be better. 

Feb 02 17 02:41:20 pm I used to shop at centre rd  
However with all the rubbish shops, with the exception of a few and Extra 
Fresh, I now spend my money in Bayside. 
I can go to Church street and Bay Street which have everything that Centre 
Road has, minus the the homelessness and also junkies, 
And have a coffee with friends and shop and bank. 
With Centre Road there are a few stores now popping up but the 
community will not support completely if there are also junkie houses and 
homeless and $2 shops. 
Thus Glen Eira is missing out on my $ and I am not the only one. 
There is too much development which is truly unnecessary.  

Feb 02 17 04:59:57 pm Better mix of shops perhaps. Cleaner streetscape and have a height 
restriction on buildings in Centre Road. It  

Feb 02 17 05:59:27 pm N/A 

Feb 02 17 07:57:01 pm Just a comment about the concerts that were held at the rotunda a few 
years ago (Jade McCrae, etc.). We went and it was a very disappointing 
turnout. The reason for this was that the acts were no one that anyone who 
goes to the shops at Centre Road would like. These acts should have 
attracted younger people, but without the cool shopping to make the young 
people want to come, no one came to the concerts. Concerts could have 
been more kid-friendly or older acts, until the types of shops are more 
fashion-forward. 

Feb 03 17 08:50:51 am no  

Feb 03 17 02:07:56 pm Whilst Benleigh offers plenty of coffe shops for during the day there is little 
incentive to eat out there at night. 

Feb 03 17 02:32:52 pm The patching of pavements by utilities (Gas and Water) after repairs new 
pipes have been run to shops does not return the paths to their original 
condition. 
 
And do something more festive and brighter for Xmas decorations. 

Feb 03 17 03:23:56 pm None 

Feb 03 17 07:41:14 pm Yes, we want edible gardens throughout that the community cabin share 
and edible  plants on the nature strips.  

Feb 04 17 05:09:50 pm I have lived here all my life so I love the Bentleigh shopping strip anyway. It 
has evolved into a great place with more variety cafes/restaurants. There is 
still lacking good contemporary retail shops - Bentleigh is still dominated by 
discounts stores and outlets for the "older" generation". Shops that appeal 
to younger markets would make the Bentleigh strip a great place to shop. 

Feb 04 17 11:33:01 pm Love the area! 

Feb 05 17 08:50:41 am Needs more restaurants opened later. Can't get a late night meal or coffee 
after cinema.  Need something like Dendy Deli.  

Feb 05 17 01:49:56 pm Start planting more trees.  The thing is with overdevelopment is that they 
take down all the well established trees in the area and replace with shrubs.  
Unless the council plants decent (not palms) trees in the areas.  Most 
places that are better are tree lined, otherwise there are lots of trees in the 
surrounding houses.  you've let a multitude of apartments be built and 
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therefore no trees left.  Sure you'll have more money with the amount of 
council tax being charged but you'll attract a different geographic of people. 

Feb 05 17 08:17:11 pm How about closing Center Rd to cars at  specific times? 

Feb 05 17 10:50:30 pm The $2 shops and Salvation stores are an eye-soar. 
Friends that come to Bentleigh first notices how we have "ALOT OF $2 and 
OP SHOPS". 
 
Not a very nice first impression of the suburb. 

Feb 06 17 09:21:38 am stop the methodon chemist - leads to more crime 

Feb 06 17 10:13:49 am Removal of the level crossing makes it much more pleasant when one has 
to drive through. 

Feb 06 17 11:09:30 am Cut down on Asian owned retail shops. 

Feb 06 17 11:27:40 am I mentioned entertainment , but watch out for unsolicited buskers and 
especially professional beggars . 

Feb 06 17 11:56:26 am LOVE the fresh produce shops and small retail businesses 

Feb 06 17 01:07:00 pm Don't allow half baked ideas from state or local bureaucrats or overpaid 
consultants  to be implemented without doing appropriate checks with 
affected parties. 

Feb 06 17 01:39:05 pm no 

Feb 06 17 04:52:02 pm no 

Feb 06 17 06:43:40 pm I do not drive so whatever helps is good 

Feb 06 17 07:48:54 pm Lots of through traffic makes them lose their character together with a 
proliferation of op shops and 2 dollar shops.  Too many cafes also makes a 
shopping strip anodyne. 

Feb 07 17 07:03:00 am enourage devlopment in the full (whole of the ) streets for loranne st / 
cambell streets then restrict in the streets further away from the lines.  
Doing a 1/2 appraoch is not benefical -make it the whole street both sides 
and this will reduce people appealing permits and also allow for a 
concetration of services 
 
These streets are closer to shops and therefore are suitable for 
developments not like further streets alot away from the station and strips 
this will restrict developments but place it them where they are required 
close to the station. 
Make parking 2 hour only and monitor 

Feb 07 17 09:30:27 am increase accommodation  availablity 

Feb 07 17 09:45:54 am I love Centre Road and its now even better with the train underground. Its 
safer for all AND no more lengthy delays waiting for the train to pass. 
 
Please factor in car parking for residence as well as locals.  The new multi 
story developments only have 1 car space when these days most 
households have at least 2 cars.  Not very fair for visitors OR locals. 

Feb 07 17 11:50:22 am As I said before, please hire a good architect and do not rely on the ignorant 
local residents too scared to accept changes 

Feb 07 17 01:07:02 pm chase the supermarkets to check streets daily for trolleys left in local streets 
 
increase parking inspectors 

Feb 07 17 01:32:52 pm You want people then tell them they cant park in streets -either make them 
2 hour or stop asking for how to improve the strip. 
 
No parking means no people - no people means no shops. 
 
Traders have own parking 
Commuters have own parking 
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Residents of houses have (ive seen) permits so why not 2 or 3 hour parking 
- what is Councils problem???????????? 

Feb 08 17 12:44:35 am Encourage the younger/school communities to stay connected to the area 
through festivals and events. How about an evening youth or family festival 
in the Coles carpark encouraging the local food traders to have food carts  
and  other traders with  showbags with vouchers and novelties. 

Feb 08 17 08:14:19 am Please listen 

Feb 08 17 10:52:11 am please listen to reason and not people who just scream and rave - they like 
the dollars they get for their houses though 

Feb 08 17 11:19:42 am I like shopping as I am local and I like to keep our local businesses going. 
If the strip was full of chain stores and not Owner-Run stores I wouldn't feel 
strongly about shopping on Centre Road. 

Feb 08 17 12:37:30 pm You could improve this strip largely by removing the smoking  

Feb 08 17 01:34:31 pm forgot to mention the nut shop in earlier comments. - (I like that type of 
store) 

Feb 08 17 01:42:27 pm Improve Rotunda area.. its so ugly.. and people do use it and would use it 
more if it were better. 
May consider removing parallel parking some where on the strip.. where 
there are many cafes, so the sitting out side area is more hospitable. 

Feb 08 17 01:49:39 pm Keep up the good work. 

Feb 08 17 02:03:23 pm no 

Feb 08 17 03:26:41 pm I would like the footpaths to be FOOTPATHS for the use of pedestrians and 
not to be blocked by traders advertising their products.  

Feb 08 17 03:46:02 pm Centre Road surface has become very damaged it has deep ripples where 
the heavy vehicles have caused it to move.  Those ripples are trip hazards 
when crossing the road in a north/south direction.   Some of the ashphalt 
bulges at the gutter edges, again causing people to trip when stepping out 
of parked cars 

Feb 08 17 04:14:11 pm No high rise construction above 3 stories. It would tower over our little 
charming shopping strip and close it in and congest it with traffic and 
overpopulation, also straining local resources and parking. 

Feb 08 17 04:33:11 pm No 

Feb 08 17 05:18:32 pm No 

Feb 08 17 08:17:39 pm Wider roads 

Feb 08 17 08:18:35 pm I love Bentleigh shopping centre 

Feb 08 17 08:47:21 pm MAYBE POLICE PRESENCE  

Feb 08 17 10:59:38 pm Promote Bentleigh within the community FB hub.  

Feb 09 17 03:21:41 pm Please do something about the parking and entrance/exit and traffic in my 
street that has grown over the years due to Aldi and that the shops in that 
building.  
I don't have a solution, but you as the leaders definitely should! I mean 
someone has the genius idea (not) of having once car enter and exit at any 
one point at BOTH ends of my street. also look at parking permit in the first 
hald of our street - and resident will not pay for these permits either. We 
shouldnt considering the inconvenience we suffer due to the current traffic 
caused by the shops being in that location and Glen Eira not doing anything 
to control traffic.  

Feb 09 17 03:55:58 pm The eateries are great on the shopping strip but the retailers could definitely 
be improved. 

Feb 10 17 07:14:07 am yes - please presure the State Government and the Council - we are dying 
here 

Feb 10 17 11:06:04 am Any reason you cant have more apartment living in the street or in the side 
streets ?  
and if in a side street can they have a lttle coffee shop underneath ? 
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I live in Loranne st apartments and love it ,  
- I think you should make the street more apartments as that encourages 
young people and  
- also they would all be close to the station 
 - we dont need car parking on the streets 
 - you can then encourgae more people ie shoppers  
- make it two hours like the other side this also leads to cars moving and the 
street cleaners being able to clean. 
 
Ps how come our Unit block doesnt allow parking in the front ? have always 
wondered ? are we special ?  :)   (thats a smiley icon -hope it works)  

Feb 10 17 01:20:52 pm Fix your car parking issues // and i suggest if you want the area to thrive not 
just survive you encourage development around and on the shops as well. 
 
Your Council doesnt seem to understand that you need people and people 
need to live some where so build for them and make the shops attractive 
and the people will stay and shop. and then traders will be happy 
 
YOU CANNOT HAVE ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER 

Feb 10 17 02:09:28 pm You need more development and you need the people to live there - dont 
chase them away or discourage them -make it so people want to come 
there. 
Safeway is run down / Coles area is underutuisled same for Safeway /// 
train station not utilised at all. 
 
COUNCIL AND TRADERS STOP BEING SHORT SIGHTED - dont trust the 
engineers they only look at thier own job and not at the overall picture.  
BUILD AND THEY WILL COME  
PROCLAIM THAT BENTLEIGH IS OPEN FOR BUSINESS AND 
DEVELOPMENT AND NEW SHOPS and a Centre to enterain people  
Do it you know you can do ittttttt 

Feb 10 17 02:25:08 pm Make KF Fruit store / Coles / Aldi / Safeway /  - responsible to every day at 
least a couple of times to check each street for trolleys  
 
they want money but dont want to collect trolleys until they are phoned by 
people who cant park cars or neighbours sick of them being dumped 

Feb 10 17 02:42:39 pm You will find you will be left behind and it will be too late to revive the area if 
you restrict innovations and devlopment now. Stop being short sighted. 
 
Close your eyes and see the picture - shops over the train station  / cars 
moving on after 2 hours and new shoppers arriving for a couple of hours - 
Units and apartamnets in the 3 streets around the staion that is your HUB . 
You want the centre to survive do this 

Feb 10 17 03:18:58 pm Make Bentleigh sing 

Feb 10 17 03:30:36 pm you wont do anything but listen to wigning neighbours about your wrecking 
houses - thats not true look at it from the traders - no people no shops  

Feb 11 17 11:27:05 am As locals we understand and can see that the suburb is changing rapidly, 
the changes to the strip should be community driven (not developer/profit 
driven).  

Feb 11 17 04:01:21 pm Thank you for the opportunity t input 

Feb 11 17 07:25:03 pm music on saturdays 

Feb 12 17 09:52:57 am Thanks for the opportunity to have a say.  

Feb 12 17 05:07:57 pm Three storey height limit on Centre Rd for winter sun penetration. 

Feb 12 17 05:24:20 pm The shopping strip at times can feel unsafe please ensure this is factored 
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into the planning.  

Feb 13 17 07:00:23 am Fix the parking and allow people to come and shop - Im amazed that this is 
not being down - what is the problem ? not enough handouts ? 

Feb 13 17 07:20:51 am No 

Feb 13 17 07:28:27 am read and get council to do something -  
ps Cinema complex would be fantastic - more people nad developments 

Feb 13 17 07:49:44 am nothing will be done by the council and you will not even pass on these 
comments 

Feb 13 17 08:25:34 am allow more devlopments in the street and also the streets closest to all the 
train tracks this would concetrate congestion and allow for the extra people 
you need in the area to shop. 
 
as said maybe let the developments have a cafe dont just have the shops 
on the street think side streets as well that would expand the area 

Feb 13 17 11:07:32 am The council and traders need a good shake up and appear on the streets to 
see what is happening not just read it here. 
 
You both seem scared 

Feb 13 17 05:15:52 pm Thank you for the chance to participate. 

Feb 14 17 07:18:10 am Council will not do anything 

Feb 14 17 09:31:04 am why did you get rid of Medicare ? 
you need something like that  or even an  Optus prescence  

Feb 14 17 10:07:51 am fix pedestrains 

Feb 14 17 11:07:30 am No. Despite it's shortcomings,  I still enjoy walking down there most days 
and always meeting someone I know.   

Feb 14 17 11:53:30 am read the comments  - move forward check the hip places if you dont want to 
be left behind 

Feb 14 17 12:55:11 pm please help the traders 

Feb 14 17 01:19:50 pm mavho and loranne streets are good for this high density -  encourage 
developments into these streets both sides all the way up not this haly 
attempt and then you can releive pressure on other streets.  its simple logic 
and economically better 
Also increase and encourage shops to be developed 
 
thats your answer and change your building and traffic engineers 

Feb 15 17 07:21:04 am you going to print these resukts or sanitise them so council or the people 
cant see the truth 

Feb 15 17 07:59:10 am As a minimum change the parking signs in the streets near the stations and 
make them fully 2 hours parking 24 hours a day 

Feb 15 17 08:28:48 am Car Parking 
 
sack the council and the traffic engineers 

Feb 15 17 10:32:57 am are you interested in doing this ?   

Feb 15 17 01:04:18 pm Stop the higgledy-piggledy developments wherever is an open space no 
matter how big or small it is. 

Feb 15 17 02:17:53 pm parking disater due to Council - refusing to change the signs and make 
streets 2 hour parking 24 hours aday 
 
is this the same council you are asking to help fix the shopping center ?  
GODD LUCK youll need it with them 

Feb 16 17 07:45:27 am You will all talk and argue and then nothing will be done except some cheap 
paper streamers and tthat will be it till the next survey 

Feb 16 17 09:55:43 am Keep older houses but further away ie on other side of Brewer rd - streets 
close to the Center rd and the Station and Centre Rd shops need to be 
developed and growing otherwise you will have a samll country town and 
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you can see that they are in big trouble 

Feb 16 17 12:52:17 pm You will not be profitable if you do not have growth and you need peopl 

Feb 16 17 03:29:14 pm Hope this is published and results made known on the web site or in the 
newspaper and not hidden by Council or Traders 

Feb 16 17 03:42:36 pm Think I've said enough. Just no more apartments PLEASE.  

Feb 17 17 11:21:51 am Always supported Bentleigh - can't wait to move. Too scared to stay any 
longer invade developers pull down the houses around us and let someone 
build a McMansion looking into our garden and house. Streets starting to be 
lined with cars make Ng it difficult to drive down them.  

Feb 17 17 03:10:18 pm I'd like the quality of the landscaping and the cleaning of the streets to be 
checked by someone who cares and can improve it from time to time 

Feb 19 17 06:51:47 pm Bentleigh is a good place to live but somehow seems to lack an identity and 
perhaps needs an eliment of sophistication without becoming expensive.  

Feb 20 17 08:14:53 am Please do allow the shooing strip to develop and guide it. The area is 
gentrifying fast and the shopping strip needs to keep up.  

 
 


